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The ipsative characteristics of the LEAD-Self prevented any direct statistical 
comparisons and "links" to the Communication Style variables. The use of the LEAD-Self 
for comparative research is questioned. The results show that the CSM is a sound 
instrument for research and training purposes. Subtle differences in men and women's 
communication styles should not be excluded from future research on leadership and 
communication style. 
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Overyiew 
CHAPrERI 
INTRODUCITON 
The most popular and frequently used leadership theories and measurement 
instruments have a long history. The original Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire 
dates from 1957 (Hemphill & Coons, 1957) and a later version, the LBDQ-XII, was 
published in 1963 (Stogdia 1963). Hersey and Blanchard proposed their original Life 
Cycle Theory in 1969. Blake and Mouton proposed their Managerial Grid Theory in 1964. 
Fiedler's contingency theory using the Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) scale was 
proposed in 1967. House's Path Goal Theory was first proposed in 1971. The concept of 
"leadership style" was implied or directly discussed in the theories. The instruments to 
measure leadership style either were developed with the theories or came soon after. 
However, most of the popular leadership style measures, especially Hersey and 
Blanchard's and Blake and Mouton's, have had little or no adequate psychometric 
analyses. Some exceptions to this are the factor analytic studies of the LBDQ and LBDQ-
Xll, SBDQ, Leader Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ), and Fielder's LPC scale. 
Bass (1990) indicates that Blake and Mouton are the best known of the leadership 
model builders who prescribe both task and relations orientations as the one best way to 
achieve effective leadership. Bass (1990) indicates that Hersey and Blanchard's (1988) Tri-
Dimensional model has had widespread appeal to practicing managers and to leaders of 
management training programs despite theoretical problems and the fact that its reliability 
and validity remain in doubt 
In addition tO- the lack of a good research data base and psychometric data, 
leadership style instruments were primarily developed on men and by men. Psychometric 
and factor analytic differences by sex have not been adequately examined (Bass, 1981, 
1990; Shakeshaft, 1989). Although many of the measures have been updated, adequate 
validity and reliab~lity are lacking and as Bass (1990, pp. 845-846) has noted, "even small 
changes in instruments may lead to large changes in outcomes." 
Many organizational development interventions, change efforts, leadership training 
programs, and self assessments are based on instruments that were developed with a 
particular leadership model in mind (Blake & McCanse, 1991; Fiedler, 1967; Hersey & 
Blanchard, 1988; Tanne11baum & Schmidt, 1958). With such imponant individual and 
organizational decisions being placed on the results of these measures, it would be 
important that their psychometric properites be explored, especially as they might relate to 
the responses of women managers/leaders and any sex differences. Implications of any 
differences for leadership training and practice should receive a thorough discussion. 
According to Tetrault, Schriesheim, and Neider (1988) since 1964 over 400,000 
employees have attended Managerial Grid Seminars with only one (questionable) study 
supporting the positive results of the Grid training. They report the evidence suggests that 
the Managerial Grid and Situational Leadership (Hersey & Blanchard, 1988) models 
"suffer from having little or no theoretical or empirical support" (p. 79). 
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The importance of competence in communicating as being important in attempts and 
successes in leading has been discussed by Bass (1990). However, there is, as yet, no 
adequate model that links leadership or leadership style to communication or vice versa. 
Communication style and competency measures have fared better in the literature in trying 
to address the psychometric properties of the measures. But, these measures are old and 
initially date back to the late 1970's (Wiemann, 1977) and early 1980's (Snavely & 
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Walters, 1983). It is.still the case, however, that some of the better known communication 
~tyle and competency assessment instruments have psychometric inadequacies (Ganster, 
Petelle, Baker, Dallinger, & Backus, 1981; Nonon, 1983; Rubin, 1985). 
The intent of this research was to conduct an exploratory study using various 
statistical analyses of the item and scale responses of a self repon leadership style measure 
and of a communication style measure. A systematic random sample of North Carolina 
male and female elementary school principals was used as subjects. The leadership style 
measure used was Hersey and Blanchard's (1988) LEAD-Self assessment instrument and 
the communication style measure was the Communicator Style Measure (CSM) (Norto-n, 
1983). 
Statement of the Problem 
There have been a plethora of leadership style measures associated with the most 
popular leadership theories. These include Blake and Mouton's (1978) Managerial Grid, 
Fiedler's Least Preferred Co-worker Scale, the LBDQ and LBDQ-XII, SBDQ and Leader 
Opinion Questionnaire, and Hersey and Blanchard's LEAD instruments, to name a few. 
Typically the two components of leadership style that are the most identified by factor 
analytic studies are consideration and initiating structure or a "task" versus a more "social 
relations approach." 
Criticisms of the leadership style measures are that they lack adequate psychometric 
suppon such as good reliability and validity data (Bass, 1981; Immegan, 1988). There 
have also been criticisms that t!1e leading leadership style measures were developed 
primarily on men and by men and thus may not be appropriate for use by women managers 
and leaders, and even biased against their unique style of leading and managing (Helgesen, 
1990; Shakeshaft, 1989; Shakeshaft, Nowell, & Perry, 1991). 
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In addition to-methodological and instrumentation problems the leadership research 
has often presented a confusing or contradictory set of findings depending on whose theory 
or model the researcher was using (Adams & Yoder, 1985; Bass, 1990; Boyan, 1988; 
Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 1975; Hampton, Summer, & \Veber, 
1987; Hersey & Blanchard, 1988; Pondy, 1989; Powell, 1988; Shakeshaft, 1989). 
Typically, leadership style and leadership have been defined differently based on different 
theories and models (Adams & Yoder, 1985; Bass, 1990; Hersey & Blanchard, 1988; 
Immegart, 1988; Klauss & Bass, 1982). This has caused confusion in interpreting and 
synthesizing the research findings and generalizing the results to different populations and 
situations. 
Along with the diversity of models and theories have come a diversity of methods 
to assess leadership style and behavior. However, if the theories are based on 
instrumentation that is questionable psychometrically, then the theory and research based 
upon the instrument is suspect. In addition, if there are real leadership style differences 
between men and women this would have obvious and serious implications for the findings 
of previous research. 
Communication researchers have also developed a variety of theories on leader 
communication (Dansereau et al., 1975; Dansereau & Markham, 1987; Jablin, 1985), 
interpersonal communication (Knapp & Miller, 1985), organizatic:tal communication 
(Goldhaber, 1985; Jablin, Putnam, Roberts, & Potter, 1987), instruments and measures of 
communication style {Norton, 1983), communication competence (Schrader, 1990; 
Wiemann, 1977), and communication satisfaction (Downs & Hazen, 1977). There have 
been several communication competency assessment instruments developed in addition to 
those mentioned above. These include the Communication Competency Assessment 
Instrument and the Communication Competency SelfRepon measures (Rubin, 1985). 
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Communication Apprehension has also been the focus of communication researchers using 
the PRCA-24 scale (McCroskey, 1982) and Snyder's (1974) Self Monitoring Scale of 
Expressive Behavior. 
Communication science measurements still suffer from some of the same 
methodological criticisms and inadequate psychomettic data as do the leadership measures. 
However, on the whole, and especially with Nonon's Communication Style Measure, 
there appears to have been more of an attempt to obtain adequate factor analytic constructs 
and psychometric analyses with the communication instruments than with the leadership 
measures. 
In the communication style area the research suggests that social role stereotypes 
can influence perceptions and produce different behavioral responses and responses on 
various self-repon measures, producing significant group sex differences (Bartol & Martin, 
1986; Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Eagly, 1987; Lipps, 1988; Pearson, Turner, & Todd-
Mancillas, 1991; Powell, 1988). This is also true of current leadership style studies, 
especially if they include women in the data base. However, there have been several 
studies in both the leadership area and in the communication area that have shown no or 
few sex differences between men and women leaders, managers, and administrators (Bass, 
1990; Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Eagly, 1987). Qearly, what has not been examined 
thoroughly or sufficiently enough are the psychometric properties of the measures. An 
exploration of the nature and extent of sex differences in responses to these instruments and 
what implications any such differences might have for instrument use and interpretation is 
also needed. 
Punx>se 
The purposes of this study were to: 1) conduct exploratory psychometric and 
statistical analyses of item and subscale scores on a self rating measure of leadership style 
and a self rating measure of communication style using a sample of male and female 
elementary school principals in Nonh Carolina, and2) determine any statistically 
significant sex differences in responses to the leadership and communication style 
measures. Demographic data were also collected to determine its statistical imponance on 
instrument responses. 
Ji.xpotheses 
This was an exploratory study of a leadership style and a communication style 
instrument to detennine the psychometric and statistical characteristics of the instrumerus 
and to detennine the extent of any significant sex differences in responses. For example, 
factor analyses were conducted to determine if previously identified constructs were 
mediated by gender. In addition, internal consistency reliability and other appropriate 
statistical characteristics of the two instruments were examined by sex. The demographic 
information collected was examined to determine if the demographic variables produce 
consistent statistical results by sex. 
Conceptual Base 
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Communication is one of the important components of leadership and management 
Thousands of research studies have been conducted on leadership, leadership style, and on 
communication style (Bass, 1990; Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Pearson et al., 1991; Powell, 
1988). In the communication science area the research has mainly examined 
communication in organizations, interpersonal communication, and more recently, gender 
differences in communication style (Dansereau & Markham, 1987; Jablin, 1985; Pearson et 
al., 1991; Penley, Alexander, Jernigan, & Henwood, 1991; Penley & Hawkins, 1985; 
Powell, 1988; Seibold, Cantrill, & Meyers, 1985). 
One of the earliest leadership researchers and writers, Chester I. Barnard (1938) 
indicated that one of the essential functions of the executive is to provide for the system of 
communication. Hoy and Miskel (1987), Luthans and Larsen (1986), Luthans, 
Rosenkrantz, and Hennessey (1985), Penley and Hawkins (1985), and Shakeshaft (1989) 
have indicated that studies have shown that superintendents, principals, and managers 
spend a great majority of their time communicating, especially with personnel outside their 
own depanment and organization. Hoy and Miskel (1987) and Shakeshaft (1989) indicate 
that school principals and superintendents spend as much as 70 percent of their time 
communicating. Mintzberg's (1973) ten essential managerial roles include five that are-
directly communication related: liaison, monitor, disseminator, spokesperson, and 
negotiator. Penley and Hawkins (1985) and Penley et al. (1991) have shown the 
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importance of and relationship of communication skills to the content of communication 
and managerial leadership. However, Shakeshaft assens that, "very little research has been 
undertaken to document differences in male and female school administrators' written and 
spoken communication" (1989, p. 184). 
Communication Science has researched areas similar to those studied in the 
leadership literature (power, affiliation, exchange theory, and attributional theory). Klauss 
and Bass (1982) have snidied interpersonal communication in organizations as well as 
leadership. They indicate that "much of leadership behavior is covered by communication 
style" (Klauss & Bass, 1982, p. 161). In addition, Klauss and Bass (1982) have said: 
Leadership is influence. Influence requires communication. Leadership requires 
effective communication. Despite the connection there is a surprising deanh of field 
or laboratory research on the linkages between leadership and communication 
behavior. Little has been done to describe the specific ways that panicular 
communication styles relate to particular differences in leadership styles, even 
though, conceptually, various leadership styles have frequently been defined in 
terms of communication behavior i.e. Hersey and Blanchard's "Telling," "Selling," 
Participating," and "Delegating." (p. 4) 
Leadership is. one of the most studied of all the topics in the social sciences. It 
would be rare to see a text on orgaizational behavior that did not have a chapter on 
leadership. The same can be said of communication. When examining the area of 
leadership research over the last 20 to 30 years it is apparent that there are different models 
and theories that have been developed to explain leadership or some aspect of leadership 
behavior or "style" (Bass, 1990). Bass (1990), in his update to Sto&dill's Handbook of 
I..eadership (1981), classifies the leadership theories and models into the following 
categories: Leadership as Contingent Reinforcement in a social exchange, Leadership in 
groups, power models of leadership, trait or personal characteristics models, Fiedler's 
contingency Theory, Reinforcement Exchange theory of Bass, Yuki's Multiple Linkage 
Model, Exchange Theories (The Vertical Dyad Linkage Approach), Task versus relations 
oriented theories such as Blake and Mouton's Managerial Grid Theory, the Hersey-
Blanchard Situational Model of Leadership, Vroom and Yetton's Deductive Model, and 
House's Path Goal Theory. Hampton et al. (1987) discuss many of the same popular 
models but with somewhat different names: Fiedler's Contingency Model, Vroom and 
Yetton's Leadership-Group decision making model and The Life Cycle Model (Hersey and 
Blanchard's Situational model). Hersey and Blanchard (1988) discuss some other models 
or "quasi" models which include: The Ohio State Studies Model (LBDQ), Liken's four 
Management Systems, and Tannenbaum and Schmidt's continuum of leader behavior. 
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The kinds of research that have been done (in general categories) and the 
instruments developed to measure leadership style in each of the theories differ 
considerably. Also, many of the leadership theories deal directly or indirectly with 
communication (Hersey & Blanchard, 1988). However, communication or communication 
categories do not appear to be directly measured as a construct in the leadership 
instruments. The instruments tend to examine general outcomes and behaviors (decision 
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making), effects, pen:eptions, attitudes, and subordinate satisfaction. Pondy (1989) has 
called leadership a "language game" and stated that current leadership theories are too 
limiting that the language of the leader is almost unbounded in the way it can creatively be 
used to influence. Since the late 1970's, with Bradley and Baird's (1977) study of 
Mana~ment and Communication Style: A Correlational Analysis, communication 
scientists have increasingly begun to study the language of leaders, including content, tone, 
nonverbal language, and vertical and horizontal communication (Pearson et al., 1991; 
Powell, 1988; Pruett, 1989). 
The communication science researchers have also studied such topics as 
argumentativeness and gender, orality and literacy in narrative gender differences, the folk 
linguistics of women's speech, female managers' perceptions of their own training needs in 
the communication skills areas, and intemJptions in task oriented conversations by males 
and females. The Vertical Dyad Linkage Model of leadership has also been used in several 
communication studies (Dansereau et al., 1975). This leadership model is discussed in 
articles in the Handbook of Intet"J)ersonal Communication (Knapp & Miller, 1985) and in 
the Handbook of Organizational Communication (Jablin et al., 1987). Eagly (1987) and 
Eagly and Johnson (1990) have postulated sex differences in social behavior, including 
leadership, as a function of differing social roles. Bartol and Martin (1986) and Eagly and 
Karau (1991) have examined the leadership/ communication similarities and differences in 
task groups by sex. Some of the conclusions based on the literature they reviewed on 
leadership in leaderless groups and in groups with designated leaders are: 
1. In mixed-sex leaderless groups females frequently take a more passive role 
towards leadership and may engage in more expressive behaviors at the expense 
of instrumental or task behaviors. 
2. Females are more active in engaging leadership in 
same sex than in mixed sex leaderless groups. 
3. Males tend to resist leadership by females in 
leaderless groups and to a lesser degree in designated-leader situations. 
4. Females ha'\·e a more difficult time achieving social 
inclusion in mixed sex leaderless groups if they attempt to actively engage in 
leadership behaviors. 
5. The behaviors of both males and females are 
influenced by the gender ratios in task groups. 
6. Females and males behave similarly in designated-
leadership situations. 
In summarizing communication style sex differences Bartol and· Martin (1986) conclude: 
1. Males talk more than females in mixed sex groups. 
2. Females tend to use more words that imply feelings, 
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auxiliary words, negations, evaluative adjectives, interpretations, psychological 
state verbs, and purposive cases. 
3. Males use more terms referring to time, space, 
quantity, destructive action, perceptual attributes, and more objective cases. 
4. Males tend to be more assertive and give more 
directions while females are more tentative, supportive, and are more likely to 
make requests. 
5. The use of qualifying phrases leads to negative 
effects only when used by females. Females who use tag questions (Don't you 
think?) or disclaimers (I'm no expert), had lower influence and were perceived 
as having low intelligence and little know!edge. 
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6. The use of stereotypical speech strategies had adverse effects for females but not 
for males. 
7. Communication patterns are affected by the gender 
makeup of the group. 
8. Females may be more adept at recognizing the 
nonverbal cues of emotion than males. 
9. Females may· tend to speak in a more deferent manner 
than males in task situations or may be perceived as doing so because of gender 
stereotypes. 
Thayer (1988) has pointed out communication scholars have given little attention to 
leadership and leadership scholars have for the most part given even less attention to 
communication. A handbook of leadership has been published (Bass, 1990) as well as a 
Handbook oflntemersona1 Communication (Knapp & Miller, 1985) and a Handbook of 
Or~anizational Communication (Jablin et al., 1987). Both of these communication 
handbooks include chapters that deal with aspects of managerial communication. What is 
problematic is that one imponant area, educational communication or communication by 
educational administrators in educational organizations, is missing from the discussions. 
In tenns of Leadership measurement, Eagly and Johnson (1990) found that the 
most frequently used leadership measurement instrument was the Leader Behavior 
Description Questionnaire (LBDQ). Also, the setting and subjects most used in their meta-
analytic study was educational. Bass (1990) confinns that the LBDQ and Fiedler's least 
preferred co-worker (LPC) instruments have domi112ted research in leadership over the past 
40 years. 
In terms of communication style measurement (Briggs, Creek, & Buss, 1980; 
McCroskey, 1982; Nonon, 1983; Rubin, 1985; Schrader, 1990; Snyder, 1974; Wiemann, 
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1977), there have been developed many different measures of communication, both written 
and spoken. In general the research literature appears to show more of a concern by 
communication researchers with the psychometric properties of their scales (Gregson, 
1990; Levin & McCroskey, 1990; Rubin, 1985). However, many of these communication 
instruments suffer from some of the same deficiencies as the leadership measures. 
Another very serious problem is that there have been few studies that specifically 
tried to integrate or link the research findings in the areas of leadership style, 
communication style, and gender (Penley & Hawkins, 1985; Penley et al., 1991; 
Shakeshaft, 1989). The diversity of leadership style and leadership competence 
instruments used for research has complicated any integration of the research within the 
leadership area, especially among leadership, communication, and sex variables. Penley 
and Hawkins (1985) and Penley et al. (1991) have made some serious attempts to link 
communication and communication style with leadership or managerial/supervisory 
behavior or "style." 
Gender and sex differences have become a very important issue and research topic 
in business, educational administration, and communication science fields in the last fifteen 
years (Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Helgesen, 1990; Loden, 1985; Ortiz & Marshall, 1988; 
Shakeshaft, 1989; Shakeshaft et al., 1991). Issues such as sexual harassment, leadership 
by women, entrance into higher management levels and differential pay for men and 
women have kept this issue in the forefront of discussion and research. Increasing 
numbers of women, in the last ten to twenty years, have been moving into the world of 
work and the ranks of management, politics, leadership, and educational administration 
(Bass, 1990; Shakeshaft, 1989; Shakeshaft et al., 1991). This has resulted in numerous 
studies examining sex differences in leadership style. There has also been an increase in 
popular books for women advocating that women's leadership style is actually the better 
one for today's society, changing organizations, and changing world (Aburdene & 
Naisbitt, 1992; Dalton, 1991; Helgesen, 1990; Loden, 1985; Rosner, 1990; Shakeshaft, 
1989; Shakeshaft et al., 1991). 
The importance of psychometrically adequate leadership and communication style 
research measures can be deduced from the above discussion because both areas of 
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leadership style and communication style use self assessment instruments to measure their 
theoretical constructs. Bond (1981) has noted the importance of constructs by stating: 
constructs are the building blocks of science: a science advances precisely to tlte 
extent that its constructs are accurately measured and their interrelationships are 
sufficiently well known to explain observable phenomena. (pp. 56-57) 
Bond (1981) concludes, "the need for accurate unbiased assessment in a democratic society 
is necessary and beneficial for all" (p. 507). 
Shephard (1981) also discusses the importance of test validity, fairness, and bias. 
She notes that increasingly in the literature the concept of test validity is being expanded to 
include wider moral concepts of fairness and whether or not this construct should be 
measured (ethical issues). She asserts that "Clearly, however, the soundness of any test 
depends on both logical demonstrations of relevance and empirical confinnation that indeed 
the test measures as intended" (Shephard, 1981, pp. 81-82). Critical and important 
research conclusions, training implications, self atttributions, and placement implications 
are being based on research using those instruments, many of which do not have adequate 
psychometric and statistical studies to support their use and interpretations deduced from 
them. These problems call into question many of the findings of past research in both the 
areas of leadership style and communication style. 
Bass (1981) pointed out that "we need to be conscious about the serious limitations 
in our measurements" (p. 602). Bass (1990) also discusses the same methodological 
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issues of measurement in his revised handbook of leadership. He states, "concentrated 
efforts with measures other than the most popular ones are needed, particularly if they can 
be joined in a nomothetic network with the well-used instruments" (1990, p. 886). Bass 
(1990) also indicates that "Fiedler's Least Preferred Co-worker (LPC) scale and some form 
of the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) have dominated research on 
leadership in the past 40 years" (p. 885). Bass (1990) further indicates there is a bias in the 
LBDQ that needs to be addressed in future research and that "research on the various 
assessment methods employed and their integration into decisions about 'assesses' need to 
be studied further" (p. 910). Bass (1990) further argues for more sophisticated 
instruments with higher validity and for multiple measures and methods that might be 
associated with leadership (Bass, 1990). In terms of self assessment instruments Bass also 
states that "leaders' perceptions, attributions, cognitions, and opinions will continue to be 
of considerable research importance as a link to what leaders actually do" (Bass, 1990, p. 
890). He points out that some theoretical models may fit certain data better because each 
"theoretical view is supported by a different array of measurements" (Bass, 1990, p. 914 ). 
In essence, one of the things Bass feels is needed is better measurements. 
The LBDQ-Xll and Fiedler's Least Preferred Co-Worker are two of the few 
leadership style measurement instruments that have had factor analytic and other 
psychometric research that has confirmed the existence of the factors of consideration and 
initiating structure it, leadership style. However, there has been a lack of equivalence 
between the LBDQ and other similar instruments. A study by Miller (1973) found the two 
main factors of consideration and the initiation of structure, but also found support for 
subfactors that could be categorized under the two higher order factors of consideration and 
initiation structure. How other leadership style instruments would look psychometrically 
and in factor studies with other related measures such as communication competence or 
communication style is not yet clearly understood 
To suilllllarize, four serious criticisms that have been directed at leadership style 
measures and communication style instruments are: 
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(1) There are not adequate psychometric results using statistical analysis techniques 
such as factor analysis to confirm factors, constructs or major components of leadership 
and communication style in most of the theoretical models. This includes construct validity 
and reliability. Methodological and measurement issues and their implications remain ~ 
largely unresolved by measurement researchers (Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Shakeshaft, 
1989). 
(2) The existing leadership style instruments were developed by males and the 
initial research done on males thus calling into question the appropriateness of the measures 
for females. 
(3) Possible sex differences in leadership and communication style and the 
implications of such differences has not been adequately explored in the literature. 
(4) The integration or linkages between leadership style (behavior) and 
communication style (behavior) have not been adequately researched. 
The present study seeks to address these criticisms by obtaining psychometric and 
statistical data on a self report leadership and communication style instrument, along with 
important demographic data for a sample of men and women elementary school principals. 
Si&nificance and Importance of this Research 
This research will explore statistical and psychometric data and any linkages 
between the leadership style measure, the communication style measure, and demographic 
data for men and women elementary school principals. It will thus add needed normative 
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data on men and women elementary school principals as well as explore any sex and other 
group differences that may exist in the measures used It should provide information that 
will help researchers in the future to improve, discard, or at least understand in what ways 
and in what contexts the measures can be used appropriately (if at all). This study should 
also help provide data to make crucial decisions about the perceptions of leadership and 
communication style for instrument development, use, and interpretation. 
This research will help fill in some of the gaps with methodological problems in 
both the areas ofleadership and communication style research (Bass, 1981, 1990; 
Immegart, 1988; Shakeshaft, 1989). Specifically, as Immegan (1988) has stated, 
"problems are related to the results that can be obtained from the use of the instruments, 
item content, and often the nature and stage of development of the instrument" (p. 270). 
This study should add to the knowledge about the instruments used, especially their 
psychometric and statistical characteristics. 
Specifically, this study will allow for comparisons with some other psychometric 
and factorial studies ofleadership (Bass, 1990; Blank, Weitzel, & Green, 1990; Charters & 
Pitner, 1986; Markham & Scott, 1983; Nediger & Chelladurai, 1989; Norton, 1983; 
Pimer, 1988b; Shouksmith, 1983; Stewart & Latham, 1986) and with similar analytic 
communication studies (Bass, 1981, 1990; Ganster et al., 1981; Gregson, 1990; Levin & 
McCroskey, 1990; Nonon, 1983; Pruett, 1989; Rubin, 1985; Schrader, 1990; Staley & 
Cohen, 1988; Wiemann, 1977). 
This study adds a communication style measure along with the leadership style 
measure which follows from Immegart's (1988) and Bass's (1990) recommendations that 
the number of variables investigated in leadership studies needed to be broadened and that 
four sets of variables, (1) personal characteristics of the leader, (2) behavior or patterns of 
behavior-style, (3) the situation-context task and environment, and (4) outcomes-
perfonnance or effec~s. need to be examined. This study would fit into the first of 
Immegart's sets. 
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Immegart (1988) and Bass (!990) also recommend that more complex analytic 
techniques be used in the study of leadership and that more attention be given to variations 
and exceptions. The use of elementary school principals who are "in the field" fits into 
another of Immegart's recommendations for future research needs, in using subjects who 
are actual leaders. This study may also stimulate similar studies that compare educational 
leaders and administrators with business and industry managers and leaders. Comparisons 
could be made allowing for any differences in the psychometric properties of assessment 
instruments used on the two groups. Subsequent discussion of the implications such 
differences might have for leadership performance in different work contexts would be 
important 
This research should also allow for more exploration of possible sex differences in 
statistical results and psychometric data to determine if there are quantitative as well as self 
perceived behavioral and qualitative differences as discussed by Bartol and Martin (1986), 
Eagly and Johnson (1990), Helgeson (1990), Loden (1985), Pearson et al. (1991), Powell 
(1988), and Shak:eshaft (1989). 
Definitions 
Important terms used in this study will be defined as follows: 
Communication Style- The way one verbally, nonverbally, and paraverbally 
interacts to signal how literal meaning should be taken, interpreted, filtered, and understood 
in terms of nine independent variables and one dependent variable. The independent 
variables (constructs) are Dominant, Dramatic, Precise, Contentious, Animated, 
Impression Leaving, Relaxed, Open, and Friendly. The dependent variable, also a 
subconstruct, is Communicator Image. "I am a good communicator" (Norton, 1983, p. 
58). Klauss and Bass (1982) concluded that "much ofleadership behavior is covered by 
communication style" (p. 161). 
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Leadership Style - The leadership style of an individual is the behavior pattern that a 
person exhibits when attempting to influence the activities of others as perceived by these 
others. A person's leadership style involves some combination of task behavior and 
relationship behavior. When the style of a leader is appropriate to a given situation it is 
termed effective; when the style is inappropriate to a given situation it is tenned ineffective. 
Effectiveness is also how appropriate it is to a given situation as seen by the followers, 
superiors, or associates. Effective leaders adapt their leader behavior to meet the individual 
needs of their followers and the particular environment (Hersey & Blanchard, 1988). 
,Sg - Is simply the biological sex of the individual and not gender which has been 
defined as "the learned behaviors a culture associates with being male or female and a term 
used to designate psychological, social, and cultural aspects of maleness and femaleness" 
(Kessler & McKenna, 1978, p. 7). In the literature some authors use gender and sex to 
mean the same thing but it should be noted they are different. In this paper the terms 
gender and sex may at times be used interchangeably but it should be noted that when 
gender is used it refers to biological sex, unle.;s otherwise specified. 
Demoi4lPhic Para 
The demographic data collected is shown in the questionnaire presented in 
Appendix C. Ten questions were asked to obtain data on characteristics such as: "How 
many years have you been in education," ''How many years have you been an elementary 
school principal," "What area of the state is your system in," Age Range, Race, and type of 
school (Urban, Rural, Inner City Urban). 
Overview 
CHAPTER IT 
REVIEW OF Tiffi LITERATURE 
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The review of the literature will be divided into six subsections. These sections will 
examine current research relevant to the research focus and purposes in the following areas: 
I. PSYCHOMETRIC RESEARCH ON LEADERSHIP STYLE AND 
COMMUNICATION STYLE INSTRUMENTS. 
II. LEADERSHIP AND SEX DIFFERENCE RESEARCH. 
ill. COMMUNICATION AND SEX DIFFERENCE RESEARCH. 
IV. LEADERSHIP STYLE, COMMUNICATION STYLE, AND SEX 
DIFFERENCES AMONG EDUCATORS. 
V. WOMEN'S RESEARCH AND TIIOUGHT ON LEADERSHIP STYLE, 
COMMUNICATION STYLE, AND SEX DIFFERENCES. 
VI. AN A TIEMPI'ED INTEGRATION OF LEADERSHIP STYLE, 
COMMUNICATION STYLE, AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN 
BUSINESS RESEARCH. 
The research overlaps in many areas because of the nature of the constructs 
(Leadership Style and Communication Style) being studied. It should be clear that the 
leadership style and communication style findings are "murkey" at best This may be due 
to the different leadership style theories (Bass, 1990), the different theories of 
Communication Style (Penley et al., 1991) and especially the varying instruments used to 
measure the important constructs and subconstructs in each theory. 
Literally thousands of leadership studies have been conducted in the last 50 years. 
Many of these studies have used different theoretical models and measuring instruments 
and cannot be compared in their results. Five of these theories, the Situational or Life 
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Cycle Theory (Hersey & Blanchard. 1988); Contingency Theory (Fiedler, 1967); The 
Managerial Grid (Blake & Mouton, 1978); The Leader Member Exchange Model (Graen, 
Novak, & Sommerkamp, 1982), and the Decision Making Model designed by Vroom and 
Yetton (1973) are very diverse in their conceptualizations of what comprises effective 
leadership. There are some major inadequacies, limitations, and internal inconsistencies in 
these and other of the popular leadership theories. For example, Fiedler's theory has been 
disputed as not really fitting the data and thus being unreliable and not valid. Also, the 
theoretical meaning of Least Preferred Co-Worker and situational favorableness and the 
validity of the model continues to be disputed both empirically and theoretically (Bass, 
1990). 
In discussing Managerial Grid Theory, Bass (1990) stated that "a substantial 
number of investigations of the impact of task and relations orientation have been mixed 
and negative" (p. 485). However, Blake and Mouton are adamant about the 9,9 (Team 
Manager or leader) as being the most effective in all situations and that it has consistently 
contributed positively to a variety of positive performance criteria in organizational 
development studies. In a 1982 article Blake and Mouton continue to argue that eight kinds 
of interrelated evidence "lead to the conclusion that one best style is a sounder basis for the 
exercise of effective leadership training" (Blake & Mouton, 1982, p. 41). 
Hersey and Blanchard's curvilinear model has been severely criticized "because of 
the lack of internal consistency of its measures, because of its conceptual contradictions and 
because of its conceptual ambiguities" (Bass. 1990, p. 492). Although Hersey and 
Blanchard's measurement instrument (LEAD) lacks the desired level of reliability and its 
validity is still in doubt, it is very appealing to practicing managers. leadership trainers, and 
leaders because of its simplicity and flexibility (Bass, 1990). 
It is interesting that Blake and Mouton (1982) state: 
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This long standing controversy (about which model or theory of leadership is best) 
is no closer to resolution today even though behavioral scientists have conducted 
research, written scholarly treatises, and published numerous books on the subject 
Professionals in the leadership field are still unable to agree among themselves. 
What does leadership science offer struggling practitioners or the searching 
organization'? Mostly confusion, doub~ and contradiction instead of evidence, 
assurances and applications. (p. 21) 
There has not been an adequate integration of leadership research from different 
disciplines on issues such as "style," traits, situations, transactions, exchanges, gender 
linked language effects, communication styles, and social role theory to adequately address 
leadership style, communication style, and gender differences as part of a complex 
conglomerate of imponant interrelated constructs. This appears to be especially true in the 
area of public school administration/leadership (Immegart, 1988; Ortiz & Marshall, 1988; 
Shakeshaft, 1989). This is very imponant when one considers that schools and businesses 
have imponant cultural differences that influence and interact with both leadership style and 
communication style. Benedetti (1975), Sarason (1982), Goodlad (1984), Jackson 
(1968), and Campbell (1986) have discussed these significant differences between 
business organizations and educational organizations. 
I. Pyschometric Research Studies on Leadership and Communication Style Instruments 
Shakeshaft (1989) reported that Fiedler conducted a study in 1961 that produced 
results showing: 
sex differences seemed to have a consistent effect upon interpersonal perception. 
Females perceived significant persons in their environment in a less differentiated 
and in a more favorable manner than did males. (Shakeshaft, 1989, p. 155) 
Since Fiedler identified high LPC leaders as being more concerned with people, and as 
perceiving their co-workers in favorable positive terms, it is surprising that he did not 
specifically discuss sex as an important variable in his research. 
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Shak:eshaft a00 indicates that all theories in educational administration suffer from 
this one sided male bias and that she could have used many other leadership theories to 
illustrate the concept of androcentric biasing in her discussion of leadership. One of the 
categories for examining androcentric bias is "measurement" with three questions she feels 
should be asked of the instrumentation before conducting research: 
1. Are sex-neutral scales or measures used? 
2. Have scales been validated on both sexes? 
3. Is nonsexist language used? (p. 152) 
Shakeshaft (1989) concludes that: 
even when subsequent research has tried to account for the effects of gender, the 
findings and interpretations were tainted by the androcentrism of the primary 
research. Surveys and instruments used in a study of the Educational 
Administration Quarterly were often biased. The bias fell into four categories: 
maintenance of traditional roles, failure to measure aspects of a construct that might 
relate to women's concerns or perceptions, direct transfer of instruments from a 
predominantly male field to a predominantly female field and exclusion of female 
experience from the study. (p. 162) 
Ortiz and Marshall (1988) echo these views. Immegart (1988) indicates that in the study of 
leadership and leader behavior the problems in methodology range from those of theory 
conceptualization and study design to those of instrumentation, precise variables, varying 
subjects and approaches to the analyses of data. Immegart also discusses problems with 
instrumentation and indicates that many other reviews have documented problems here. 
Particularly, "Such problems are related to the results that can be obtained from the use of 
the instruments, item content and often the nature and stage of development of the 
instruments" (Immegart, 1988, p. 270). Immegart (1988) notes that Stogdill's new 
version of the LBDQ, the LBDQ-12 has different item content for initiating structure and 
that the results of its use are "more consistent with other lines of inquiry and with logic" (p. 
270). Immegart summarizes that "the problems with other well used instruments are 
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documented both in Qther reviews and in lines of inquiry where they have been employed" 
(p. 270). Immegart also indicates that more sophisticated methods of data analysis need to 
be used to examine variations and exceptions. 
Some of the more frequently used measures of leadership style, the LPC of Fiedler 
and the LBDQ (Hemphill & Coons, 1957) and the LBDQ-XII (Stogdill, 1963) have had 
extensive psychometric study. According to Bass "a good deal of evidence is available 
concerning the internal consistency and stability of the LPC but its validity remains a 
complex question" (1990, p. 495). In five studies, Rice (1979), using the new 18 item 
task structure items found coefficient alphas of .90, .91, .79, .84, and .89. Concemin·g 
the construct validity there have been many inconsistent study results. It is now felt that the 
LPC may be a measure of an orientation toward work, as an attitude, as a cognitive 
complexity measure, or as an index of hierarchy of goals. Whether the LPC is measuring 
different degrees of task orientation and relations orientation is still being disputed. 
The LBDQ (Hemphill, 1950; Hemphill & Coons, 1957) was developed so that 
responses to items were scored according to one of five alternatives to indicate the amount 
or frequency of the leaders behaviors that were being rated. These ratings were then 
summed and added in combination to fonn subscales on the basis of the similarity of their 
content The subscale totals were intercorrelated and then factor analyzed. The two factors 
that appeared were "Consideration" and "Initiation of Structure." The LBDQ consisted of 
40 statements to measure these two factors. An industrial version, the Supervisory 
Behavior Description Questionnaire (SBDQ) and a shorter LBDQ named the LBDQ-Xll 
(Stogdill, 1963) have also been developed. Schresheim and Kerr (1974) reviewed the 
psychometric properties of the LBDQ and the SBDQ and indicated that the scales 
maintained the high internal consistency that was the basis of their construction. However, 
other studies indicated that the LBDQ scales left much to be desired psychometrically. 
-------- ----
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They suffered from ~ variety of response set errors, such as leniency and social 
desirability, as well as a response set to agree rather than to disagree and it was not really 
known whether they were valid measures of consideration and initiation of structure. Also, 
the original scales were criticized for missing many behaviors that leaders perform. 
Because of this the LBDQ-XII added a variety of additional factor derived scales, possibly 
lacking complete independence from structuring and consideration Oeadership dimensions) 
(Bass, 1990). Factor validation has produced conflicting and mixed results. According to 
Bass (1990, p. 507) "several factor analyses were conducted including one using the 
LBDQ-XII." This factor analysis produced (for three separate locales) 8 factors of: 
General persuasion leadership 
Tolerance of uncertainty 
Tolerance of follower's freedom of action 
Representation of the group 
Influence of superiors 
Production emphasis 
Structuring expectations 
Retention of the leadership role 
(Bass, 1990, p. 517) 
In the same analysis of "Consideration," two distinct factors of consideration were 
extracted. In a complex factor analysis of the LBDQ and several similar scales, Miller 
(1CJ73), using hierarchical a.id varimax rotation, found that the two factor solution clearly 
paralleled consideration and initiation of structure. Another finding was that consideration 
includes bahavior that is ordinarily regarded as concern for the welfare of the subordinates, 
such as supportive behavior and sharing information, but it also appears linked to 
participative group decision making, to abdication and to delegation. Bass (1990) indicates 
that although factorially and conceptually independent, in the revised LBDQ-XII scales, the 
leader's tendencies to be considerate and to initiate structure were found to correlate with 
each other. Bass recommends looking at the LBDQ-XII in a multifactor manner since the 
scales are differentially related to different dimensions of the satisfaction of members and 
performance of the group. 
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Vecchio (1987) used 303 teachers from 14 high schools to test several assumptions 
of the Hersey and Blanchard Situational Model (1988). He commented that "the popularly 
advocated measurement device for studying leader behavior (the LEAD) possesses 
unknown psychomenic qualities" (p. 445). Vecchio did not use the LEAD instrument for 
this reason and substituted the LBDQ-XII. However, he did use Hambleton, Blanchard, 
and Hersey's (1977) measure of job and psychological maturity. Regression analyses, 
correlational analyses, and omnibus tests of mean differences on the criteria were 
conducted. No mention is made of using factor analysis or other psychomenic tests on the 
scores the instruments produced. 
In discussing Blake and Mouton's Managerial Grid (1964) and Hersey and 
Blanchard's Life Cycle Theory, no mention is made of factorial or psychomenic studies 
with the Grid (Bass, 1990). Only one factorial analytic study of the Hersey and Blanchard 
model is discussed which lent little suppon to Hersey and Blanchard's model (Bass, 1990; 
Blanket al., 1990). In the Blanket al. (1990) study, however, substitute measures were 
used in place of the LEAD instrument developed by Hersey and Blanchard. One reason for 
this was that according to Vecchio (1987) the LBDQ-XII (Leadership Behavior Description 
Questionnaire) is a more widely accepted index of leader behavior than the Hersey and 
Blanchard LEAD instrument In addition, Blanket al. (1990) developed new measures of 
job and psychological maturity because they stated that the Hambleton et al. (1977) 
maturity measure had psychometric problems of: containing only five items to measure 
each category of maturity, single items to measure achievement motivation and 
commitment, and the use of polar anchor descriptors with an 8 point scale that have 
questionable reliability and content validity. Factor analysis was used on the maturity 
ratin&s by peer, self, and leader, in addition to using regression analysis and multivariate 
analysis of variance in the general study. 
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Blake and Mouton (1964) conducted a factor analysis of training group behavior on 
several supervisors but did not use their Grid instrument The subjects were 160 male 
managers from different levels and different organizations. A varimax factor analysis was 
used to analyze the 11 training group scales which were completed 13 different times by the 
169 persons in the five laboratory studies. The three factors that were identified using the 
centroid method and rotated to the nonnalized varimax criterion were: cohesion, 
accomplishment, and group development feedback. 
Shouksmith (1983) examined the factor structure of the Least PrefeiTed Co-Worker 
(LPC), Assumed Similarity of Opposites Scales and The Most Preferred Co-Worker scales 
using 272 subjects drawn from management and leadership training courses. The scores 
analyzed were from a 10 item measure of Fiedler's leadership style measure; the Least 
Preferred Orworker scale and 10 items from the Most Preferred Or Worker Scale 
(summed) scores and the Assumed Similarity of Opposites Profile Difference Measure. 
The factor analysis confirmed that the Least and Most Preferred Co-Worker scores reflect 
two distinct concepts. The Least Preferred Co-Worker scores were more complex 
factorially and involved only three factors. Shouksmith concludes that the Assumed 
Similarity of Opposites instrument can be discarded because it loads on the LPC scale and 
to a slight degree on the MPC. Also it "appears clear that of Fiedler's three measures the 
Least Preferred Or Worker is confirmed as the most appropriate one to use" (Shouksmith, 
1983, p. 258). 
Stewart and Latham (1986) examined some of the psychometric properties of 
Fiedler's Contingency Model of Leadership in two studies, one using 182 civilian 
supervisory personnel at a large army installation (Study 1, 153 were male and 29 female) 
and 40 executives representing 10 National Football League franchises (Study 2, all 40 
were male). It is notable that the researchers indicate that: 
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The weakest link in the rather elaborate theory of leadership relates to its 
measurement problems. Fiedler seems to have paid scant attention to the 
development of the measurement scales that he used to test his theory. Little 
rationale is provided for the consttuction of the scales and the scoring criteria leave 
much to the imagination. (Stewart & Latham, 1986, p. 85) 
The first study showed that the LPC loaded on three factors and the situational control 
measure loaded on six. There was no overlap between the two. The researchers suggest 
that Fiedler's LPC measure is a multifaceted one and that factorial structure of the scale· 
indicates it may be more complex than has been previously accepted. They summarize that 
their study raises some fundamental questions concerning construct validity, alternative 
scoring methods, and interactions between item relations and organizations. They also 
state that "in their enthusiasm for the model itself, Fiedler and others have overlooked 
various fundamental problems of measurement" (Stewart & Latham, 1986, p. 92). 
Markham and Scott ( 1983) conducted a component factor analysis of the initiating 
structure scale of the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ-XII) and 
found atypical results. They state that after an analysis of the results using 175 persons in a 
plastics plant, comparisons of the component factor matrices show using group oriented 
questions does not guarantee group oriented results. They recommend that future 
researchers be cautious in the instruments used and that: 
The question format should be consistent with the conceptual level of analysis. 
Matched saperior-subordiate reports would be comparatively advantageous. 
Between unit and within unit sources of variation should be controlled. (Markham 
& Scott, 1983, p. 77) 
Factor analysis was also used in the analysis of the Management Behavior Survey 
(MBS) using school principals as respondents (Charters & Pitner, 1986). The factor 
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analysis showed thatprincipal scores on the scales were substantially intercorrelated, with 
most coefficients above .50. Four (4) orthogonally specified common factors underlying 
the correlation matrix were identified. The first two seemed to represent the traditional 
distinction between (1) "task oriented" and (2) "person oriented leadership styles." The 
third appeared to reflect the principal's concern with affairs beyond the school and the 
founh pointed to the principal's managerial efficiency. However, three major problems 
were found in the study in general: lack of response, interrater disagreement, and ceiling 
effects. The authors concluded that a more extensive revision of Yuki's (1981) MBS 
would make the instrument more useful for research in educational organizations (Chaners 
& Pitner, 1986). 
Pitner (1988a) conducted a study that examined the internal-consistency reliability 
and factorial validity of the Leadership Substitutes Questionnaire in an educational setting. 
The instrument was modified slightly to reflect school roles and tasks, measuring 13 
contextual factors (i.e. characteristics of staff, teaching, and the organizational structure) 
known as leadership substitutes which are hypothesized to have an interaction effect in the 
relationship between hierarchical leader behaviors and subordinate performance and 
attitudes. Data were collected from teachers in Washington and Oregon (N=450) with 84 
percent of the teachers being female. Internal consistency reliability estimates ranged from 
.60 to .85. Intercorrelations among the 10 subscales ranged from .00 to .30 with only five 
correlations exceeding .20. The low level of intercorrelation was interpreted as an 
indication of the distinctiveness of each factor and as an indication that scores on specific 
subscales should not be summed in order to create several higher order or general factors. 
The factor analysis did suppon 11 of the 13 factors in Kerr's (1977) original formulation 
and 10 reliable scales with alpha estimates greater than .60 were constructed. Pitner feels 
that the Substitutes measure is useful for measuring contextual factors that potentially 
influence the effects of hierarchical leadership in educational organizations. 
Communication style and communication competence measures also suffer from 
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conceptual and methodological problems. However, Ganster et al. (1981) did find suppon 
for the feasibility of developing a semantic differential model of communicator style using 
Nonon's Communicator Style Measure (1978). They found two major factors of 
"evaluative" and "dynamism" (Gansteret al., 1981). They also found that communication 
style variables did show strong relationships with important subordinate responses. 
But, the relationships, moreover are not simple in that the effects of communicator 
style variables are clearly not additive. The findings of the present study would 
seem to argue in favor of the funher development and exploration of this model. 
(Ganster et al., 1981, p. 19) 
Nonon (1983) indicates that there are some holes in the structural factor solution to 
his measurement subscales. Using "smallest space analysis" (multi-dimensional scaling) 
he identified four scales/styles that needed further improvement: the Relaxed style, the 
Attentive and Friendly styles, and the Open style subscales. 
Lamude and Daniels (1984) found reliability results that were higher than those 
reported in Nonon's (1978) research. However, they found some problems with the 
validity or concordance estimates. They did find that in female managed groups lower 
levels of concordance appeared to be related at least in part to subordinate gender. 
In a meta analytic study of nine studies using t!te Nonon Communication Style 
measure, Pruett (1989) reported reliabilities for the Nonon subscales ranged from: 
dominant (.70 to .86), dramatic (.64 to .76), contentious (.60 to .81), animated (.56 to 
.69), impression leaving (.69 to .81), relaxed (.66 to .71), attentive (.57 to .73), open (.67 
to .69), and friendly (.37 to .63) (Pruett, 1989). 
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Rubin (1985)..indicates that conceptually the Communication Competence 
Assessment Inventory (CCAI) is a valid instrument. Rubin also found that students' 
grades and instructors' impressions correlated with the CCAI measure, adding to reification 
or convergent validity. Elaboration validity analysis discovered that argumentativeness was 
unrelated to CCAI scores. However, a relationship was found between knowledge and 
skill, lending credence to the notion that impressions formed a!x>ut others' communication 
competence involve judgments of behavioral appropriateness of language and its variety 
and diversity as well as knowledge about the communication process. 
Levin and McCroskey (1990), using a second order factor model, found that with 
the PRCA-24 (a frequently used measure of communication apprehension) the use of 
subscale scores should be considered only when required by "substantive considerations 
(such as selecting treatment modalities) since they exhibited lower reliabilities due to fewer 
items" (p. 70). The researcher also felt that the use of the second order factor model could 
account for the apparent instability evident in the results of exploratory factor analysis 
techniques. They also found that it was advisable in the future to use the second order 
factor analysis. In addition they identified 4 items to delete, reducing the scale to 20 items. 
In a sample of 310 certified public accountants a modified version of the Job 
Description Index (JDI) and the Communication Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ) (Downs 
& Hazen, 1977) was used to determine by factor analysis if the constructs of 
communication satisfaction and job satisfaction were separate constructs. The JDI was 
modified into a Likert type scale and the CSQ was modified to be more understandable to 
accountants. A varimax orthogonal rotation was used to analyze the items jointly in order 
to ascertain whether the respondents viewed communication and job satisfaction to be 
separate constructs. The factor loadings confirmed that communication satisfaction and job 
satisfaction are separate constructs. 
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Section SumrnaJY 
There have been serious conceptual, development, and instrumentation problems in 
the measurement of the constructs in question with both leadership instruments and with 
communication instruments. It does appear that proper instrumentation development and 
testing has been neglected. Serious questions have also been raised about using 
questionnaires and self assessment instruments rather than actually observing and recording 
behavior (verbal and nonverbal) as Luthans and Larsen (1986) and Mulac, Wiemann, 
Widemann, and Gibson (1988) have suggested. Although there may indeed be problems 
with self assessments, these problems could be due in part to the inadequate psychometric 
properties that are derived from the theoretical base for the instruments. Also as Bass 
(l~)indficates: 
Training and research efforts will, over time, make greater use of superior's peers' 
and subordinates' ratings and less of leaders self-ratings of their purponed 
behavior. But as, this will be discussed later, leaders' perceptions, attributions, 
cognitions and opinions will continue to be of considerable research importance as a 
link to what leaders actually do. (Bass, 1990, p. 890) 
II. I...eadership and Sex Difference Research 
In light of the problems with many of the popular leadership theories and 
instruments it is still imponant to examine what the research appears to conclude about the 
relationship between leadership style and sex. It is possible that some of the differences in 
findings could be due to the different theories (and problems with them) or to the 
measurement instruments (and their problems). 
Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) and Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) inmcate that the 
1990's will be the decade of women in leadership. They indicate that women might hold a 
slight advantage compared to men since they do not have to unlearn old authoritarian 
----- - -
behavior to run their 5fepartments or companies. They also indicate that women might 
possess a slight advantage over men in the people skills required of middle management 
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In their meta-analysis Eagly and Johnson (1990) examined gender differences in 
leadership style in 162 studies pertaining to four types of leadership style: task vs. 
interpersonal relations (consideration vs. initiating structure) and autocratic vs. democratic 
(participative vs. directive leadership). Their review concluded that the widely accepted 
view by social scientists that women and men lead in the same way should be substantially 
revised. Also, they state that the view proclaimed in popular books on management, that 
male and female leaders have distinctive, gender stereotypic styles, also requires revision. 
They indicate that their review found a more complex set of findings. They summarize that 
th~y have established that leadership styles assessed in experimental lab settings do appear 
to be gender stereotypic and agree with other reviewers that male and female leaders differ. 
Somewhat smaller stereotypic sex differences were found in assessment studies in which 
people not selected for leadership roles responded to instruments assessing their leadership 
style. In real organizational settings with actual managers or leaders, women's leadership 
styles were more democratic and participative than men's directive and authoritarian 
leadership styles. The authors state that these differences may reflect underlying 
differences in female and male personality or skills, or be due to subtle differences in the 
status of women and men who occupy the same organizational role. 
A meta-analytic study conducted by Ragins (1991) of21 studies of subordinate 
evaluations of male and female leaders focused on the research setting and controlled for 
power variables. The results showed that expert and referent power had the strongest 
relationship to perceived leader effectiveness and that gender accounted for about only one 
percent of the variance, making it clear that subordinates' ratings of leader effectiveness 
were influenced more by the perception of the leader's power than by the leader's gender. 
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Ragins (1991) indicates that "research on leader gender and subordinate evaluations of 
leader effectiveness has produced inconsistent results" (p. 263). Ragins found gender 
':ffects in some of the 21 field studies but not in laboratory studies. These results arc 
somewhat different from Eagly and Johnson's (1990) findings of significant leadership 
style results in !aboratory and somewhat less in "field" leadership assessment studies. 
Ragins, commenting on the leadership effectiveness measures used in the 21 studies, 
indicates these instruments, which measure consideration and initiating structure, were 
problematic for research on gender effects. It was thought that the consideration dimension 
was more congruent with female sex role stereotypes while the initiating structure 
dimension was more gender-congruent with male sex role stereotypes. This could produce 
an interaction between sex role expectations and leader gender in evaluations of leader 
effectiveness and also in communication outcomes. 
Harper and Hirokawa (1988) found three main results in a study using 46 female 
and 36 male managers: 
1. When attempting to convince a subordinate to perfonn an obligatory action, 
male managers tend to rely most often on punishment based strategies, whereas 
female managers tend to rely most often on altruism based strategies. 
2. When attempting to convince a subordinate to perfonn a non--obligatory action, 
there were few differences between male and female managers. 
3. In attempting to con vice a subordinate to perfonn either an obligatory or non-
obligatory action, females were somewhat more likely than males to use 
different strategies when dealing with female and male subordinates. (pp. 154-
166) 
The authors state that "at the least, the outcomes ... lend strong support to the 
position that such differences as may exist between males and females are situation bound" 
(p. 166). In general, when power is a legitimate source, males are more likely to use it 
than females. Moreover, females are seen to be more flexible, adapting their strategies to 
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the contingencies of the situation. Otherwise, males and females appear to be more similar 
than different (Harper & Hirokawa, 1988). 
Rizzo and Mendez (1988) conducted a study that found that female managers 
employed fundamentally the same influence strategies to affect others (co-workers, 
supervisors, subordinates) but males used more assertive behavioral strategies than did 
females. Eagly and Karau (1991), in a meta-analytic study (75 studies) of gender and the 
emergence of leaders, found that sex differences in the emergence of leadership depended 
on the type of ll!adership setting measured and task required. Men emerged more than 
-
women on measures of general leadership as well as on task and unspecified measures that 
were the components of general leadership. Women emerged more frequently on measures 
of social relationships. Also, the findings indicated that men and women are not only 
treated differently in group settings but also behave differently. That is, the tendency to 
choose men over women as leaders may be due to perception differences in the purposes 
and goals of the group. It may well be that it is a conditioned social stereotype to define 
leadership in terms of task (male) contributions. The stereotype of women being more 
focused on interpersonal relations, morals, and cooperation may result in women being less 
likely to be selected as leaders. Eagly and Karau (1991) conclude that: 
Women apparently have more chance of achieving leadership under certain 
circumstances - for example, with socially complex tasks, in longer term groups, in 
groups larger than dyads and with tasks requiring skills more commonly possessed 
by women than men. (Eagly does not describe what these skills are) (p. 705) 
In a study by Goktepe and Schneier (1989) on the influence of sex, gender role 
characteristics, and interpersonal attractiveness on the selection of emergent leaders, sex did 
not predict leader emergence. However, regardless of sex, group members with masculine 
gender role characteristics emerged significantly more than those with feminine, 
androgynous, or undifferentiated gender role characteristics. Emergent leaders received 
significantly higher interpersonal attractiveness ratings than nonleaders within groups. 
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Rizzo and Mendez (1988), Dobbins and Platz (1986), Adams and Yoder (1985), 
and Bass (1981) generally found no differences between the leadership behavior of males 
and females. In a review of 17 studies Dobbins and Platz (1986) indicate that male and 
female leaders exhibit equal amounts of initiating structure and consideration and have 
equally satisfied subordinates. Male leaders are rated as more effective than female leaders 
only in laboratory type studies. Adams and Yoder (1985) concluded that "the present 
studies reponed in this volume have consistently failed to demonstrate biases in sex rofe 
stereotyping and sex differences among leaders" (p. 101). Similar to other studies, Adams 
and Yoder (1985) found that sex role stereotypes do initially affect both female leaders and 
male followers. They found that: 
subordinates believed that female leaders had more concern for the welfare of the 
troops (consideration) but there were no differences in descriptions of initiation of 
structure by female and male platoon leaders. (p. 67) 
In addition, they found that initially women cadets "of small stature and those who did not 
possess a 'command voice' were most frequently the targets of stereotyping and were 
assigned to less strenuous roles of team leaders" (Adams & Yoder, 1985, p. 73). This 
points out the importance of oral communication characteristics in initial leadership 
development 
Adams and Yoder (1985), Rizzo and Mendez (1988), and Bass (1981) report that 
time, experience, and good performance in leadership roles by women tend to mediate and 
wipe out sex role stereotyping by subordinates and superiors. Rizzo and Mendez (1988) 
indicate that "among practicing managers of both sexes, organizational socialization 
processes and long term exposure to female managers appear to erode sex stereotyped 
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attitudes" (p. 10). They also concluded that based on other studies it may be that "sex role 
orientation better predicts leadership style and, by extension, effectiveness than biological 
(sex)" (Rizzo & Mendez, 1988, p. 11). Bass (1981) makes the following conclusions 
based on his review of the gender and leadership research: 
Contrary to what might be expected from what we have said so far about male-
female socialization and trait differences, the preponderance of available evidence is 
that no consistently clear pattern of differences can be discerned in the supervisory 
style of female as compared to male leaders .... We have seen that women do 
differ from men on a wide variety of attributes associated with emergence as a 
leader, but the differences tend to blur if we contrast women and men who have 
already achieved status as leaders. Once legitimized as a leader, women actually do 
not behave differently from men. (pp. 499-500) 
However, in his update to Sto&<fill's Handbook ofLeaciership (1990), Bass seems to 
equivocate somewhat, probably due to the contradictory nature of many of the more recent 
leadership-gender research findings. At one point he says that the studies reviewed found 
some tendencies for women leaders to be more relationship oriented than men but a larger 
body of evidence has failed to establish any consistent differences. Yet he concludes his 
chapter on "Women and Leadership" by stating: 
Because situational changes are rapidly occurring for women in leadership roles, 
earlier research may need to be discounted. Despite the many continuing handicaps 
to movement into many positions of leadership owing to socialization, status 
conflicts, and stereotyping, progress is being made. Some consistent differences 
remain between boys and girls and less so, among adult men and women managers 
and leaders. Characteristics that are linked to masculinity are still demanded for 
effective management. Nevertheless, most differences in male and female leaders 
tend to be accounted for by other controllable or modifiable factors although women 
will continue to face conflicts in their decisions to play the roles of wives and 
mothers as well as of managers and leaders. (Bass, 1990, p. 737) 
As he said in 1981, Bass continues to assen that: 
Contrary to what may be expected from what has been said so far about male-
female socialization and some of the differences uncovered in traits between the 
sexes, the preponderance of available evidence expecially from field studies, is that 
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no consistently different pattern of differences can be discerned in the supervisory 
styles of male and female leaders. (Bass, 1990, p. 723) 
Bass says that there have been studies that showed that men and women leaders did differ 
on some aspects of perfonnance but he did not elaborate at length on this topic. Bass 
(1990) also reviews research that indicates that women leaders are better communicators 
than men, due mostly to differential socialization and sex differences in cultural stereotypes 
about communication skills. 
Cullen and Perrewe's ( 1981) analysis of personal interview data from l ,946 
persc;ns employed by organizations in the United States supported the hypothesis that . 
gender pair/age or education interaction was not supported for any of the dependent 
variables. Contrary to popular explanations, the gender of supervisors and subordinates 
did not influence perceptions of supervisors' behaviors, even for older, less educated 
workers. 
A study by Osborne and Vicars (1976) found no effects of superiors' gender on 
subordinate satisfaction, but they did not study actual behavior. The authors point out that 
it is possible, even though managers of both sexes are perceived to behave similarly, the 
same behaviors may evoke different affective, cognitive, or behavioral responses in 
subordinates. Their study supports an earlier finding that cultural stereotypes do not affect 
perceptions of superiors' behaviors in the work setting. 
Winther and Green (1987) examined self-rated behavioral differences in terms of 
broad leadership styles. Using 40 males and 41 females who served in the role of leader 
they found that contrary to the popular stereotype of male leaders, in terms of language 
used, males preferred to use phrases that indicated a more social style than females. 
However, both male and female leaders used language that indicated a task oriented 
approach to a significantly greater degree when instructing a female rather than a male 
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subordina~e. This·stl:ldy suggested it was inappropriate to use a stereotypic explanation of 
gender related differences across all situations which is similar to the conclusion reached by 
Osborne and Vicars (1976). These two views would be hotly contested by Eagly's social 
role theory in explaining sex differences (Eagly, 1987; Eagly & Karau, 1991). Essentially, 
Eagly's theory states: 
the contemporaneous influences arising from adult social roles are more directly 
related to sex differences in adult social behavior than is prior socialization or 
biology. Social roles are regarded as the proximal predictor of adult sex differences 
although these roles may in tum be linked to other, more distal factors such as 
childhood socialization pressures and biological predispositions. (Eagly, 1987,. p. 
9) 
In a study by Dobbins (1986) of male and female undergraduate leaders it was 
found that there were sex differences in the choice of corrective actions and responses to 
poorly performing subordinates. The cause of poor performance (internal or external) 
affected the corrective actions of both male and female leaders. The corrective actions of 
the female leaders were more affected by the likeableness of the subordinate than were the 
corrective actions of male leaders. Female leaders also responded less harshly toward 
female poorly perfonning subordinates, while male leaders responded equally toward male 
and female subordinates. However, this study could be tenned a laboratory study and has 
generalizability problems as pointed out by Dobbins and Platz (1986). 
In a study of university women ages 19-53, Russell, Rush, and Herd (1988) found 
that women on average thought an effective male leader would both exhibit essentially the 
same profile of leadership as effective women leaders. This included relatively high levels 
of role assumption, followed by initiating structure, consideration and finally production 
emphasis, with a female leader exhibiting higher levels of initiating structure and 
consideration than expected of a male leader. The researchers also found evidence 
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to suggest that there was more age/experience related variance in the expectations 
for the female leader than for the male leader, and that younger or less experienced 
women expected an effective female leader to exhibit higher levels of initiating 
structure, role assumption and production emphasis than did the older more 
experienced women. Interestingly, there was no evidence of age/experience related 
variance in the expected levels of consideration for a male or female leader, 
suggesting that the women irrespective of age/experience, agreed that a female 
leader should exhibit higher levels of consideration than a male leader. (Russell er 
al., 1988, pp. 284-285) 
Discussions by researchers in this area suggest that there are no differences in the 
leadership style of men and women. "The perponderance of available evidence is that no 
consistently clear pattern of differences can be discerned in the supervisory style of feii!ale 
as compared to male leaders" (Bass, 1981, p. 499). 
At the present time we really do not seem to understand how to deal with gender 
issues on the job. Research results about gender differences, although interesting 
have been inconclusive and varied. There is a voiced suspicion that sampling and 
other methodological problems may be contributing to the confusion. (Halterman, 
Dutkiewicz, & Halterman, 1991, p. 473) 
"In general, comparative research indicates that there are few differences in the leadership 
styles of designated female and male leaders" (Bartol & Martin, 1986, p. 278). Schein 
(1989) indicates "the bulk of the evidence on managerial behaviors shows few differences 
between men and women" (p. 156). A study done by the Center for Creative Leadership 
(Morrison, White, & Van Velsor, 1987) concluded that "as individuals, executive women 
and men seem to be virtually identical psychologically, intellectually, and emotionally" (p. 
18). In an analysis of gender stereotyping in the work place and of research on the 
differences between men and women managers Powell (1988) answers the question, Do 
female and male managers differ? by concluding that: 
The research evidence answers, They differ in some ways and at some times, bur 
for the most part, they do not differ. Sex differences have generally not been found 
in global measures of managerial behavior. We are left with little reason to believe 
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that either female managers or male managers are superior in executing, involving 
themselves in, or personally coping with the responsibilities of their job. (p. 165) 
Speaking from a communication science point of view Pearson et al. (1991) indicate the 
"jury is still out" (p. 242) as to whether there are real differences in the management styles 
of men and women. Eagly and Johnson (1990), Eagly and Karau (1991), Helgesen 
(1990}, Immegart (1988), Loden (1985), Ortiz and Marshall (1988), Schein (1989), and 
Shakeshaft (1989), based on their qualitative and quantitative research, would vehemently 
disagree with these conclusions of no sex differences in management styles. 
. 
Others have also argued that there are basic differences between men and women's 
communication (Conlin, 1989; Tannen, 1994), in how women managers learn and what 
they learn from both organizational and non-organizational experiences (Van Velsor & 
Hughes, 1990), in the different skills they bring to the work place (Taylor, 1984), and in 
general and specific leadership styles and skills (Rosner, 1990; Rosner, McAllister, & 
Stephens, 1990). 
Section Summary 
Whether or not there are differences in leadership "styles" or leader behavior 
between men and women still seems confusing and open to debate from several points of 
view. However, the research evidence does appear to be leaning toward the view that 
women do have a distinctive leadership style or at least are perceived so by subordinates 
compared to men (Tannen, 1994). In addition they may perform differendy on the same 
job tasks or take a different approach or style of responding than men (Bass, 1990). 
ill. Communication and Sex Difference Research 
Holt (1987) has stated that "communication is the essence of leading" (p. 474). 
Weik argues that "management of the eloquence of language is a key tool for effective 
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leadership" (Hampton et al., 1987, p. 581). In presenting 10 competencies for effective 
school principals, McCauley (1990) lists communication as one of the 10 and says that 
"effective principals communicate ideas cleady and frequently" (p. 10). Morris, Corwson, 
i>oner-Geehrie, and Hurwitz (1984) found that principals spent about 50 percent of their 
time outside the main office and in face-to-face contact with teachers and students. 
Communication style and interpersonal communication have been described as one 
of the most important and major components of leadership style (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; 
Dansereau & Markham, 1987; Hersey & Blanchard, 1988; Jablin, 1985; Norton, 1983; 
Peters & Austin, 1985). Most of the gender-leadership style studies and especially 
leadership theories look indirectly at the issue of communication dL."ierences, if they 
examine them at all. For example, in Hersey and Blanchard's leadership theory (1988), 
words associated with the four different leadership styles are: Telling, Selling, 
Encouraging, and Delegating. The problem is that there are many different ways of using 
language and nonverbal means to communicate these four categorical words or styles to 
subordinates. These words could also be interpreted differently by male and female 
subordinates as representing a different kind of leadership style than was intended. 
Berryman-Fink (1985) surveyed 53 female and 48 male managers about which 
communication skills women possessed that helped promote their managerial effectiveness 
and for which specific communication skills women needed more training to develop 
effectiveness. Both male and female managers felt women possessed three communication 
skills necessary for effective management: 
Listening skills 
V erbaVwriting skills 
Non-verbal communication skills 
Both males and females listed the following areas in which women needed training: 
Assertiveness 
Confidence building 
Public speaking 
Dealing with males 
The male managers listed three additional skills needed by women managers not listed by 
the female managers: 
Attention to detail 
Voice quality 
Keeping the listener's attention 
Female managers noted four training needs of women managers not listed by the male 
managers: 
Enhancing credibility 
Developing a professional attitude and appearance 
Controlling emotions 
Enhancing voice quality 
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Female managers perceived the need for 11 communication skills not listed ::,y male 
managers: empathy/understanding, giving and accepting feedback, being open/receptive, 
responsive to others, being organized, relating to others, sensitivity, honesty/sincerity, 
flexibility, showing equality/humaneness, putting others at ease, and being personable. 
There was also a difference in the training needs seen by both groups. This would suggest 
there are gender stereotyped self perceptions held by both men and women in the area of 
skills held, needed and training needed to improve skills in behavior and communication as 
a manager. 
Bendelow (1981) identified masculine and feminine categories of behavior (some 
relating specifically to communication) of men and women in small group interactions as 
popularly defined in our culture (as typically masculine versus typically feminine). Some 
of these were: 
Masculine Attributes 
Intelligent 
Dominant 
Unemotional 
Enjoys arguing 
Generally initiates action 
Feminine Attributes 
Unintelligent 
Non-dominant 
Emotional 
Does not enjoy arguing 
Follows others lead 
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Sex differences on many communication variables have been described in the literature for 
years but usually describing general differences between men and women or focusing on a 
specific variable like who speaks more in a mixed work group. Some of these differences 
are discussed by Borisoff and Merrill (1992}, Lipps (1988), Loden (1985), Pearson et.al. 
(1991), Shakeshaft (1989), Tavris (1992), and Tear (1990). Specifically, Tavris and Tear 
make the following comparisons: 
TavrisC1992.gp.297-310) 
Men use conversation "to preserve 
independence and negotiate and maintain 
status in a hierarchical status order." 
Men's language is the language of the 
powerful. It is meant to be direct, clean, 
and succinct, as would be expected of 
those who need not fear giving offense. 
Men assert and demand. 
Women 
Women use conversation as "a way of 
establishing connections and negotiating 
relationships." 
Women's language developed as a way of 
surviving, even flourishing without control 
over economic, physical, or social reality. 
It is necessary to listen more than speak, 
agree more than confront, be delicate, be 
indirect, say dangerous things in such a way 
that the impact will be felt after the speaker is 
out of range of the hearer and retaliation. 
Women learn to persuade and influence. 
Women learn to anticipate what others want 
and need. 
Women learn how to placate and soothe 
ruffled feelings. Women cultivate 
communication, cooperation, and attention to 
news and feelings about others. 
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Tavris - Continued 
Men Women 
Women's language often appears illogical Women are better able to do role switching. 
to men. 
In mixed dyads in discussing a topic on 
which they disagreed women spoke more 
tentatively than men only when speaking to 
men. With men they offered more 
disclaimers, used more hedges and 
moderating tenns and used more tag 
questions that solicit agreement. 
(Tear, 1990) 
Conversation Style Sex Tendencies 
Men 
Irregular eye contact 
Infrequent head nodding. 
Infrequent humming sounds. 
Usually stops other activities. 
Interrupts in order to speak. 
Questions are designed to analyze 
speaker's information. 
Few pauses. 
May abruptly change topics. 
s~ until interrupted. 
Speaks louder than prior speaker. 
Frequent use of I and me. 
Listenin& 
Women 
Uninterrupted eye contact 
Frequent head nodding. 
Frequent humming sounds. 
May continue another activity. 
Waits for pauses in order to speak. 
Questions designed to elicit more 
information. 
Spealcin~ 
Frequent pauses. 
Connects information to prior speaker's 
information. 
Stops speaking when information is 
delivered. 
Uses same volume as prior speaker. 
Frequent use of us and we. 
Tear - Contin•Jed 
Personal self -disclosure rarely included 
Humor delivered as separate jokes or 
anecdotes. 
Humor often based on kidding or 
making fun of others. 
Women 
Personal self -disclosure often included. 
Humor interwoven into discussion content. 
Humor rarely based on kidding or making 
fun of others. 
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It seems fairly accepted in the literature that the sexes differ on certain 
communication and language variables. Both empirical and popular literature continue _to 
address the differences, and some (Helgesen, 1990; Loden, 1985; Shakeshaft, 1989; 
Shakeshaft et al., 1991; Taylor, 1984) even advocate that women's communication style is 
not only different but more effective than men's. The leadership style literature beginning 
around the 1980's also had strong adherents to the notion that men and women differed and 
that women's style was better (Aburdene & Naisbitt, 1992; Billard, 1992; Borisoff & 
Merrill, 1992; Helgesen, 1990; Loden, 1985; Shakeshaft, 1989; Shakeshaft et al., 1991). 
Tear (1990) definitely sees communication differences between men and women in 
the areas of thinking, speaking, listening, and body language. She says that her 10 years 
of research in several disciplines has found definite gender differences. For example, she 
indicates that women use more intensifiers (very, outstanding, etc.) which are often 
interpreted that the woman is not really sure about the issue (which is often not the case). 
Women use more qualifiers (probably, perhaps, etc.) which are often interpreted as 
"hedging your bets." Women tend to use tag questions as a means of social bonding. not 
because of uncertainty (don't you agree, what do you think, etc.). 
Baird and Bradley's (1979) study was one of the first to explore gender differences 
in communication styles of men and women in management positions. The data gathered 
from 150 subjects randomly selected from three organizations showed that male and female 
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managers differ in several dimensions of communicative behavior. However, while those 
differences initially seemed to suggest female managers supervise more effectively than 
male managers, the researchers cautioned that more research was needed before such a 
conclusion could definitely be made. 
Baird and Bradley's (1979) sample of 69 males and 81 females was administered a 
work questionnaire. In the situations they studied females did not enact a male role but 
instead communicated in ways markedly different from the behaviors exhibited by male 
managers. In communication content, women statistically exceeded men in giving 
information, stressing interpersonal relationships, being receptive to ideas, and 
encouraging effort. Males generally exceeded females in dominance, being quick to 
challenge others (contentious), and directing the course of conversations while females 
scored higher on showing concern and being attentive to others. They found some suppon 
that the female style was more effective than the male managers but indicated this was not 
clearly conclusive. They indicated also that male and female managerial styles, although 
often different, typically are appropriate to the situation. It appeared that female managers 
were more concerned with "behavioral style" (Baird & Bradley, 1979, p. 111). 
Rossi and Todd-Mancillas (1987) conducted a study of 40 male and 40 female 
middle and top managers in a moderately sized Midwestern city. Each manager read four 
scripts dealing with problems a manager might have with an employee. The managers' 
responses were recorded and read and assigned to three classifications: open 
communication, organizational power, and mixed approach. The results tended to give 
funher suppon to Baird and Bradl;:y's (1979) findings that women may be more openly 
communicative in their management style than men. Significant differences between male 
and female managers were seen when the managers attempted to resolve differences 
involving an ambiguously defined chain of comma.'ld. Male employees were very much 
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inclined to use power as a means of resolving disputes with female managers but not with 
male employees. Female managers seemed equally dhided in their preference in using 
communication and power strategies for both male and female employees. The male 
managers preferred to use power with female employees and communication strategies 
when dealing with male employees. 
Norton (1983) suggests there is a sex difference in the "Dominant" communication 
subconstruct style variable of his Communicator Style Measurement instrument. He states, 
males nonverbally signal dominance differently than females. Dominant males use 
personal space and rate of approach to indicate dominance; dominant females use 
reciprocal eye contact. (Norton, 1983, p. 65) 
He also suggests that "style of interacting, with physical attractiveness (of males and 
females) may do different communicative work for males than females" (Norton, 1983, 
p. 226). 
Montgomery and Norton (1981) addressed the question, Do men and women 
perceive differences in their own communication style? (on the 11 subscale variables of the 
Communication Style Measure: Impression leaving, contentious/ argumentative, open, 
dramatic, dominant, precise, relaxed, friendly, attentive, animated, and communicator 
image). The findings showed that male and female college students reported more 
similarities than differences. The differences that did emerge were that males reponed 
themselves to be more precise while females reported themselves as being more animated. 
However, the subjects were students, not persons in actual leadership and management 
positions. 
Most of the studies mentioned in the literature portray the leader as one who is 
"masculine," dominant, empathetic, assertive, and direct. However, a study by Smeltzer 
and Werbel (1986) found no gender differences in samples of written managerial 
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communication. The authors indicated that according to popular foik linguistics literature, 
women are more soci~motional oriented while men are more task oriented. The 
researchers found no support for these claims of gender differences on any measure of the 
quality of the written samples. However, the lack of differences could have been due to the 
similarity of the communication skills and educational levels of the MBA student subjects. 
Wheeless and Berryman-Fmk (1985) conducted a study using 98 males and 80 
female employees of various organizations in a Mid Western area. Four different 
measurement scales were used. Female respondents reponed more positive attitudes 
toward women managers than did male respondents. Female respondents also perceived 
greater communication competence of women managers than did male respondents. The 
results suggested that gender differences on the Positive Regard Scale toward women in 
general has some equivalence to attitudes on the specific issues of women's managerial 
suitability or communication ability. It was also found that men and women who had 
worked with or for a woman manager had more positive attitudes toward women in 
management than did subjects without work experience with women managers. An 
interrelationship was found among attitudes toward a group of individuals (women), 
attitudes toward those persons in a specific role (manager), and perceptions of behavior in 
that role (communication). 
Lamude and Daniels (1990) did not find an interaction between superior and 
subordinate sex in subordinates' evaluations of superiors' communication competence in 
which male superiors were rated as more competent than female superiors primarily by 
female subordinates. Specifically, they found that female, not male subordinates rated 
superiors as more competent on communication competence. They also found that male 
subordinates were rated as more competent than female subordinates, but again, this was 
due to female superiors' ratings as the primary source of the difference. 
- --- -------
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Lamude and DaJ'IJels (1990) suggest several hypotheses to explain these fmdings 
that contradict previous research. They suggest that one reason might be in the instruments 
used and in the fact that the superiors and subordinates they studied had worked together 
for some time. Such familiarity may reduce sex-related evaluation bias. The authors were 
still unable to explain why female evaluators rated the communication competence of male 
"alters" in their relationsf1Jps more highly than the communication competence of female 
"alters." 
Stephen and Harrison (1985) studied 225 elementary and secondary teachers. The 
sample was predominantly female with only 17% male teachers. The BEM Sex Role 
Inventory and the Communication Styles Q-Set (CSQS) were used as measuring 
instruments. The results indicated that although there may be many behavioral differences 
between the sexes, the differences are difficult to summarize in terms of expressive and 
instrumental communication. While 42 of the CSQS items were correlated significantly 
with biological sex, the discriminate function analysis differentiating the sexes did not 
clearly reflect either-instrumental or expressive styles. However, the discriminate function 
analysis between masculine and feminine gender identity produced behavioral profiles 
which were more closely indicative of instrumental and expressive behaviors. These 
profiles indicated that masculine instrumentality is closely associated with assertiveness and 
aggressiveness and feminine expressiveness is closely associated with sensitivity and 
concern for others. Androgynous individuals were also clearly differentiated from the 
feminine and the masculine identity profiles identified. 
Borisoff and Merrill (1992) indicate that Maltz and Borker (1982) found several 
gender differences in the communication styles of women and men. Boys learn 
communication around competitiveness and dominance while girls learn conversation 
around affiliation and equality. However, as the number of collegial relationships 
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incr~ased among men and women the research began to show that women and men 
employed similar communication strategies. According to Borisoff and Merrill (1992) the 
differences were in the interpretation of the style and relative power given to the speaker. 
Also, they indicate that the communication strategies of a good manager and stereotypical 
conceptions coincide. Studies have shown that men and women do not differ in trait 
argumentativeness (Borisoff & Merrill, 1992). Borisoff and Menill (1992) assen that in 
spite of similarities in the communication strategies of women and men holding similar 
positions the stereotype of the male manager is defined by men ~women as preferable in 
organizations. 
Sex differences in communication are also clear in the "gender linked language 
effects" found by Mulac et al. (1988). In addition, the work of Gilligan (1982) suggests 
that men and women have different moral perspectives; men speak more from a voice of 
justice and women from a voice of care. These different cognitive perspectives could 
produce different ways of thinking, communicating, and behaving, especially in moral, 
leadership, and communication contexts. 
In summary, Borisoff and Merrill (1992) indicate the research shows that men and 
women respond to the~ of the manager. If the role had been traditionally based on a 
male paradigm then women and men managers have adapted their communication to fit the 
role. They emphasize that because more and more women are working along with men that 
many companies have instituted training programs in listening skills, consensus building, 
collaborating techniques, and empathic communication recognizing the imponant role !hat 
these stereotypically feminine styles of communication can play in organizational 
communication and effectiveness. 
Section Summmy 
It appears clear from a majority of studies reviewed above and work done by Bartol 
and Manin (1986), Eagly (1987), Pearson et al. (1990), Stewart and Ting-Toomy (1987), 
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and Tannen (1990, 1994) that there are clear differences between men and women in 
communication styles and with other verbal and nonverbal communication behavior. These 
communication style differences appear to be the result of cultural, social, and stereotyping 
forces that begin early in life and continue into the workplace. 
Communication gender differences produce clear differences in perceived 
managerial/leadership behavior. Whether these communication style differences produce 
sex differences in leadership effectiveness is not clear. It may be that stereotypes of men, 
women, and leader roles produce a differing perception of leadership effectiveness. It may 
also be that the longer men and women work together in leadership and subordinate • 
positions the less they perceive communication .and leadership differences. It may be that 
the job role (in leadership positions) provides the necessary information on the required 
communication and leader behavior. However, this job role is still thought of and 
perceived as typically masculine. 
IV. Leadership Style. Communication Style. and Sex Differences Amoni Elementazy 
Educators 
Most of the gender-leadership style difference research until the 1970's and early 
1980's was on men and women managers in business. As more women entered the 
business world they also began to emerge more (although very slowly) as administrators 
and principals in public schools and university settings (Jones & Montenegro, 1985). In 
business, for example, the number of self employed women grew from 1,475,000 in 1972 
to 3,500,000 by 1984 (Halterman et al., 1991). Thus, gender-leadership style and 
communication style research began to appear more frequently using educators as subjects. 
It is still the case that there are considerably more male principals and administrators than 
female, al!hough the numbers of female administrators is steadily increasing (Schwartz, 
1992; Shakeshaft, 1989). The influence of sex role stereotypes for women and for men is 
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strong in public education. For economic and for gender stereotypical reasons the number 
of men going into public school teaching is few. Traditionally the path to more money has 
been through coaching and then into administrative positions (Bass, 1990; Black & 
English, 1986; Oniz & Marshall, 1988; Shakeshaft, 1989). Now more women are seeking 
advanced degrees in educaticn to achieve economic and career objectives in this field 
(Schwartz, 1992). 
Since educational environments are significandy different from business and 
manufacturing environments and since it is still the case that there are more female 
elementary school teachers than men, it may be that there are sex differences in leadership 
styles and/or communication styles between male and female administrators. It may also be 
the case that subordinate satisfaction and effectiveness may vary when the principal is a 
male versus a female with predominandy all female staffs. Both Adams and Yoder ( 1985) 
and Bass (1981) repon a few studies that show that sex role stereotypes held by 
subordinates can affect initial group productivity, effectiveness, and ratings of satisfaction. 
This is especially true when the leadership role is seen as traditionally "masculine" and 
filled by a female who may act contrary to the perceived traditional sex role s_tereotypes held 
by the subordinates. Bass (1990) reports that many women prefer working for a man. 
This is not true, however, for women at higher educational levels, younger college 
educated women, and undergraduate women students who indicated they were looking 
forward to working for a woman (Bass, 1990). 
Araki (1982), in a large study of 226 public school principals in Hawaii (17 4 males 
and 74 females), found the women principals to be rated as more effective leaders in all 10 
of the leadership characteristics measured. They were rated significantly higher on their 
general leadership, their supportive relationships, their capacity to foster teamwork, their 
familiarity with teacher problems, their ability to help teachers work smarter than harder, 
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and especially, their competence and ability to promote and maintain high standards and 
goals. However, the study did not focus on the reasons for the sex differences or on the 
numbers and types of verbal and nonverbal behavior between males and females. Staff 
perceptions of the communication styles and self perceptions of male and female principals 
were also not examined. 
Smith (1982) found that female principals were perceived by their superintendents 
to be significantly higher than males in their stereotyped consideration behaviors, but no 
statistically significant difference was found between the superintendents perceptions of the 
initiating structure dimension of male and female principal's leadership behavior. 
Serafini and Pearson (1984) studied a sample of 128 males and 88 females working 
as non-administrative supervisors and managers at a mid western university. Several of 
their findings are of significance. Specifically, they found that there was no correlation 
between biological sex and psychological masculinity and femininity nor between 
biological sex and consideration and initiating structure. Of special significance for this 
discussion are their major findings: 
This study demonstrated that femininity is closely related to the consideration 
component of leadership style and that masculinity is related to the initiating 
structure dimension of leadership style. No difference occurred in the consideration 
component of leadership between feminine and androgynous persons, two groups 
which score high on femininity. Persons who score high on femininity, regardless 
of their score on masculinity, exhibit the consideration dimension of leadership. 
Similarly, initiating structure appears more highly related to masculinity than to 
femininity. (Serafini & Pearson, 1984, pp. 403-404) 
Robson (1985) found significant discrepancies between the perceptions of 
administrators and teachers. Male and female administrators felt they were using effective 
leadership styles oriented to tasks and relationships. Teachers viewed these administrators 
as using leadership styles ineffectively and superficially. Teachers rated their male 
administrators as significantly more task oriented than female administrators. In addition, 
Robson found that ferilale administrators tended to perceive themselves as using more 
t:ffective leadership styles oriented to high taSk and low relationship orientations. 
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Sims (1981}, using the Hersey and Blanchard Situational Leadership Model. found 
that male and female elementary school principals perceive themselves differently in 
leadership styles. All teachers viewed male and female principals as style 2 (selling) and I 
(telling). Male principals perceived no differences in male and female leadership style 
while female teachers perceived differences. Male and female principals perceived 
themselves as being no different in effectiveness while all teachers perceived differences. 
Clarke (1984) studied the relationship between leadership style and sex role identity 
of20 male and 20 female elementary principals. Her analysis did not yield suppon for the 
hypothesis that there was a relationship between sex role identity as measured by the 
Personal Attributes QuestioMaire and leadership style. It was found that 60% of the 
principals scored in the low LPC category and that this group, in a cross tabulation of 
scores, demonstrated a preference toward the masculine typed sex role identity. 
Gonnan (1980) found no suppon for the hypothesis that there would be a 
significant relationship between elementary school principals' masculinity and femininity 
scores and their ratings on the system and person oriented subscales of the LBDQ-XII. 
Also, no suppon was found for the hypothesis that there would be a significant relationship 
between teachers' profeminist/traditional attitudes toward women and their rating of female 
teachers. The data also indicated there were no statistically significant differences between 
the ratings of male and female principals on any of the subscales of the LBDQ-XII, nor did 
the principals' sex-role definitions cause significant differences in teachers' perceptions of 
their leadership behavior. However, it was found that sex of the respondent was 
associated with significant differences in ratings of principals on the LBDQ. Female 
teachers rated both male and female principals higher on all subscales of the LBDQ and 
significantly higher than males on three of the subscales. Teachers who rated themselves 
high on the Beam Sex Role Inventory femininity scale rated male and female principals 
higher than those who did not. Johnston (1986) examined the leadership styles preferred 
by a sample of Northern Ireland primary teachers. The teaChers wanted male and female 
head teachers to perform differently. According to Johnsion (1986): 
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... male and female teachers have distinctly different preferences for male leader 
behavior. Males prefer their male leader to be above all a director and a 
coordinator, whereas female teachers prefer him to be facilitative and authoritative 
leader. Preferences for the leadership of a female head also indicate clear 
differences between male and female teacher expectations. For the sample as a · 
whole, facilitative and directing leadership are important predictors of the preferred 
leadership of the female head. However, when the preferences for female 
leadership of males and females are examined separately, facilitative and directing 
leadership behavior are significantly more imponant for male respondents. Female 
teachers, on the other hand, prefer female leadership which coordinates and 
controls rather than this facilitative leadership preferred by their male counterpans. 
(p. 224) 
In this study, however, cultural factors could have been operating to produce these 
differences. 
There have been several studies that related communication style to leadership style 
for educational administrators including elementary school principals. Most of these 
studies do not examine gender differences, but it still may be illuminating to examine these 
research findings to see how, in general, communication style may be related to leadership 
style. A study by McNutt (1984) found differences in perception of principals and teachers 
on ratings of the principal's communication style and leadership effectiveness but did not 
examine sex related differences. In relation to communication style McNutt (1984) found: 
1. Principals rated their own behaviors more positively than teachers rated them on 
the same behaviors. 
2. Principals identified the good communicator as utilizing impression leaving, 
animated, dramatic and relaxed style modes. 
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3. Teachers identified the good communicator as employing friendly, attentive and 
relaxed behaviors. 
4. Principals related effectiveness to dominant communicative behaviors and 
leadership to friend! y behaviors. 
5. Teachers associated effectiveness and leadership to the good communicator style 
set- friendly, attentive and relaxed. 
Gilbert (1985) examined the relationship between communicator style of principals and 
their leadership style in selected school districts in Florida. The principals rated themselves 
as being friendly and impression leaving and having a good overall communicator image on 
the Norton (1983) Communicator Style Measure (CSM). The teachers perceived their 
principals as primarily using a selling style of leadership and secondarily a telling style. 
Gilbert reached the following conclusions: 
1. A relationship exists between the principals perceived communication style and 
the teachers perceptions of their principals' leadership style. 
2. A relationship does exist although not a strong one between the self perceived 
communication style of principals and the perception of the same style by 
subordinates. 
Skrapits (1987) examined the relationship between principals' leadership and 
interpersonal communication styles and teacher satisfaction in selected effective and 
ineffective New York Oty public elementary schools. The findings suggest that teachers 
and principals of the two types of schools have different perceptions regarding the 
principals' leadership and interpersonal communication styles. No evidence was found that 
more effective leadership styles and active interpersonal communication styles were 
positively correlated. Effective principals were found to be friendlier, more relaxed, more 
attentive, more open, and to have a better communicator image than the principals of 
ineffective schools and they employed different leadership styles contingent on the 
situation. 
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Forsyth and Boshan (1985) conducted a study of 27 Kansas elementary school 
principals and on a subgroup of 9 principals identified as: 3 task oriented, 3 relations 
oriented, and 3 neither task nor relations oriented. They hypothesized that principals' 
communications with reachers mediate between the principals' leadership styles and the 
effectiveness of the organizations they head. The researchers found that the relationship 
oriented principals saw themselves as relaxed. open, and easy going, but they 
communicated the least on every dimension (Job Rationale, lnsm.Ictions, Personal, 
Procedures and Practices, Feedback, Indoctrination of Goals) of the three groups. The 
teachers reported being dissatisfied with every communication category under the 
relationship oriented principals. The principals without a dominant leadership orientation 
communicated most frequently, particularly concerning the issues of control, but teachers 
were not very satisfied with the communication except in the area of horizontal 
communication where the principal would have minimal control. Task oriented principals 
focused on insm.Ictions and on personal talk and left teachers more satisfied. These 
principals saw themselves as dramatic and friendly in their communication and objectively 
their communication with teachers focused on insm.Ictions and personal talk. These 
communication areas are similar to the traditional dimensions of initiation of structure and 
consideration. 
When examining the results of sex differences in communication style and 
leadership studies in education, similar contradictions and confusions are seen as are 
evident in the business area studies. For example, Morsink ( 1970) found that female 
principals, when they were described by both male and female staff members, scored 
significantly higher on the LBDQ-XII than male principals in the categories of 
representation, persuasiveness, production emphasis, predictive accuracy, integration of 
the group, and influence with superiors. These categories are closely related to initiating 
structure and to commimication style categories but it is not clear what language or verbal 
behavior is associated with the categories. 
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I...eonard (1981) studied managerial styles in "academe" and quoted from studies 
conducted by Baird and Bradl~y (1979). According to Leonard ( 1981) female managers 
did not merely act like male managers but instead communicated in different ways. Women 
gave more information, ~tressed interpersonal relationships more, were more receptive ro 
ideas, were more encouraging of effon, showed more concern, and were more attentive. 
Men were more dominant, quicker to challenge others, more direct in their conversations, 
and more controlling. 
Section Summazy 
The results of studies involving educators seem to suppon male and female 
leadership style differences, or at least differences by sex in the perceptions of leadership 
behavior by subordinates. There are also definite communication style differences between 
men and women elementary school principals. Specifically, it appears that women give 
more information, stress interpersonal relationships more, are more encouraging and 
receptive and are more attentive. Men tend to be more dominant, challenge others and more 
direct and controlling in their conversations. Effective principals are seen to be friendlier, 
more relaxed, more attentive, more open, and have a better communicator image than 
ineffective principals. Teachers see a good communicator principal as friendly, attentive, 
and relaxed. Principals see the good communicator principal as impression leaving, 
animated, dramatic, and relaxed. Principals see effectiveness related to dominant 
communication behaviors whereas teachers see effectiveness related to friendly, attentive, 
and relaxed behaviors. Many of the education studies, however, use instruments that were 
based on leadership theories developed in business and industry and which have definite 
psychometric/statistical problems and inadequacies. The theories and instruments were 
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also developed and tested predominantly on males. For education this could definitely 
produce tainted and inaccurate results and interpretations since more and more women are 
becoming school principals. Traditionally women have dominated and continue tc 
dominate in numbers as teachers, a position that is lower in power, control, and dominance 
than that of the principal. 
V. Women's Research on Leadership Style. Communication Style. and Sex Differences 
Other than those findings discussed earlier in the area of business/managerial 
leadership and sex/communication style differences there have been very few studies that 
specifically examined the interrelationships among gender, leadership style, and 
co~unication style for public school principals. Shakeshaft (1989) indicates that "very 
little research has been undertaken to document differences in male and female school 
administrators' written and spoken communication" (p. 184). Even though leadership style 
and communication style overlap, Shakeshaft (1989) feels that communication style may be 
an important subset and determiner of leadership style, especially for women. 
Communication style may mediate. how leader bahaviors, both verbal and nonverbal, are 
perceived by colleagues and subordinates. Socialization, sex role stereotypes, 
psychological gender types, social cultural conditioning, and conditioned attitudes each 
play an important part in how leadership style and communication behaviors are perceived 
by subordinates and how they develop and are reinforced. Shakeshaft (1989) and 
Shakeshaft et al. (1991) provide a discussion of the differences in the way men and women 
manage schools and supervise and especially in how they differ in leadership and 
communication styles. Shakeshaft and others have criticized the leadership research as 
being androcentric or "male" biased both in theory and corresponding research. More 
specifically, the early leadership theories and the ones most often used and cited in texts 
were based on primarily male samples and had a male "POSDCoRB" (Planning, 
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Organizing, Staffing, Directing, Coordinating, Reporting, Budgeting, Evaluating) bias in 
their theoretical development Shakeshaft (1989) indicat~s that this androcennic bias 
(viewing the world and shaping reality from a male-linear and logical lens) has created 
weaknesses in existing paradigms, and theoretical models, producing inaccurate and 
unbalanced research. According to Shakeshaft (1989), "correcting weaknesses in this 
scholarship is a methodological issue of enormous imponance as bias affects conceptual 
formation as well as issues of reliability and validity" (p. 150). Shakeshaft calls into 
question the validity and reliability of instruments and theory that excludes women's 
experiences and research on women. This would make questionable earlier research based 
on these theories and the instruments used to measure leadership style. 
Based on the few studies reviewed by Shakeshaft (1989), "Women administrators 
conduct more unscheduled meetings, monitor less, take fewer nips away from the 
building, and observe teachers more often" (p. 170). In addition, when comparing male 
and female secondary school principals, female principals had 
a higher percentage of contacts initiated by others, shoner desk work sessions 
during the school day and more time spent during after school hours, higher 
percentage of total contacts with superiors, longer average duration for scheduled 
meetings, phone calls, and unscheduled meetings. (Shakeshaft, 1989, pp. 170-
171) 
Shakeshaft (1989) concludes that "although men and women administrators tend to do the 
same things in carrying out their work, they may put a different emphasis (or priority) on 
the importance of the tasks" (p. 171). 
According to her review of the literature Shakeshaft (1989) indicates that many 
researchers have documented differences in male and female language. Some of the 
stereotypical differences she discusses are: 
l. Women are more likely to use expressive language and intensifiers and to ask 
questions and to express opimons than men. 
2. Women tend to use language that encourages community building and is more 
polite and cheerful than the language cf men. 
3. Women use language that indicates more consideration and concern than 
language of men. 
4. Women listen more than men; women remember more of what all participants 
say in a conversation. 
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5. Women use more affiliation words than men and use more emotional language. 
6. Men use more hostile verbs than women. Men's language tends to be third 
person rather than personal (I think this is right versus I feel this is right). 
7. Women talk more to subordinates than men and in these conversations supply 
more information and are more receptive to subordinates ideas than men. 
(pp. 179-183) 
Shakeshaft (1989) suggests that the research indicates that "rather than adopting male 
speech patterns, it may be that all managers - male and female - could benefit from learning 
women's speech" (p. 185). Shakeshaft (1989) concludes: 
From this literature it seems clear that women and men communicate in different 
ways. Further, it would seem that women's n-.:.ditional and stereotypic styles of 
communicating are more like the good manager than are men's stereotypic styles. 
(p. 186) 
According to Shakeshaft (1989), women's communication styles are more like what some 
writers assen will be needed from effective managers in the 1990's compared to the current 
stereotypic male controVdirective styles. Shakeshaft (1989) concludes "as a group women 
tend to have a different administrative style than do men and that effectiveness for a female 
may depend on this altered approach" (p. 190). 
Ortiz and Marshall (1988) discuss several studies that contrasted the effectiveness 
of men and women principals and found that the female principals did as well or better than 
the males in several areas. They indicate researchers have reponed that female principals 
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contribute to higher teacher performance and student achievement. In general, they take a 
more active stance towards instructional leadership than men. Other studies have reponed 
women use more desirable supervisor/ practices than male principals. Women principals 
have been more concerned with individual differences than their male counterparts, 
demonstrated a superior knowledge of teaching methods, and shown more concern with 
the objectives of teaching in several other studies. In terms of communication and 
behavioral interactions, Ortiz and Marshall (1988) report that male principals tended to 
interact more than the women principals over organizational matters and that the interactions 
of the women were more diffuse. The authors (Ortiz & Marshall, 1988) summarize that 
"the new structure and the pattern of teacher-principal interaction even where principals are 
women, serve to confinn traditional perceptions of organizational leadership potential" (p. 
133). 
Helgesen (1990) does essentially a narrative/diary and a direct observation of the 
activities of four women executives, similar to the 1968 study done by Mintzberg on five 
male executives. Using a story data gathering format she describes the similarities and 
dissimilarities in the women and men. She identifies 8 dissimilarities: The women worked 
at a steady pace, but with small breaks throughout the day, the women did not view 
unscheduled tasks and encounters as interruptions, the women made time for activities not 
directly related to their work, the women preferred live action encounters but scheduled 
time to attend to mail, they maintained a complex network of relationships with people 
outside their organizations, they focused on the ecology of leadership, they saw their own 
identities as complex and multi-faceted and the women scheduled in time for sharing 
information. She describes the "feminine principles" of: 
caring, making intuitive decisions, not getting hung up on hierarchy, having a sense 
of work as being part of their lives, not separate from it, putting your labor where 
your love is, being responsible to the world in how you use your profits, 
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recognizing the bonum line should stay there- at the bottom. (Helgesen, 1990, pp. 
38-39) 
The following comparisons ofMintzberg's (1973) and Helgeson's (1990) male and 
female CEO's can be made: 
Mintzber~'s Males 
l. 'N orked at an unrelenting pace; no 
breaks during the day 
2. Interruptions were to be avoided 
because they caused fragmentation 
and discontinuity 
3. They engaged in primarily only work 
related activities 
4. They preferred live action encounters 
5. They had little time for reflection or 
long term planning 
6. Maintained outside networks 
7. They heavily identified their self with 
their job 
Hel~esen's Females 
l. Worked at a steady pace with small 
scheduled breaks 
2. Interruptions were not seen as a problem 
3. They engaged in non-work related 
activities 
4. They preferred live action encounters but 
scheduled "time to go through their mail 
5. They focused on the ecology of 
leadership 
6. Maintained outside networks 
7. Their identity was seen as multifaceted 
and complex 
8. They had difficulty sharing information 8. They scheduled time to share information 
and would try to return a response in three 
working days 
Helgesen (1990) takes the point of view that women can make better managers than 
men because of the differing experiences and expectations that women bring to the work 
place. She concluded that "what business needs now is exactly what women are able to 
provide, and at the very time when women are surging into the work force" (1990, p. 39). 
Aburdene and Naisbitt.(1992) see a different style of woman's leadership behavior. 
In a chart they spent 10 years developing, they identified six unique traits of woman's 
leadership as: Empowerment (reward, motivation, vision, valuing creativity); 
Restructuring (change, networking, flexible, holistic, systematic); Teaching (facilitating, 
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teaching style); Role Model (acts as a model); Openness (nourishing environment for 
growth, reaching out, providing information); and Questioner (asks the right questions). 
They also ~sen that woman's style ofleadership is currently needed and is different from 
male leadership having an advantage over the old male traditional style. 
Loden's (1985) book is similar to Helgesen's but more detailed and extensive. It is 
surprising how close the two come in their conclusions crtd statements. Loden also says 
that 
a growing body of evidence suggests that, as a group, women compared to most 
men do indeed have a different style of management and are likely to function 
somewhat differently, yet effectively, in leadership roles. (p. 62) 
She identifies the key characteristics of the unique feminine style as: 
Operating style-cooperative, Organizational Structure-Team, Basic Problem-quality 
output, problem solving style-intuitive rational, Key Characteristics-control, 
empathic, collaborative, high performance standards. (Loden, 1985, p. 63) 
For the masculine style she identifies: Operating style-competitive, Organizational structure-
HieraiC'hy, Basic Objective-winning, problem solving style-rational and key characteristics-
high control, strategic, unemotional, analytic (Loden, 1985). 
She makes the assertion that 
the origins of these differences are rooted in the basic facts of biology and the 
physiology as well as in the fundamentally different ways in which boys and girls 
are raised and socialized in our culture. (Loden, 1985, p. 63) 
It seems that Loden sees the feminine leadership style as complementary to the traditional 
masculine control style. She says that both can enrich the corporate environment 
However, it is equally as clear that she sees the feminine style as better when she makes 
statements such as: 
Women bring unique qualities to leadership positions dtat should not only be 
recognized but exploited: our sensitivity, the way we relate to people are huge 
assets. But the key distinction is that as a class, women exhibit these particular 
leadership attributes to a far greater degree than men. (Loden, 1985, pp. 4, 7-1-) 
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Other women have 2lso argued that there are basic differences between men and 
women's communication (Pearson et al., 1991), in how women managers learn and what 
they learn from both organizational and non organizational experiences (Van Velsor & 
Hughes, 1990), in the different skills they brin~ to the work place (Taylor, 1984), and in 
general and specific leadership styles and skills (Rosner, 1990; Rosner et al., 1990). 
Currently the research debate and lay books have unfortunately focused on whether 
women's management style is better than men'S (Billard, 1992). Rosner's (1990) research 
drew some serious criticism. Billard (1992) discussed criticisms "that much current 
research shows that men and women tend to stereotype their own behavior" (p. 70). 
Interestingly, based on Bass's (1981, 1990) comments, Billard reports he found in his 
research that "women bosses were more often described as possessing transformational 
leadership qualities" (Billard, 1992, p. 70). Billard (1992) notes that the critics see the 
emphasis on men and women differences in the books by Tannen (1990), Moir and Jesse! 
(1991), and Gilligan (1984) as a form of stereotyping by gender and is a form of sexism 
that will "shackle women to their traditional role as nunurer" (p. 70). Billard (1992) quotes 
one female manager as saying "I can be as tough as the men in my office, but I apply it 
differently, say it differently. Men and women can learn from each other" (p. 70). 
Section Sununaty 
Definite differences between the leadership styles and communication styles of men 
and women are discussed in feminist writings and research. There may be some built in 
bias operating but it is clear from the writings of Bass (1990), Immegart (1988), Ortiz and 
Marshall (1988}, and Shakeshaft (1989) that there are problems with the conceptualization 
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and methodology (instrumentation) of l'!adership theories developed on men and by men. 
The exclusion of women from theory and instrument development in the leadership areas 
continues to exacerbate the debate over research findings. 
VI. An Attempted Integration of Leadership Style. Communication Style. and Sex 
Differences 
Recently there have been research and books that have attempted to integrate 
leadership/management style, communication, and gender (Banol & Martin, 1986; Pearson 
et al., 1991; Powell, 1988; Stewart & Ting-Tomey, 1987). Penley and Hawkins (198.5), 
in a study of managerial/subordinate communication, found some results that seemed 
counter to previous thought in theories of leadership. 
Specifically, they found the five principal things that managers talk about with 
subordinates were: 
Task Subjects: They let subordinates know what needs to be done, explain changes 
in the work place and explain company policy. 
Performance Subjects: They communicate information about the quality of 
subordinates work and how they are doing. 
Career Subjects: They give advice and discuss training opportunities. 
Ad Hoc Subjects: They discuss subjects brought up by subordinates and they listen 
to questions raised and give direct responses. 
Personal Subjects: They discuss personal matters, family matters, interests off the 
job and problems offthejob. (Penley & Hawkins, 1985, pp. 319-324) 
When managers do a lot of talking about each of these subjects, thay all make 
subordinates feel the boss is showing them consideration and showing an interest in the 
work to be done. The researchers concluded that if the manager wants subordinates to feel 
he or she is being considerate then the following subjects are most important: 
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I. Any subject responding to a subordinate inquiry. 
2. Subjects that let subordinate know what work needs to be done. 
3. The subject of the subordinates career. 
Number twc above has traditionally been considered a task oriented matter. ft has not been 
thought of as promoting good feelings among subordinates or as of a relationship 
promoting activity. 
It should be noted that sex of subject was not included as a variable in the Penley 
and Hawkins (1985) study. Their study actually consisted of two smaller studies. In 
study I, 51 percent of the sample was female and in study II, 26 percent of the sample was 
female. The study samples were from a large insurance company and from a logistics and 
support division of a large military base limit and preclude generalizations to educational 
organizations. 
Communication skills and abilities are considered to be essential to successful 
managing, not only in the technical work of management but also in observations of actual 
managers and leaders at all levels. However, the specific behavioral skills, abilities, and 
actual verbal language overtly shown to produce effective and successful leadership have 
not been studied adequately. To alleviate this gap, Penley et al. (1991) examined the 
relationship between managerial performance and communication competence by 
identifying communication skills and social/cognitive abilities that are associated with 
managerial perfonnance for both male and female managers. Among the several findings 
was the fact that there were few consistent differences between male and female managerial 
behavior within organizations. However, it was suggested there were many areas of 
organizational communication behavior that have not been addressed by research. On all 
three of the oral communication apprehension subscales (public apprehension, 
interpersonal apprehension, and nonverbal apprehension) women reported significantly 
more oral communication apprehension than men. On the two scales of written 
- ------ - - ---
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communication apprehension, women and men differed only on the difficulty in writing 
measure, with women reporting significantly more difficulty in writing than men. The only 
other significant difference was on one of the subscales of self-monitoring/ introversion. 
Women described themselves as significantly more introvened than men. There was no 
interaction effects between sex and perfonnance. 
Luthans and Larsen (1986) and Luthans et al. (1985) used a direct behavioral 
observation framework and rating scales to describe what successful managers do and how 
managers communicate. In addition, they used self repon measures, success, and 
performance indexes to measure performance success and effectiveness in a managerial 
role. In their study (Luthans & Larsen, 1985), five major organizations were used but 
these did not include an educational organization. Neither sex differences nor percentages 
were reponed in the sample <N=120). The one finding that was surprising was that 
managerial activity included much socializing and politicking with members internal and 
external to the organization and that this almost equaled time spent with decision making 
and planning. Their canonical analysis of self repon data and direct observation data 
resulted in a two dimensional model of managerial communication. This model resembles 
a cross with Humanistic Interactor at the top and Mechanistic Interactor at the bonom. On 
the horizontal ends are the Infonnal Developer on the left and the Fonnal Controller on the 
right. In the Luthans et al. (1985) study the sample was smaller and used a manufacturing 
plant, a campus police department, and a state depamnent of revenue. Again, no sex 
differences were reported in this study. Their general finding:; using the Leadership 
Observation System checklist of observable behaviors were: 
1. Success as a manager was related to interaction with others and socializing and 
politicking. 
2. Successful managers exhibited more behaviors related to conflict management 
and 
3. Successful top Level managers exhibited more behaviors related to decision 
making and planning/coordinating and that the activities of some of the 
successful m&.agers depended on the type of organization in which they 
worked. (Luthans et al., 1985, p. 255) 
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Dansereau and Markham (1987) advocate looking at leadership from multiple levels 
and discuss communication and leadership from the Vertical Dyad Linkage Model. Baker 
and Ganster (1985) studied the leadership style models of the Average Leadership Model 
and Lie Vertical Dyad Linkage Model as well as communication constructs using special 
statistical analyses and found that in general the ALM model fit the results best, but some 
results did not entirely rule out the VOL model. They also found that "the construct of 
communication style was an important variable for organizational communication and 
leadership practice and research" (Baker & Ganster, 1985, p. 256). 
Pondy (1989) argues that leadership is essentially a "language game" and leadership 
could be thought of as language. He criticizes the terms leadership style as too limiting and 
applying only to the "surface structure" or observable and measurable aspects of behavior 
and ignoring the deep structure or meaning, including symbols and metaphors. Pondy 
indicates that there is overlap between communication Style and leadership style but to use 
them interchangeably may not be correct He criticizes leadership theory as identifying 
only a small number of strategies to choose from and not recognizing that leadership 
behavior, specifically the use of language and communication, is almost creatively 
unbounded. He states that the leader's subtle use of language may also be an important 
factor in determining his effectiveness both in enhancing his credibility and in managing the 
influence process. 
Thayer (1988) makes interesting arguments and proposals for the study of 
leadership and communication. He suggests that communication scholars have given little 
attention to leadership and leadership scholars for the most part have given even less 
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attention to communication. Thayer believes that leadership is a subset of the study of 
communication and that we should study the different "stories" and communication of ideas 
and "meaning" by leaders and how these are accepted by followers. 
Staley and Shocldey-Zalabak (1989) have proposed a more multi-level and multi-
methodologies approach for research on gender issues. They discuss the benefits to 
research for using this more multi-level triangulation approach. They indicate that multiple 
methodologies, both quantitative and qualitative, and multi-level perspectives in the areas of 
self, peers, subordinates, and superiors have produced a collection of mixed results. When 
methodologies and perspectives have been used one at a time in typical linear research the 
results have been mixed and confusing. They indicate that using multiple methodologies, 
both quantitative and qualitative and multi-level ~rspectives (self, peers, subordinates, and 
superiors) offers clear benefits for improving research. They define triangulation as the use 
of multiple and diverse data sources and collection techniques to study a single research 
question or to understand complex phenomena. Triangulation designs permit both 
description and interpretation. In triangulation the researchers provide a table of data 
sources and collection methods. In their article a table is also provided of the advantages 
and disadvantages of different methodologies for studying women's communication. An 
illustration of the triangulation method is provided for a study the authors conducted to look 
at male/female communication behavior during decision making (Staley & Shockley-
Zalabuk, 1989). It was concluded that data from the multi-level triangulation design gave a 
more complete picture with which to approach research questions than any of the data in 
isolation. 
Section Summary 
When leadership styles, communication styles, and sex are examined together 
interesting results are found. There are still several methodological problems in these 
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studies designs and instrumentation but there does appear to be some interesting 
interactions when gender and communication are included with leadership. There also 
appears to be a push to cross discipline lines and to include multiple variables and multiple 
levels when examining leadership, especially when gender or sex is included as a variable. 
Chapter Summary 
Most of the current research and writings on differences between sex and leadership 
styles tends to support the contention that there are subtle differences in the leadership 
styles of men and women. What has complicated this area of research has been the 
multiple theories of research, different samples and organizations used, and questionable 
measurement instruments in terms of reliability and validity. This calls into serious 
question the findings of leadership and gender research, especially for women. 
Nevertheless, Eagly and Johnson's (1990) and Eagly and Karau's (1991) recent meta 
analtyic reviews of the literature suggest that women managers are more democratic 
(participative) than men, but not more interpersonal. Male managers are more autocratic 
and directive, but not more task oriented (however, see the Eagly, Karau, and Johnson 
(1992) study that found female principals to be more task oriented than male principals). 
These are very important findings since they contradict previous research and stereotypes. 
At best the sex and leadership research is contradictory, confusing, and "murkey." In 
addition, until about the last ten years, there has been little gender/leadership style research 
on educational administrators simply because there were not enough female administrators 
to study. Research that has been done on educational administrators also fmds 
contradictory results because of the reasons mentioned earlier. There are still many 
researchers who strongly suggest that there are no leadership style differences between 
practicing male and female managers (Bass, 1990), but again little is discussed about 
educational administrators, especially elementary school principals. 
There exists some of the same contradictory research and confusion in the 
communication science/sex differences research. In general, however, there do appear to 
be differences between men and women in these areas as discussed by Bass ( 1990), 
Fairhurst (1986), Pearson et al. (1991), Penley et al. (1991), Pruett (1989), Rosner 
(1990), Shakeshaft (1989), Tannen (1990, 1994}, Van Velsor and Hughes (1990), and 
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Loden (1985). Although Penley et al. (1991) do discuss research that found differences in 
conununication patterns of men and women they conclude that 
Research concerning male and female manager's communication is inconsistent -and 
research concerning gender differences suggests there are few differences between 
the communication of men and women, given similar situations. (pp. 62-63) 
In their own study, however, Penley et al. (1991) found significant differences between 
male and female managers on scales of communication apprehension and introversion/ 
extroversion. 
In her meta analytic review of communication style and gender studies Pruett 
(1989) concludes: 
The results of this analysis clearly indicate that conununicator style variables differ 
consistently between the se~es. Men are mo~ dominant, dramatic, and 
contentious. Women are more animated, attentive, open and friendly. (p. 116) 
Whether it is due to social conditioning, politics, the situation/context, social role 
assumption, or cognitive/ perceptual differences in their approach to moral reasoning 
(Gilligan, 1982), there do appear to be differences in male and female communication 
styles. Empirically the instruments used to measure conununication style and 
communication competency are far from adequate measures of the constructs they purport 
to measure. As in the leadership area the theoretical constructs and the development of 
adequate measures are also still being debated (Penley et al., 1991). 
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In addition there is lacking an integration of the constructs of communication style 
and leadership style. This is especially true for educational administrators, because much 
of their time is spent communicating and because the public school organization is different 
from a business 1)1' industrial organization. Because of this overall difference, different 
types ofleadership training and organizational development activities would be required for 
business and education .. The impact of different organizational cultures on psychometric 
characteristics of self measurement instruments also has to be considered. 
Researchers must firSt study the psychometric characteristics of communication ~d 
leadership style instruments (Bass, 1990) and co~pare men and women and other groups 
to see if the constructs hold to be valid and reliable for these groups as well as to generally 
improve the instruments themselves. Demographic data should also be collected to 
determine how it may influence responses on instrumentation. Instruments are being used 
in important research and to make important decisions about a person's self perceived 
leadership and communication style in training seminars and at work. It is thus important 
that they have adequate data on the psychometric properties of the different measures. In 
an exploratory manner this research will examine the above issues in order to add to the 
knowledge about, and data base for, at least two popular self repon measures, one for 
leadership style, and one for communication style using public school elementary principals 
in Nonh Carolina as subjects. 
Participants 
CHAPTER. ill 
MEIHODOLOGY 
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The population for this study was all the male and female elementary school 
principals in Nonh Carolina schools with any combination of grades K-5. Middle schools 
with grades 6-8 and schools with grades above 6, i.e., K-12 and K-9 were excluded. A 
randomized list of these principals was provided by the Nonh Carolina Departtnent of · 
Public Instruction (NCDPO. This list contained 456 male principals (61 %) and 286 female 
principals (39%) for the 1992-93 school year. The list and numbers cited above were 
accurate as of August 24, 1992. 
The above figures seem reasonable and accurate since a study using data from 25 
states reponed that 25% of 26,584 elementary school principals were female (Jones & 
Montenegro, 1985). The data covered the 1984-85 school year. The study did not, 
however, describe the grades included in "elementary school" (James & Montenegro, 
1985). 
Details of the Samplin& Method 
Two hundred male and 200 female principals were randoii'ly selected from the list 
for the study. This sample size is predicated upon the need for at least 100 male and 100 
female respondents in order to estimate population parameters with sufficient statistical 
precision and to be able to appropriately use multivariate statistical analysis procedures. A 
50% response rate was anticipated. 
Dillman's (1978) total design method as outlined in his book (Mail and Telephone 
Smveys: The Total Design Method) was used to increase the sample response rate to the 
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maximum possible. Copies of the SlL""Vey mailing letters and reminder post card are 
presented in Appendix A. Dillman's (1974) method was modified so that the last or third 
registered mail out was not conducted. All the other procedures recommended by Dillman 
were follow~ including the use of the reminder postcard and a second mail out of packets 
to those participants who had not yet returned their packets. 
Instrumentation 
The three main data collection instruments used in this study were the Nonon 
(1983) Communication Style measure, the Hersey and Blanchard (1989) Leadership Style 
Measure (LEAD-SelO, and a demographic ques~onnaire. Pennission was obtained from 
the publishers of the LEAD-Self instrument and from Dr. Roben Nonon for the 
Communication Style instrument, to use these instruments in this study. Permission 
verification is included in Appendix G. Both instruments are self perception rating 
measures. 
The Communication Style Measure consists of 51 items, of which 45 are scored on 
10 independent subscales with the Communicator Jmage subscale used as a dependent or 
independent variable scale. The subscales are named Friendly, Impression Leaving, 
Relaxed, Contentious/ Argumentative, Attentive, Precise, Animated/Expressive, Dramatic, 
Open, Dominant, and Communication Image. Each scale consists of four Liken-type 
items. The dependent variable scale, Communicator Image, consists of five item;. For 
each item the respondent can choose from five alternatives; YES indicating strong 
agreement, yes indicating agreement, ? indicating neither agreement nor disagreement, no 
indicating disagreement, and NO indicating strong disagreement. Point values are assigned 
to the responses with 1 to NO, 2 to no, 3 to ? , 4 to yes, and 5 to YES. Item 51 is assigned 
points from 1 to 6 for the person's self-ranking of their communication style in a random 
group of six people. The definition of each Communication Style subscale and a list of the 
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items in each subscale is included in Appendix B along with the instrctions for scoring 
(Norton, 1983). 
The Communication Style Measure (Norton, 1983) has been widely used in the 
study of communication and leadership. It has demonstrated structural (internal 
consistency) reliability over a variety of studies (Gudykunst & Lim, 1985; Norton, 1983; 
Pruett, 1989). Reported internal reliabilities for the different Communication Style scales 
are: Dominant (.82), Dramatic (.68), Contentious (.65), Animated (.70), Open (.69), 
Friendly (.70), and Communicator Image (.72). A factor analysis using the smallest space 
-
analysis method was reported to be K=.04. A Kruskal's stress coefficient was reported at 
.02 (Norton, 1983; Rybczyk & Allen, 1989). A meta-analytic study of nine studies using 
the Norton Communicator Style measure reported reliabilities for the scales ranged from: 
Dominant (.70 to .86), Dramatic (.64 to .76), Contentious (.60 to .81), Amimated (.56 to 
.69), Impression Leaving (.69 to .81), Relaxed (.66 to .71), Attentive (.57 to .73), Open 
(.67 to .69), and Friendly (.37 to .63) (Pruett, 1989). 
The latest version of Hersey and Blanchard's LEAD-Self (1989) instrument was 
used to measure self-assessed leadership style. The LEAD-Self is based on the situational 
leadership theory proposed by Hersey and Blanchard (1988). This theory proposes four 
quadrants of possible leader behavior produced by differing levels of task and relationship 
behaviors required in different work situations. Three levels and four categories of 
follower readiness (High, Moderate, and Low and R1, R2, R3, and R4) are matched with 
the four quadrants of leader behavior. Four different decision styles are also matched with 
the four leader behavior quadrants (Hersey & Blanchard, 1988). The LEAD-Self is a 
forced choice ipsative instrument measuring four categories of leadership; Telling, Selling, 
Participating, and Delegating. The highest score a person can receive in each category is 12 
and all scores in the four categories must sum to 12. There are 12 different situations or 
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statements to which a-person must select from four possible alternative actions the one 
he/she thinks the leader should take. Each of the four airemarive actions for each situation 
has already been assigned to one of the four leadership style categories. Each of the 
situations has also been preassigned a group readiness level ranging fonn Rl to R4 based 
on the situational leadership model. The leadership category that has the greatest number of 
responses is the primary leadership style. Secondary or supporting styles are indicated by 
those categories in which there are two or more responses. 
The LEAD-Selfs scoring also a1iows for a measure of leadership style adaptability. 
The alternative actions for each of the 12 situations are assigned a point value of 0 to 3. A 
value of 3 indicates the best fit for the action and situation. A zero value indicates that the 
alternative action has a low probability of success for that situation. The scores are 
summed across all 12 situations. The adaptability score range is from 0 to 36. The scores 
are categorized into three levels of adaptability; low or need for self-development (0-23), 
moderate (24-29), and high (30-36). The moderate level indicates a "pronounced primary 
leadership style with less flexibility into the secondary styles" (Leadership Studies, 1989). 
The high level indicates the leader "accurately diagnoses the ability and willingness of the 
follower for the situation and adjusts accordingly" (Leadership Studies, 1989). Appendix 
B includes the LEAD-Self instrument and scoring directions and a graphical description of 
the Situational Leadership model (Leadership Studies, 1989). 
Bass (1990) and Hunsucker and Cook (1986) have indicated that many managers 
find the situational leadership model intuitively appealing and believe that it provides useful 
infonnation on how they should modify their behavior. Bass indicates the model is also 
popular with leaders of management training programs. Vecchio's (1987) study is 
probably the most comprehensive to date on situational leadership. Vecchio's findings 
provided only partial support for the situational model, especially in the low (follower) 
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maturity quadrant but for the moderate and high maturity conditions, it was not clear what 
supervisory/leadership styles were best. 
Blanket al. (1990) also indicate that recent research offers mixed suppon for 
situational leadenhip theory (SLn. In their study they did find that the leaders' use of 
relationship behavior did make significant unique contributions to both types of subordinate 
satisfaction. However, t!Jeir results generally found a lack of suppon for the basic 
assumptions that underlie SLT. They did find one category that corresponded to the SL T 
hypotheses. They concluded that "fundamental measurement and design issues still need to 
be explored in orderto ascenain the validity ofSLT" (Blanket al., 1990, p. 596). The 
researchers felt their findings supponed the need for more empirical research on SL T 
(Blank et al., 1990). 
In addition to the above self assessment instruments a short demographic survey 
was included that asked for the participant's age, sex, race, number of years as an 
elementary school principal, number of years as a school principal (non-elementary), total 
number of years in public school education, total student enrollment of school, number of 
full time staff, type of school (urban, rural, inner city), and area of school (mountain, 
piedmont, coastal). It was necessary to have data on these variables to examine their 
effects in the statistical analyses of male-female comparisons on the leadership and 
communication style measures. The demographic questionnaire is presented in Appendix 
c. 
Design of Study 
This study falls under the descriptive, ex post facto type of educational research. 
More specifically, Campbell and Stanley (1963) discuss this type of research under the 
heading of Correlational and Ex Post Facto Designs and Ex Post Facto Analysis. It will 
use two self repon measures, one of Leadership Style and one of Communication Style 
along with a collection of demographic data from K-5 elementary school principals in 
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Nonh Carolina. Specific comparisons between male and female responses on the data 
collection instruments are presented. Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach's alpha) chi 
square analyses, factor analyses, multivariate analyses (MANOVA), and multipl~ 
regression analyses were conducted with a specific focus on possible significant sex 
differences. 
Kerlinger (1973, p. 391) has indicated that ex post facto research is valued in 
education simply bt!cause many research problems in this area lend themselves more to this 
type of experimental inquiry than to "true" experimental type of research. Limitations of 
the ex post facto design include: 
l. The inability to manipulate independent variables. Direct control of the 
independent variables is not possible because their manifestations have already 
occurred or because they are inherently not manipulable. 
2. Inferences about relations among variables are made without direct intervention, 
from concomitant variation of independent and dependent variables. (Kerlinger, 
1973, p. 379) 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
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A total of 420 questionnaires were mailed instead of the 400 planned. This was 
necessary because one school system refused to let its sample of20 principals panicipare. 
Two-hundred ten questionnaires for males and 210 questionnaires for females were mailed. 
One-hundred twenty-six (60%) useable male packets were returned and 125 useable female 
packets (59.5%) were returned. The overall return rate was 251, or 59.8%. 
Data on the non-responders indicated that· they were not too different from the 
responders. For the non-responders 57% were males and 43% were females; 13% came 
from the Mountain region, 58% from the Piedmont, and 29% from the Coastal region of 
the state. For the responders, approximately 50% were males and 50% were females; 9% 
came from the Mountain region, 61% from the Piedmont, and 30% from the Coastal region 
of the state. No other data were obtained on the non-responders. Having approximately 
40% of the selected sample not responding would limit generalizations that could be made 
from the results. 
Table 1 shows the percentage of respon~s to the items on the demographic 
questionnaire by sex. A Chi-Square analysis by sex was conducted on the demographic 
variables and is presented in Table 2. Significant Chi-Squares were obtained on the 
following four demographic variables: Years of Education, Years as an Elementary School 
Principal, Years as a Principal other than an Elementary School Principal, and Age. Thus, 
categorization of the frequencies for those four demographic variables is not independent of 
sex. An examination of Table 1 shows the significant differences. More males (81 %) have 
spent 20+ years in education, compared to 66.4% for females. More than half (53.2%) of 
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Table 1 
Demographic Variables by Sex Reported in Percenta~es of Reswndents 
Demographic Variable Male Female 
C!t=126) (1!=125) 
Years in Education 
S-9 0.0% 0.8% 
10-14 1.6% 5.6% 
15-19 17.4% 27.2% 
20+ 81.0% 66.4% 
Years as Elementary Principal 
0-4 27.0% 45.6% 
S-9 19.8% 30.4% 
10+ 53.2% 24.0% 
Years as Non-Elementary Principal 
0-4 68.8% 87.2% 
S-9 11.2% 7.2% 
10+ 20.0% 5.6% 
Number of Students Enrolled 
<100 0.0% 0.8% 
100-200 4.0% 1.6% 
201-300 8.9% 10.5% 
301-400 23.4% 17.7% 
401+ 63.7% 69.4% 
Average Full-time Certified Staff (n) 29.5 30.5 
Type of Community 
Urban 42.6% 42.6% 
Rural 44.3% 42.6% 
£nner City Urban 13.1% 14.8% 
Area of Stare 
Mountain 11.3% 6.5% 
Piedmont 58.9% 63.7% 
Coastal 29.8% 29.8% 
Age 
31-37 0.8% 5.6% 
38-44 26.6% 33.1% 
45-50 39.5% 40.3% 
51+ 33.1% 21.0% 
Race 
Black American 13.5% 20.0% 
White 86.5% 80.0% 
Table2 
Chi-SQuares ofDemo~romhic Variables by Sex 
Demographic Variable "/} Pro b. 
Years in Education 8.297 0.040* 
Years as Elementary Principal 22.606 o.ooo· 
Years as Non-Elementary Principal 13.925 0.001* 
Number of Students Enrolled 3.710 0.447 
Type of Cornmunity 0.155 0.925 
Area of State 1.873 0.392 
Age 8.333 0.033* 
Race 1.907 0.167 
• Statistically significant 1!<05 
the males have been an elementary school principal for 10+ years compared to 24% for 
females. Approximately 46% of the females compared to 27% for the males have been 
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an elemental")' school principal for 0-4 years. A similar trend is seen for years as a non-
elementary school principal. Twenty percent of the males compared to approximately 6% 
of the females have been & non-elementary principal for 10+ years. Approximately 29% of 
the males compared to 87% of the females have been a non-elementary school principal for 
0-4 years. An examination of age shows that approximately 6% of the females compared 
to approximately only 1% of the males fall in the 31-37 age category. Thiny-three percent 
of the females compared to approximately 27% of the males fall in the 38-44 age category. 
In the 51+ age category there are 33% of the males compared to 21% of the females. The 
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four demographic variables with significant Chi-Squares may be confounded with each 
other. For example, it is likely that the older principals are, the more years experience they 
have as elementary school principals and the more years they have in education. Also, the 
more years in education the more likely the principal is to have more years as a principal 
both elementary and non-elementary. Chi-Square analyses were conducted for the 
demographic variables, X ears in Education, Years as an Elementary School Principal, and 
Years as a non-Elementary School Principal by Age for the total sample. The results are 
presented in Tables 3-5. All three Chi-Squares were statistically significant indicating a 
significant relatioilship between exists between these demographic variables and age for 
Table 3 
Chi-Sguare Analysis of Age By Years in Education 
Years in Education (n) 
Age 5-9 I0-14 15-19 20+ Total 
31-37 0 6 2 0 8 
38-44 1 1 41 28 71 
~5-51 0 2 7 86. 95 
52+ 0 0 3 61 64 
Total 1 9 53 175 238 
Note: Chi-Square=l97.31; ~<.0001 
the total sample. Spearman rank order correlations were also obtained on the demographic 
variables: Years in Education, Years as an Elementary School Principal, Years as a non-
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Table4 
Chi-Square Analysis of A&e By Years as an Elementuy School Principal 
Years as an Elementary School Principal (n) 
Age 0-4 5-9 10+ Total 
31-37 6 2 0 8 
38-44 34 24 13 71 
45-51 43 19 33 95 
52+ 4 13 47 64 
Total 87 58 93 238 
Note: Chi-Square=58.30; R<.0001 
TableS 
Chi-Square Analysis of A~ By Years as a Non-Elemenrazy School Principal 
Years as a Non-Elementary School Principal (n) 
Age 0-4 5-9 10+ Total 
31-37 7 1 0 8 
38-44 64 2 4 70 
45-51 73 13 9 95 
52+ 44 5 15 64 
Total 188 21 28 238 
Note: Chi-Square=18.78; Jl<.005 
-----------
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Elementary School Principal, and Age and are presented in Table 6. Of special note are the 
significant correlations between age and years in education and years as an elementary 
school principal for men and women. The Chi-Square results are imponant in 
interpreting the results of other analyses that will be discussed. 
Table6 
Speannan Correlations for Demographic Variables by Sex 
Years as an Years as a 
Elementary Non-Elementary 
Variable School Principal School Principal Age 
Male 
Years in Education .36* .18 .47* 
Years as an Elementary School Principal -.01 .3r 
Years as a Non-Elementary School Principal .15 
Female 
Years in Education .2s·· .15 .64* 
Years as an Elementary School Principal .25··· .45* 
Years as a Non-Elementary School Principal .25··· 
Note: • p<.OOOI; •• p<.006; ••• p<.007 
LEAD-Self Results 
The LEAD-Self is an ipsative type of self assessment instrument (Boone, 1981 ). 
Characteristics of an ipsative measure include: 
1. Ipsative measures employ a forced choice format and the items are scored for 
more than one variable or attribute. 
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2. The sum o( the scores obtained over the attributes measured for each respondent 
is constant (Boone, 1981). 
3. The strength of each variable depends not solely on that variable but on its 
strength relative to the strength of other~. If one variable goes up another must go down 
(Lyman, 1971). 
4. The frame of reference in ipsative scoring is the individual rather than the 
nonnative sample. 
5. Ipsative measures do not measure the intensity or frequency of the choices made 
by the respondent. 
Several researchers (Cattell, 1944; Dixon & Ahern, 1973; Guilford, 1961; Hicks, 1970; 
Kerlinger, 1973; Pedhazur, 1982) have discussed problems with using ipsative measures 
in statistical analyses and research. These problems include: 
1. A linear dependency is introduced into the score matrix. Thus, information 
provid~ by some of the variables is completely redundant with the information available 
from other variables and useless for the purpose of regression analysis (Pedhazur, 1982). 
2. The mean intercorrelation of individual scales tends to be negative and the mean 
correlation of all the scales with any outside variables will approach zero (Anastasi, 1982). 
Because the scores for the four leadership styles are interdependent it is not legitimate to 
report intercorrelations among the scores. If intercorre!ations are made some of the results 
will be negative values (Boone, 1981). Because of the above constraints ipsative scores 
cannot be properly analyzed using usual correlational and factor analytic procedures 
(Cattell, 1944; Guilford, 1961; Hicks, 1970). Kerlinger (1973) has written that ipsative 
scores produce spurious negative correlations between items. Further, ipsative scores lack 
independence on which most nonnative and inferential statistics are based. For this reason 
ipsative measures are not appropriate for comparative research. 
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Because of the c.Jnstraints and problems with ipsative scores the LEAD-Self results 
were analyzed using descriptive statistics and by examining patterns among responses in 
the four leadership style categories. Some correlations will be reported to show the 
negative correlations that result from using ipsative scores. Table 7 pre~ents the mean 
scores on the leadership style categories by sex. The means and standard deviations are 
almost equal for the sexes. The categories of Selling and Participating have much higher 
means than the categories of Telling and Delegating and the means are almost equal within 
sex and between sex. Table 8 shows the frequency of the principals' primary leadership 
styles by sex. Here, too, the sexes have almost equal frequencies in the four leadership 
style categories. The categories of Selling and Participating have almost equal frequencies 
within and between sexes. A Chi-Square analysis was not significant for sex by leadership 
style categories (Chi-Square=L015, n=0.602). Table 9 presents the means for the primary 
leadership style; that is, the person's highest score among their four quadrant categories. 
With their primary leadership style men and women have almost equal means and standard 
deviations. The primary leadership styles of Selling and Panicipating show almost equal 
strength. A clearer picture of the pattern of responses by sex in the four leadership style 
categories is presented in Table 10. Examining the respondents' primary and secondary 
styles by sex it can be seen that men and women have the same "back up" or secondary 
style. Thirty-six percent (36%) of the total analysis sample (241) have a primary 
Participating style and a secondary Selling style evenly split between men and women. 
Fourteen percent (14%) of both men and women show a primary Selling and a secondary 
Participating leadership style. Thus, approximately 65% of the total analysis sample have 
the S3IIle primary and secondary styles of either Participating or Selling evenly split 
between men and women. It would be important to notice the several "ties" of different 
combinations of leadership style categories in Tabie 10. These consisted primarily of ties 
between the Participating and Selling styles. 
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Table7 
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores on Leadership StYles by Sex 
Sex 
Male Female 
Leadership Style Mean SD Mean SD 
Telling 1.78 1.21 1.60 1.04 . 
Selling 4.78 1.84 4.51 1.97 
Participating 4.67 1.89 4.66 1.98 
Delegating 0.52 0.69 0.62 0.82 
Table 8 
Frequencies of Subjects' Primary Leadership Styles by Sex 
Sex 
Male Female 
Leadership Style . (n=l04) (n=l03) 
Telling 1 0 
Selling 50 49 
Participating 53 54 
Delegating 0 0 
Note: Numbers represent frequency of subjects with that primary style, not including ties. 
There were 32 ties. 
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Table9 
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores for Primazy Leadership Styles 
Sex 
Male Female 
Leadership Style Mean n SD Mean I1 SD 
Selling 6.48 50 1.16 6.26 49 1.09. 
Participating 6.30 54 1.03 6.31 54 1.04 
The LEAD-Self also has an adaptability score that ranges from 0 to 36 (normative 
score) indicating the adaptability and flexibility of the leader in using the leadership styles. 
The score is derived by assigning values from 0 to 3 to each of the four alternative actions 
in the 12 work situations (items). The assigned values are based on the appropriateness 
and probability of success (prescribed in the Situational Leadership Theory, SL n of the 
alternat!ve action to the situation, with zero (0) having Jittle probability of success to 3; high 
probability of success (best fit). The adaptability scores are assigned to three levels; low (0-
23) indicating the need for improvement, moderate (24-29) indicating a moderate degree of 
adaptability with a pronounced leadership style and less flexibility in the secondary styles, 
and high (30-36) indicating a high degree of adaptability in using the different leadership 
styles. The results of a Chi-Square analysis for sex by adaptability levels are presented in 
Table 1 L The Chi-Square was non-significant (E=0.997; p=0.613) indicating males and 
females did not differ in the frequency of responses assigned to the three adaptability 
levels. In fact, there is remarkable similarity in the leadership adaptability levels of males 
and females. 
Table 10 
Frequencies and Percenta&es of Subjects; Primruy and Secondary Leadership Styles by 
Sex 
Sex 
Male Female 
Leadership Styles n. % n. % 
Primary Panicipating; Secondary Delegating 0 0.00 0.41 
Primary Participating; Secondary Selling 44 18.26 44 18.26 
Primary Panicipating; Secondary Telling 5 2.07 4 1.66 
Primary Selling; Secondary Delegating 0 0.00 1 0.41 
Primary Selling; Secondary Participating 35 14.52 35 14.52 
Primary Selling; Secondary Telling 8 3.32 3 1.24 
3-way tie between Selling, Telling, 
and Participating 1 0.41 1 0.41 
Primary TeUing; Secondary Selling 1 0.41 0 0.00 
Primary Tie Between Telling and Selling 2 0.83 1 0.41 
Primary Panicipating; Secondary Tie 
Between TeUing and Selling 4 1.66 5 2.07 
Primary Selling: Secondary Tie Between 
Telling and Participating 7 2.90 10 4.15 
Primary Delegating; Secondary Participating 2 0.83 0 0.00 
Primary Tie Between Selling and 
Panicipating 14 5.81 13 5.39 
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Table 11 
I;Nuency. Chi-Sguare. and Probability of Leadership Style Adaptability by Selt 
Leadership Adaptability• 
Low 
Moderate 
High 
• Chi-Square = 0.977; Probability = 0.613 
!l 
21 
89 
12 
Male 
% 
8.71 
36.93 
4.98 
Selt 
Female 
!l 
16 
88 
15 
% 
6 .. 64 
36.51 
6.22 
The mean adaptability score for men was 26.311, S0=2.83 and for women the 
mean was 26.86, S0=2.60. At-test between the means for men and women on the 
adaptability score was not significant (1 for HO: equal means was -1.5512, OF=238, 
YI 
~> T=0.122). The frequency of the number of 3 (best fit) responses for each of the 12 
situations by sex is shown in Table 12. The percentages are of the total number of men and 
women; i.e. 17.2% of 122, or 12 men, gave a 3 (best fit) response to Situation 1 (item l). 
Table 12 also shows the leade:-ship style category associated with the best fit (3) alternative 
actions. According to the adaptability scoring 3 items per leadership style category are 
given values of 3 or "best fit." Table 12 shows that men and women were approximately 
equal in their selection of "best fit" alternative actions. The items (situations) receiving the 
greatest percentage of best fit responses fell in the leadership style categories of Selling, 
Participating, and Telling. Appendix 0 gives the frequencies and per;entages of the 
adaptability scores for each LEAD-Self item (situation) and the Chi-Square analysis results 
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Table 12 
Freg,uencies and Percenm~s of "Best Fit" Situation and Readiness Levels 
Men <n.=122) Women Cn.= 118) 
Group Leadership Situation 
Readiness Style Category Item n % n. % 
Rt Telling 1 21 17.2 14 11.9 
Rl Selling 2 55 45.1 46 39.7 
R3 Participating 3 40 32.8 26 -2.7.0 
R4 Delegating 4 10 8.2 11 9.3 
Rt Telling 5 56 45.9 56 47.5 
Rl Selling 6 82 67.2 74 62.7 
R3 Participating 7 85 69.7 96 81.4 
a. Delegating 8 28 23.0 32 27.4 
Rt Telling 9 82 67.2 83 70.3 
R2 Selling 10 79 64.8 78 66.1 
R3 Participating 11 78 63.9 85 72.0 
a. Delegating 12 12 9.9 18 15.3 
(Sex by Adaptability values 0-3). All but one of the Chi-Square results were not significant 
indicating that there was no significant relationship between sex of respondent and 
adaptability values assigned to each alternative action chosen. For item i2, that did have a 
significant Chi-Square, two cells had missing values which indicate that the Chi-Square 
may not have been a valid test for this item. 
The ipsative nature of the LEAD-Self prevents interpretable statistical analyses such 
as Cronbach's alpha to determine reliability and validity. Also, other parametric and 
inferential analyses such as factor analyses, regression analyses, and MANOV A analyses 
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cannot be conducted due to the problems created for these analyses by the ipsative 
characteristics of the LEAD-Self. Greene (1980) has summarized some analyses of the 
LEAD-Self with regard to reliability and validity. According to Greene the 12-item 
validities for the adaptability 3Core ranged from .11 to .52 and that 10 of the 12 coefficients 
(83%) were .25 or hjgher. Greene concludes that the stability of the LEAD was moderately 
strong. In two :-..dminisn:ations across a six week interval, 75 percent of the 264 managers 
maintained their dominant style and 71 percent maintained their alternate style. The 
contingency coefficients were both . 71 and each was significant at the J2<.01 level. The 
correlation for adaptability scores was .69. 
Greene concluded: 
Several empirical validity studies were conducted. As hypothesized, correlations 
with the demographic/ organismic variables of sex, age, years of experience, 
degree, and management level were generally low, indicating the relative 
independence of the scales with respect to those variables. (Greene, 1980, p. 1) 
Greene reports that in " ... another study a significant (12=.0 1) correlation of .67 was 
found between the adaptability scores of the managers and the independent ratings of their 
supervisors" (Greene, 1980, p. 1). Greene concludes that based on these findings the 
LEAD-Self is deemed to be an empirically sound instrument However, Greene does not 
give any references or more detail for the studies he mentions. This study suggests that 
there may be some self rating bias in over selecting responses that produce the leadership 
styles of Selling and Participating. Also, there is little variability in primary and secondary 
leadership styles within and between the sexes. With similar findings by Lueder (1985) for 
the primary leadership style the current study would call into question the validity and 
possibly the reliability of the LEAD-Self. 
Communication Style-Measure tCSM) Results 
To obtain measures of the internal consistency reliability or interitem consistency 
for the CSM, Cronbach's alphas were computed for the CSM subscales. These 
coefficients are presented in Table 13. The results indicate the internal consistency on the 
CSM subscales is comparable to that reponed in other studies (Pruett, 1989; Rybczyk & 
Allen, 1989; Staley & Cohen, 1988). The standard errors of measurement for the CS M 
subscales by sex are shown in Table 14. The standard errors of measurement show 
women having lower standard errors of measure than men across all the CSM subscales 
except for Dominant and Communicator Image. 
Table 13 
Cronbach's Alpha for the Communication Subscales by Sex and Total Sample for Raw 
Variables 
Sex 
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Communication Subscale Male Female Total Sample 
Friendly 0.56 0.60 0.60 
impression Leaving 0.83 0.84 0.83 
Relaxed 0.67 0.77 0.72 
Contentious Argumentative 0.71 0.78 0.75 
Attentive 0.51 0.57 0.54 
Precise 0.65 0.56 0.61 
Animated/Expressive 0.59 0.72 0.68 
Dramatic 0.60 0.71 0.66 
Open 0.71 0.67 0.70 
Dominant 0.77 0.74 0.76 
Communicator Image 0.68 0.66 0.67 
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Table 14 
Standard Errors of Measurement for the CSM by Sex 
CSM Subscale Male Female 
Friendly 1.52 1.28 
Impression Leaving 0.94 0.87 
Relaxed 1.54 1.37 
Contentious/ Argumentative 1.69 1.49 
Attentive 1.44 1.36 
Precise 1.92 1.71 
Animated/Expressive 1.65 1.36 
Dramatic 1.80 1.69 
Open 1.59 1.57 
Dominant 1.41 1.47 
Communicator Image 1.61 1.70 
CSM Correlations 
Table 15 presents the Pearson intercorrelations among the CSM subscales, the four 
leadership style categories, and the leadership adaptability level by sex. For both men and 
women the correlations among the communication subscales are primarily in the range of 
.20 to .51. Because of the large sample size all of the lower correlations are significant. 
Table 16 shows some of the statistically significant higher correlations among the 
communication style subscales for men and women. Of special interest are the 
comparisons marked by an asterisk. There are statisticclly significant differences between 
the strength of the relationships on these CSM subscales for men and women. 
All the correlations between the leadership adaptability and the CSM subscales for 
men are non-significant. For the women, although low, significant negative correlations 
Table 15 
Imercorrelations Among the CSM Subscales. LEAD-Self Style Scores. and LEAD-Self Adaptability Scores by Sex 
FRND 
IMPL 
RELAX 
CIA 
ATTN 
PREC 
AlE 
DRAM 
OPEN 
DOM 
COMIM 
TE1..L 
SEll. 
PART 
DEL 
ADAPT 
FRND IMPL 
.21° 
RFLAX 
.19° 
.12 
C/A ATIN 
-.09 .33° 
. 21° .24 • 
-.14 .02 
.08 
Male 
PREC AlE DRAM 
-.02 .07 -.05 
.34" .23° .34° 
-.08 -.15 .02 
.45" .38" .35" 
.32" .13 -.009 
.25" .26" 
.54" 
OPEN OOM COMIM 'lEU. SEU. PART 
.21° .12 .36° .02 -.10 .04 
.17 .34" .38" -.06 .12 .01 
.09 .14 .26" .12 .06 .03 
.13 .so• -.02 .07 .05 -.04 
-.02 .10 .33° .06 ·.12 .04 
.08 .37" .14 .09 -.04 .01 
.24" .39° .01 -.09 -.14 .06 
.32° .53" .13 -.12 -.06 .17 
.46" .39" -.19" ·.17 .25" 
.32" -.10 -.08 .19" 
-.06 ·.21 .18" 
-.2!! -.42" 
-.40. 
DEL 
-.04 
-.01 
-.07 
.02 
-.07 
-.01 
.09 
.06 
.10 
.09 
-.04 
.02 
·.18° 
·.10 
Note: Communjcatjon Stv!es: FRND=Friendly; IMPL=Impression leaving; RELAX=Re!axed; C/A=Contentious/Argumenlalivc; AlTN=AIIcnlivc; 
PREC=Precise; AJE=Animaled/Expressivc; DRAM=Dramatic; OPEN=Opcn; DOM=Dominant. 
Leadership Styles: TELL=Telling; SELL=ScJ!ing; PART=Panicipaling; DEL=Delcgating 
ADAJYI'=Adaplability Level 
• p<.05 
AD APr 
-.09 
-.01 
-.04 
.006 
.04 
-.005 
.15 
.02 
.08 
.03 
.,()3 
-.27° 
-.03 
.06 
.38° 
\() 
0\ 
Table 15 - Continued 
Intercorrelations Among the CSM Subscales. LEAD-Self Style Scores. and LEAD-Self Adaptability Scores by Sex 
Female 
FRND IMPL RELAX C/A ATIN PREC AlE DRAM OPEN DOM COMIM 'JHL SELL PART DEL 
FRND .. .37. . 24. -.21. .37· .18 .34. .26. .2o• .01 .41. . 07 .OJ .09 -.36 • 
IMPL .. . 37· . 13 . Jo• .43. .38 • .Jo• .14 . 16 .39. .19 • -.07 -.05 -.02 
RElAX .. .009 .Js• .3o• .2o• . I 4 .24. .14 .3s· .006 -.06 .03 .07 
CIA .. -.17 . 26. .22. .29 • .19 .42" -.06 .01 .03 ·.16 .09 
ATIN .. .34. .29" . I 3 .05 -.07 .39" -.02 -.07 -.008 -.01 
PREC .. .17 .18 .10 .13 .32· .02 .OK -.14 -.002 
AlE .. .71. . 3o• .45. .31 • .09 -.09 .05 -.17 
DRAM .. .38. .51" .37· . 08 -.13 .10 -.14 
OPEN .. . so• .31 • -.02 .04 .02 .04 
DOM .. .35" -.03 -.04 -.08 -.04 
COMIM .. . 05 -.05 .008 -.t9• 
mL .. -.34" -.24. ·.10 
SElL .. ·.16 .. 04 
PART .. -.09 
DEL .. 
ADAPT 
Note: Communication Styles: FRND=Friendly; IMPL=Imprcasion Leaving; RELAX=Relaxed; C/A=Contcntious/Argumentativc; ATIN=Attcntive; 
PREC=Prccise; AIE=Animatcd/Expressivc; DRAM=Dramatic; OPEN=Open: DOM=Dominant. 
l.eosiersbjp Sl)'lcs: TELL=Tclling; SELL=Sclling; PART=Panicipating; DEL=Delcgating 
ADAPT=Adaptability Level 
• p<.05 
AD APr 
-.19 • 
-.21 • 
.03 
-.09 
.07 
-.11 
-.21" 
-.26 • 
-.19" 
-.24" 
-.22 • 
-.13 
.03 
-.12 
.37° 
\0 
-..1 
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Table 16 
Highest Communicator Stvle Subscale Correlations by Sex 
Communicator Style Subse<Les Men Women 
Impression Leaving/Communicator Image 0.38 0.39 
Communicator Image/Open. 0.39 0.32 
Precise/Contentious-Argumentative 0.45 0.26 
Animated-Expressive/Contentious-Argumentative 0.38 0.22 
Dominanr/Contentious-Argumentative 0.50 0.42. 
Precise/Dominant• 0.37 0.13 
Precise/Impression Leaving 0.34 0.43 
Dramatic/ Animated-Expressive• 0.54 0.71 
Dominanr/Animated-Expressive 0.39 0.45 
Dominant/Dramatic 0.53 0.51 
Dominanr/Open 0.46 0.50 
Communicaror Image/Friendly 0.36 0.32 
Communicator !mage/Relaxed 0.26 0.38 
Communicator Image/ Attentive 0.33 0.39 
Friendly/Impression Leaving 0.21 0.37 
Precise/Impression Leaving 0.34 0.43 
Friendly/ Auentive 0.33 0.37 
Impression Leaving/Animared-Expressive 0.23 0.38 
Aaentive/Relaxed* 0.02 0.38 
Impression Leaving/Relaxed* 0.12 0.37 
• Statistically Signif&Callt R<-05 
~<.05) were obtained between adaptability and the CSM subscales of Friendly, 
Impression Leaving, Animated/Expressive, Dramatic, Open, Dominant, and Communicator 
Image. The interdependency and resulting very low and negative correlations among the 
four leadership style categories is seen in Table 15. As Anastasi (1982) has noted, "with 
ipsative scores, the mean intercorrelation of individual scales tends to be negative and the 
mean correlation of all the scales with any outside variable will approach zero" (p. 517). 
Kerlinger (1973) also has noted that ipsative procedures produce spurious negative 
correlations between items. Accordingly, the LEAD-correlations are practically 
meaningless for comparative research (Boone, 1981 ). 
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A multivariate analysis of variance was perfonned on the 11 CSM subscales as 
dependent measures and sex and years experience as an elementary school principal as 
independent measures. The results showed only a significant main effect for sex (Wilks' 
Lambda=0.8234, F=4.17, df=11, W>F=.0001). The main effect for Years Experience as 
an Elementary School Principal and the interaction effect were not significant The means, 
standard deviations, least squares means, and standard errors are presented in Tables 17 
and 18. Scheffe's multiple comparison test was applied to the means for men and women 
on the 11 CSM dependent variable subscales. The results are shown in Table 19. Women 
showed significantly higher mean scores on the CSM subscales of Friendly. Attentive, 
Animated/Expressive, Open, and Dominant 
A post-hoc canonical discriminate analysis was perfonned to determine the relative 
contributions of the CSM dependent variables to the significant MANOV A main effect for 
sex. The use of discriminant analysis as a post-hoc test is recommended if there are 
correlations among the dependent variables (Hair, Anderson, Latham, & Grablowsky, 
1979). The purpose of t.'te (canonical) discriminant analysis is to maximize between-group 
variance with respect to within-group variance for hypothesized groups. MANOV A tests 
whether the already identified groups are significantly different When a difference is 
found discriminant analysis can be used to pick out those variables which best differentiate 
between the groups (Hair et al., 1979). The pooled within class canonical structure 
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Table 17 
Uncorrected Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on Communication Subscales by Sex 
Sex 
Male (n=ll5) Female (n=115) 
Subscale Mean SD Mean 
Friendly 15.07 2.29 16.17 
Impression Leaving 14.96 2.27 14.95 
Relaxed 13~69 2.69 14.05 
Contentious/ Argumentative 10.43 3.14 10.08 
Attentive 14.09 2.06 14.79 
Animated/Expressive 12.65 2.57 14.29 
Precise 13.00 2.67 12.89 
Dramatic 11.35 2.86 11.74 
Open 11.71 3.02 12.79 
Dominant 10.04 2.95 11.19 
Communicator Image 18.91 2.86 18.88 
coefficients are presented in Table 20. The size of the coefficients show what CSM 
variables within the group (men and women) are the best discriminators. The 
SD 
2.92 
2.18 
2.86 
3.18 
2.08 
2.58 
2.47 
3.14 
2.74 
2.89 
2.92 
highest coefficients (best discriminators) are associated with the CSM variables of 
Animated/Expressive, Friendly, Open, Dominant, and Attentive. The total canonical 
structure coefficients (or ccrrelations between the can()nical variable, sex and the dependent 
CSM variables) are shown in Table 21. These coefficients show the same rank order of 
magnitude as the pooled within class coefficients. 
Table 18 
General Linear Model Least Sguares Means and Standard Errors by Sex for 
Communication Style Subscales 
Sex 
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Male U!=115) Female (!1= 115) 
Communication SLyle 
Subscales LSM STDERR LSM STD ERR 
Friendly 15.2J 0.219 16.10 0.206 
Impression Leaving 15.03 0.227 14.87 0.213 
Relaxed 13.64 0.285 14.12 0.268 
Conrentio~AJgwmen~ve 10.48 0.324 9.99 0.305 
Attentive 14.10 0.210 14.88 0.198 
Precise 12.98 0.263 12.84 0.248 
Animared/Expresve 12.96 0.260 14.27 0.245 
Dramatic 11.53 0.307 11.78 0.289 
Open 11.87 0.295 12.81 0.278 
Dominant 10.26 0.298 11.23 0.280 
Communicator Image 18.99 0.296 18.92 0.278 
Communication Style Measure: Factor Analysis 
Nonon (1983) reported conducting a factor analysis of the CSM on a random 
sample of 383 cases from a larger population of 1086 university students. Ten factors 
emerged in expected patterns based on the theoretical constructs of communicator style and 
the results of a smallest space analysis (SSA), a form of nonmetric multidimensional 
scaling. These ten factors paralleled the ten subscales delineated in the SSA analysis. 
Nonon (1983) did not specify what type of factor analysis was conducted nor did he report 
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Table 19 
Scheffe's Test for CSM Subscale Means 
CSMMeans 
Communication Style 
Subscales Men Women 
Friendly* 15.07 16.17 
Impression Leavbg 14.95 14.95 
Relaxed 13.69 14.05 
Contentious/ Argumentative 10.43 10.08 
Attentive• 14.09 14.79 
Precise 13.00 12.89 
Animated/Expressive• 12.65 14.29 
Dramatic 11.35 11.74 
Open• 11.75 12.79 
Dominant* 10.04 11.19 
Communicator Image 18.91 18.88 
• p<.05 for Critical Value ofF=3.88 
the factor matrices. He also did not conduct separate analyses for men and women nor did 
he report the sex frequencies for the sample of 383 cases. A review of the literature did not 
reveal any subsequent factor analytic studies for the CSM. Factor analyses were conducted 
in this study to determine if the CSM items would factor out in agreement with the 
subscales and corresponding items identified by Norton (1983) and to determine if the 
factor structures were similar for men and women. 
Appendix E shows the factor matrices for the maximum likelihood, oblimin rotation 
(oblique) factor analyses by sex. Ten factors were "forced" to determine if the CSM items 
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Table20 
Pooled Within Class Canonical Structure Coefficients for CSM Dependent Variables 
Canonical Variable 
CSM Subscales (Sex) 
Animated/Expressive 0.610 
Friendly 0.490 
Open 0.370 
Dominant 0.330 
Attentive 0.320 
Relaxed 0.110 
Dramatic 0.100 
Contentious/ Argumentative -0.140 
Precise -0.060 
Impression Leaving -0.020 
Communicator Image -0.004 
loaded on the same 11 subscales identified by Nonon. The "filler items" (1, 2, 12, 25, 31, 
and 33) were excluded from the factor analyses. Except for the loadings on some items 
clustering together in agreement with Norton's subscales, factor loadings below .30 were 
omitted from the matrices, as shown in Appendix E. Appendix F shows the factor by 
factor comparison of items for men and women on the oblimin rotation. The factor 
matrices in Appendix E and the comparisons in Appendix F show: 1) the factor structures 
are remarkably similar for men and women and 2) the items cluster in the same groups as 
Norton's (1983) subscales (subconstructs) based on the highest item loadings. There is a 
clearly identifiable factor structure of items for men and women. 
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Table21 
Total Canonical Structure Coefficients for CSM Subscales 
Canonical Variable 
CSM Subscales (Sex) 
Animated/Expressive 0.650 
Friendly 0.530 
Open 0.410 
Dominant 0.370 
Attentive 0.360 
Dramatic 0.120 
Relaxed 0.120 
Contentious/ Argumentative -0.150 
Precise -0.070 
Impression Leaving -0.020 
Communicator Image -0.004 
For men, some of the items have high (greater than .30) loadings on more than one 
factor, more so than for women. For men two of Norton's Precise items (27 and 32) and 
two Dramatic items (22 and 32) load highly on factor 1 which also contains high loadings 
for a Dominant item (28) along with the Communicator Image items. Factor 3 contains the 
item clusters for the Attentive and Precise subscales. Factor 4 contains the items for the 
Relaxed subscale. Factor 5 for men does not have any clear clustering of items based on 
Norton's subscales. Three items, Attentive (20), Precise (13), and Open (24) have high 
loadings on the corresponding factor. Factor 7 contained the item clusters for the 
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Animated/Expressive and Dramatic subscales. One Attentive item (11) has a high loading 
on the factor containing the Friendly subscale items. Factor 8, which contained the 
Friendly items alSi> contained one Attentive item (11) with a high loading. For the women 
factor 3 contains the items for the Animated/Expressive and Dramatic subscales. Thus, for 
both the men and women the items from the Animated/Expressive and Dramatic subscales 
appear on one factor. Nonon (1983) also found this in his factor ~alysis. For women on 
factor 4, which contains the Contentious/ Argumentative items, one Attentive item (39) and 
one An~ated/Expressive item have high loadings (greater than .30). On factor 5, which 
contains the Impression Leaving items one Relaxed item (16) and one Precise item (13) 
have high loadings. Factor 6, containing the Dominant items, has one Animated/ 
Expressive item (44). Factor 8, containing the Communicator Image items has one 
Dominant item (28) with a high loading. Factor 9, which contains the Precise items, has 
one Contentious/Argumentative item (10) and one Animated/Expressive item (23) with a 
high loading. Factor 10, which contains the Friendly item, has one 
Contentious/ Argumentative item (36) with a high loading. 
In his factor analysis Nonon (1983) found that 
the contentious construct defined by three of its original items loaded on the same 
factor as dominanL Also the dramatic subconstruct (four items) and the animated 
subconstruct (four items) loaded on the same factor. The attentive subconstruct lost 
two items. The Friendly subconstruct scattered across factors 5, 7, 8, and 10. 
(Nonon, 1983,p.93) 
In this study the Friendly subscale did appear as a separate factor for men and women. For 
the Attentive subscale three items (20, 39, 49) had high loadings on its factor for women. 
For the men two Attentive subscale items (39 ar.d 49) had high loadings on its factor. It is 
interesting to note from Appendix E that all of the Contentious/Argumentative items for 
women had negative factor loadings whereas the men's loadings were all positive. 
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Communication Style: Regression Analysis 
A stepwise regression analysis was performed using the 11 CSM subscales as 
dependent or criterion variables and the following demographic variables as independent or 
predictor measures: Years in Education, Years as an Elementary School Principal, Years as 
a Non-Elementary School Principal, Age, Sex, and Race. It was thought that these 
variables would account for or explain a significant portion of the variance in the 11 CS M 
subscales. Leadership style adaptability (a metric variable) was included as an independent 
variable to determine if there was a significant relationship between this variable and the. 
CSM subscales. The demographic variables (with the exception of leadership style 
adaptability) were dummy coded as listed in Table 22. 
Table 23 displays the results of the stepwise analysis showing the final R2, the 
intercept and regression coefficients, the F values for each parameter estimate and the 
probability levels for the F values. The independent variables are listed in the order they 
were entered into the model. The .15 level of significance was used for entry into the 
model. Very little of the variance in the dependent variables is explained or accounted for 
by the independent variables. The largest R2's were obtained for the CSM variables of 
Friendly (.11), Animated/Expressive (.09), and Open (.09). Although the amount of 
variability explained by the independent variables is small (2 to 11% ), sex is a significant 
predictor for the CSM variables: Friendly, Attentive, Animated/Expressive, Open, and 
Dominant Measuring the demographic variables on an ordinal rather than metric scale may 
have lowered their predicitive power. 
The LEAD-Selfs leadership adaptability level was a significant predictor only for 
the CSM variables of Friendly, Dramatic, and Communicator Image. It only added 2% to 
the explained variability for Friendly, 2% for Dramatic, and 2% for Communicator Image. 
Table22 
Dummy Coding ofDemowphic Variables for Stepwise Regression Analysis 
Variable 
Years in Education 
Years as an Elementary School Principal 
Years as a Non-Elementary School Principal 
Age Range 
Sex 
Race 
Chapter Summmy 
Coding 
15-19=1 
20ormore =0 
0-4= 1 
5-9 =0 
IOormore =0 
0-4= 1 
5-9 =0 
lOormore=O 
31-37 =I 
38-44 = 1 
45-52 = 0 
52 or over= 0 
Male= 1 
Female =0 
Black= 1 
White =0 
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There appears to be little difference between men and women elementary school 
principals on the self ratings of leadership style. Also, no sex difference was found for 
leadership adaptability levels. The Selling and Participating styles are selected with almost 
equal frequency as primary and secondary for men and women. The ipsative 
characteristics of the LEAD-Self prevents the use of inferential and comparative statistical 
analyses. 
The Communicator Style Measure (CSM) shows fairly high internal consistency 
reliability for both men and women. There were some significant differences between men 
and women on the CSM subscale intercorrelations. Women showed significantly higher 
Table 23 
Steowise Regression Analyses for CSM and Demographic Variables 
CSM Dependent Variable Independent Variables Regression Coefficients 
Friendly 19.75 Intercept 
Sex -1.064 
Adaptability Level -0.145 
Years as an Elementary Principal 0.78 
Impression Leaving · (No variables met the Jl<.05 
for significance) 
Relax (No variable met the .15 level 
for entry) 
Contentious/ Argumentative 9.899 Intercept 
Age -.969 
Attentive 15.00 Intercept 
Sex -.735 
Age -.758 
Animated/Expressive 14.27 Intercept 
Sex -1.651 
Precise (No variable met the .15 level 
for entry) 
R2 F 
. 1 1 173.20 
12.07 
6.85 
5.77 
.02 1465.48 
4.08 
.05 4258.13 
6.52 
5.75 
.09 2909.69 
20.42 
Prob>F 
.0001 
.0006 
.0095 
.0172 
.0001 
.0446 
.0001 
.0114 
.0174 
.0001 
.0001 
,_. 
0 
00 
Table 23 ~ Continued 
Stepwise Rc;gression Analyses for CSM and Demographic variables 
CSM Dependent Variable Independent Variables Regression Coefficients R2 F Prob>F 
Dramatic 16.261ntercept .05 64.49 .0001 
Race ~1.54 7.06 .008 
Adaptability Level -0.169 5.01 .026 
Open 13.19 Intercept .09 1963.36 .0001 
Race -1.97 12.97 .0021 
Sex -1.22 9.75 .0004 
Dominant 11.03 Intercept .02 1405.57 .0001 
Sex -.911 5.03 .0259 
Communicator Image 22.89 Intercept .02 136.31 .0001 
Adaptability Level -.152 4.36 .038 
-0 
\0 
mean scores on the CSM subscales of Friendly, Attentive, Animated/Expressive, Open. 
and Dominant as compared to men. 
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Factor analyses on the CSM for men and women elementary school principals were 
almost the same as Nonon's (1983) subscale grouping of items. The factor structures were 
remarkably similar for men and women. For men the Attentive and Precise items loaded on 
a single factor and the Animated/Expressive and Dramatic items loaded on a single factor. 
For the women only the Animated/Expressive and Dramatic items loaded on a single factor. 
For the women all the Contentious/ Argumentative items had high negative loadings on the 
corresponding factor whereas the men had high positive loadings on the corresponding 
factor. 
There were significant differences between men and women on imponant 
demographic "experience in education" variables. Specifically, 81% of the men had spent 
20+ years in education compared to 66.4% for females. More than half (53 .2%) of tl:c! 
men had been an elementary school principal for 10+ years, compared to 24% for females. 
Of the demographic variables, sex appears to account for the most variability in the 
CSM subscales of Friendly, Attentive, Animated/Expressive, Open, and Dominant. 
However, the amount of variability in the overall stepwise models using the demographic 
va.~bles is ~ ranging from 2 to 11%. The practical versus statistical imponance of 
these results would have to be considered. Because of the ipsative characteristics of the 
LEAD-Self, no links could be made with the communication style measure (CSM). The 
leadership adaptability level accounted for only 2% of the variability in the three CSM 
subscales of Friendly, Dramatic, and Communicator Image. 
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CHAPTERV 
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discussion 
The accurate measurement of constructs is basic to all science. This is especially 
trUe for research on leadership and communication style since these are fundamental areas 
of social behavior. The strengths and limitations of measurement instruments in the 
leadership and communicator areas have to be determined both for research and training 
purposes. The measuring devices used for leadership style and communicator style still 
leave much to be desired in tenns of psychometric properties. Also, the theories, 
constructs, and models developed for leadership and communication may not equally and 
wholly apply to different groups, such as men and women. This is especially true if the 
theories, research, and measuring instruments were initially developed on one group 
exclusively. 
This study showed that men and women elementary school principals do not differ 
in their self-rated leadership style and leadership adaptability levels. The selection of 
Selling and Participating as the primary and secondary styles for both men and women may 
indicate: 1) a self deception bias towards these styles (Lueder, 1985), 2) a bias towards 
these styles in current educational practice and literature, or 3) the primary use of these 
styles in actual elementary school settings. The lack of variability both between and within 
groups of men and women may signal possible reliability and validity problems with the 
LEAD-Self as has been discussed in previous research (Blank et al., 1990; Lueder, 1985; 
Vecchio, 1987). The ipsative characteristics of the LEAD-Self prevent appropriate 
inferential and comparative statistical analyses and make it questionable for comparative 
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research. As Kerlinger (1973) has noted, ipsative data cannot be treated nonnatively. The 
LEAD-Selfs nonnative adaptability scale is derived from responses to the ipsative scale 
and in this study did not provide any significant links to communication style. Although 
ipsative self assessments have their place, f1r inferential comparative research metric or 
interval measurements would be preferred. 
The CSM shows fairly high internal consistency reliabilities, similar to those 
reponed in the literature. These reliabiliries are comparable for men and women. The 
factors identified in this study are almost the same as the subscales (subconstructs) reported 
by Nonon (1983). This holds true for men and women. The factor structures for men and 
women are remarkably similar. For men and women the Animated/Expressive and 
Dramatic items load on a single factor. For men the Attentive and Precise items load on a 
single factor. The Cronbach alphas and the factor analyses results indicated that the CSM 
is a valid instrument for research purposes. 
Demographic information such as age, sex, race, and years of experience is 
important to collect in research especially on leadership and communication styles. This 
study showed, for example, that there were significant relationships between sex and 
experience variables such as years experience as an elementary school principal. However, 
the demographic variables did not account for a practically significant amount of variance in 
the communication style variables as indicated by the stepwise regression analyses. Also, 
the results of the MANOV A did not show a significant main effect for years experience as 
an elementary school principal or a significant interaction between sex and years as an 
elementary school principal. A significant main effect was found for sex. Follow up 
analyses indicated significant differences among the CSM subscales of Friendly, Attentive, 
Animated/Expressive, Open, and Dominant between men and women, with women 
showing significantly higher on these dimensions. Similar differences were found in 
studies and discussions by Baird and Bradley (1979), Montgomery and Norton (1981), 
Pruett (1989), and Shakeshaft (1989). In are.view of the literature Staley and Cohen 
(1988) report that 
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previous research profiles indicate fairly distinct male versus female cor.ununication 
styles. Male communications are: more dominant, argumentative. and verbally 
aggressive, relaxed and dramatic while females demonstrate more friendliness, 
openness, and nonve!bal animation, particul~rly in terms of eye contact and facial 
expressions. According to a preponderance of the literature males are more 
assertive and females more rest>Onsive. (p. 193) 
It has also been found that men rate themselves as more precise and contentious 
communicators than females while females report higher levels of animated communication 
styles (Staley & Cohen, 1988). Pruett (1989) reponed (in a meta-analysis of8 studies) that 
women reported being significantly more animated and attentive than men. Men reponed 
higher means on the dominant, dramatic, contentious, and relaxed variables. When 
analyzing communication variables across "self report" and "others report" studies women 
showed higher mean scores on attentive, animated, open, and friendly dimensions while 
males' scores were higher on the dramatic, contentious, and dominant dimensions. This 
study, however, found women to have a significantly higher mean score on the dominant 
dimension than men, with no differences on the relaxed, precise, dramatic, impression 
leaving, contentious/argumentative, and communicator image dimensions. It would appear 
that women elementary school principals rate themselves as being more dominant or 
assertive in communication situations compared to male principals. 
The question of whether there are important sex differences in the underlying 
constructs of lead~rship style is not fully answered in this study. However, with regards to 
communication style there appears to be important differences as well as similarities 
between men and women. There appear to be significant differences in how men and 
women rate their communication behaviors in the areas of Friendliness, Attentiveness, 
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Animated/ Expressiveness, Openness, and Dominance. Thus, there does appear to be 
some validity to the assertion that in developing theoretical constructs it would be imponant 
to obtain separate data on men and women (Shakeshaft, 1989). 
Implications 
From the literature review the following implications can be drawn: 
1. It is extremely imponant to review the psychometric data including validity and 
reliability data on research and training instruments before they are used. Any significant 
group differences (such as sex differences) should be reponed and the implications 
discussed. The contexts and types of research in inceraction with the propenies of 
instruments should be more clearly delineated. 
2. Self assessments of Leadership and communication style do not indicate 
effectiveness in these areas. 
3. Communication behaviors or styles may or may not be related to leadership style 
and leadership effectiveness. 
4. Men and women may be influenced in their communication style and perception 
of each other's communication behaviors by cultural stereotypes and traditions. Social 
expectations and nonns and traditional roles produce differing communication styles. 
Masculine (traditional) men have stereotypically been seen as the dominant, more powerful, 
more contentious sex. Traditionally men tell stories (dramatic) while women listen 
(attentive). Women have been and still are expected to be responsive (attentive, animated/ 
expressive), open, and friendly. Women are touched and touch more than men; they allow 
their personal space to be invaded more often than do men (Pruett, 1989). 
The following implications can be drawn from the results of this study: 
1. The LEAD-_Self should not be used for nonnative comparative research. 
Modifications of the LEAD-Self as developed by Boone (1981) to a more meoic scale 
might be appropriate. 
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2. The leadership styles of Selling and Participating may be reinforced more in 
educational organizations, may be the required styles based on the unique characteristics of 
educational organizations, or may simply be the "hot" preferred styles based on popular 
literature and current stereotypes. 
3. Men and women may make similar leadership decisions but may communicate 
these decisions in different ways. The lack of differences on the self rated leadership style 
dimensions raises the question as to what effects the sex differences on the communication 
style variables have for leadership style and effectiveness. 
4. The CSM appears to be a sound instrument for research and training purposes. 
5. The development of theory and constructs for communication style needs to 
address the similarities and differences between men and women in how they perceive and 
rate their communication behavior. Men and women may have subtle differences in how 
they interpret, express, and use communication behaviors, especially dominant 
communication behaviors. 
6. Sex differences in communication style would have direct implications for 
leadership and communication training. To communicate better it is important to recognize 
the similarities and differences in the person with which we wish to communicate. 
Recognizing that subtle differences exist in male and female communication styles allows 
one to adapt both to individuals and situations and allows for less chance of 
misunderstanding and disagreement (Pruett, 1989). Matching communication styles with 
(leadership) work situations may be as imponant as trying to match leadership styles. 
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Recommendations 
The current research should be replicated using a metrically scaled leadership 
measure such as the LBDQ-XII to allow linkages (such as correlations) with 
communication style. More studies need to be done examining the relationships berween 
leadership style and effectiveness with communication style and effectiveness for men and 
women separately. Factor analytic studies of subordinate responses to instruments rating 
leadership and communicator effectiveness would be especially important. Follow up 
research should be conducted using the same sample to collect effectiveness ratings from 
subordinates in the areas of leadership and communication style. It would be important ·to 
try and link self-rated leadership style and leadership effectiveness with communication 
style and effectiveness to detennine where significant differences, if any, exist for men and 
women. Instruments to measure communication style, leadership style, and effectiveness 
specific to educational organizations need to be developed. More research needs to be done 
using subordinate (teacher) measurements of principals' effectiveness as leaders and 
especially as communicators. 
Communication characteristics of an effective leader would be useful information 
for training and education purposes. Funher research in the area of communication and 
leadership Style might focus on how stereotypes, traditions, and role demands affect 
leadership and communication style and effectiveness behavior. 
Communication style and effectiveness needs more attention in leadership education 
and training. Sex differences due to stereotyped communication behaviors and perceptions 
of communication behaviors need to be discussed more thoroughly. One significant 
question to address would be: Are there inherent sex differences between men and women 
in communication behavior and leadership behavior or are all differences the result of 
differential socialization and stereotyping? And if men and women communicate and 
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understand communication information differently, what does this mean for leadership and 
leadership effectiveness? 
lltis study clearly showed that the women have not been elementary school 
principals as long as the men and have less total years in education. Also, more men have 
been elementary school principals longer than women. The role of experience and differing 
paths to l~dership roles in the development and expression of leadership commur.ica:ion 
for men and women would be an important area for future research. 
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the r'!!Sf'"ll~'!'n of you arvl your co 1.1 ri\ques will provirl .. mndr llP<'df>d cln t:~ 
on commmrir.ation anrl lnl'lrl .. rsllip sf:yle. Th~ r'!nultl' of t.hi"' ~t.urly will 
lllSO JrnVP- impot·t:nnt impl fr.nt:fnn!' for in:-c~rvir-1' t.n>ittlng. ""' ( · 
awllrenP.rt!:, and orrJntti7.:ttional rlo:-velopmental n~P<ls <>f pr rtcl.ir·ing 
educationn I. ;vlmini~trntot·l". 
Enclo~ .. cl i~ :r pnr.lc~l: oi nr:~l·~rf ;"-~ Urn I: t 11m nnltinq ynn l.n r.ompJ.pt·" nnrl 
return i I' l.h" ~>ncl<'sr.rl st nmpP.d nrvl pt·P-:tclrh·f'rtrt"cl r-nv<'l opt! with i 11 t hP 
next wenlc. Your· compl.-.1 I rut of th"~" nnR~snmnnt i nnl.r-rrm"lll·r. ( 7.) A tid t:hn 
demographic: questinnnnirr- is vilnl l:o th~ ~;ur.ct!sR nf tlri!"' Rl"ltrly. In 
ord.-r fnt• UrP t"P!"'Itll!: ,,, "'"'"lf"'"IY rr-flr-r·t. lhro lron•lrot·r.hip nnrt 
comnnmic:~l: ion st.ylcr. or "I ,.!ll"'lltnr·y ~drortl pri n~i pn I.!"' in "'" t h C:~ro I i nil, 
it is exl:t·Pmt-l.y jmp<>rtnnt l.hnl: ymt complPtP. nncl ,-,.t·r~t·n l.hr pi!r-lcnf: of 
matt-rill!~ t:o mP. nt LhP pnr.l: of(ir:P. hoK I i nl.r>•i hPlnw wi l:hin t:h"' 11'"K<: 
weP.k. 1\ ll'!'W sophlRtic::tlnrl cnmpnt"'r annty~is pt·ogrnm th:~l; ..,.,~rrit"R n 
largP. Sl'IP1pl .. ~lill bP. II:":NI l:o tlll:tly7.~ \:h~ r!at:t. ThiR m:tlt"'!'< ill Plett .. mely 
import;ntl: th:t t '!!Vet·yonP. ,.,. tran t h<!> lr· cnmp 1 <!I.Prl i nr.t:nnnnnl.s. 
You rnay b'! o:~sstll·ed I)( r:nrnplP.tP. c:nn£irll'nl ialif.y. Ynu wi II 11"1 ir.<> lh:tl: 
on Lhe qu,..r:l.iollnnir:Ps n llllmbct· iR st:nrnped in t:hr- uprr-r· r·i•Jirt". lr:tnrl 
corner. This numb~r· if' use•! tn nolely account fror t-Jr .. rli,;tr:ihuterl 
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Pl\ge 2 
qul!stionn'lir·<'r. 01r-1 Lh<>y "'~ r-~l:ur-n,-.<1 nnd to rP-m;~il p:v-J~.-.rr: if ""V "'" 
lost or m!r;pJnc~>rl. 
Your r'O!r;pnnr:..-.s wilt h,.. nd<l<><i to th~> totn l dn t.:1 ""'"'" in nr d.-r· I., 
m::tint11in your :rnonymi ty. No in<lividu11l r<>spons.-. r-<,,..,, rl~ wi II h.-. 
maint:~i n<>d r-.rn· r~?pot·J-,.<1 tn nuy oth<>r· t"P.:;<>:-~t·ch~:>n=. Ynur· ''"'"" wi 11 ''"""' 
be placP.d on ot· ilR~ocint,.,l with your an:;wer do<:ume-nt:r;. 
The resultF; o( this st•uly should bP. Vl!t·y bl!n'!fici'll t.n lh.- pr11r.t-ir·n nr 
elementary school pritrcipnlR, to university tr11inin•J prnqnrmR. ""' •-tnlJ 
RS to your ::;chool. syst:~•n"s ,.tnff rt..-.v.-.torom,.nt ""'' t:r:~inin•J pr·ngr"'"""' in 
tlae "ren!!' of communicnti <:on l\nd l<!:vl<>rnhip. 
If you wnuld 1 iltP " "'umrn'l ry of t.h<> ov<>r'l ll r:t.u<ly 1 ""'"' ts. y<>n rn01y 
ri!CP.iV~> nn.- hy writ:ino:t ''V<>r:" nn l.h~ h01clt of t.lr<> r·.-.turn '""""'"!'in whi.-h 
you wi 11 r·l!turn ynur qn<>sl:ionnn i ,.,. nnd t.h~ l.wn nl ""' :~~r:.-.,-..,,n,.nt 
instrumf'nts. Plr.n:;,. inr.lude yout· nnme ·:~nd run-,.nl :~drlrnr:s. Th<> 
envelop,.:; wi 11 be dir.p<:or.<>rl of oncP- y..,u hnve b<'P.ll r..-.ut: Y'"'r "'"""""' y. 
If you h~tv'! r~ny queF.<tii"\IIS plens~> wr·i t<> or call. My wnr-lt phnn<> "'""""'" 
is (919) 370-8170. If you write you cnn writP. ,., t h<> univ,.,-,.,; ty 
address listf!d nbov... tf 1 am not in when yott call, plnnr:<> ln11vt> yn•11· 
name an•l phone llumh~t· <~WI a conv~ni ent timE'! tit:~ I: 1 mny r·,.t:•rrrt ynur 
call. 
I W<'lnt to t:hanlt you in ndv:~nce for youc as.!iil'ttllllC~ nwl r:c-np<>nltinn in 
this importllnt and vltnl study. 
Ple~tsP. noi.P that ncconlinq to univl"rr.i ty poU.-y. 'nt.urniwr t:h., 
completrd instruments :-~n<i quP.stimtnllirr. indic:~t<>r. ynnr· c:nns,.nt t ... 
participatf! Jn thi~ rP.r. .. :~rch study. 
Sincerely, 
l71.i£JI ;f'.;..ti.h( 
Dr. David «. Reilly, 
ProfeRsot· 'lnrl Doctnt·n l r.h"' i rp~rson 
Dean, Grn<htnt~ Studi .. Ft 
Dllniel B. Wlltkins. 
Ooctnt"lll Stuclnnt. 
F.duclltion=tl 1\•lrnini sir,.,. ion 
The Ci t~~<IPl Rnd J.enrl .. rRhip 
Ch<'lrlr.aton. South Cnrolinll 
RF.L"IJRtl COME'LF.TF.IJ MJ\TER 11\l,S Til, 
11nniel B. Watkins 
F. 0. Box 5070 
Gt·f!~nsboro, tiC 274 3'i 
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TilE 
UNIVERSITY 
OF 
NORTII 
CAROLINA 
AT 
<:IU:ENS80RO 
About three weeks ago we sent you a packet of aaterlals that 
dealt with a leadership and coaaunicatlon study. Also 
enclosed was a shot·t demographic questionnaire. As of this 
date we have not received your coapleted packet. 
This research will provide normative data on the self 
perceived coaaunlcatlon and leadership styles of ele•entary 
pr-Incipals In our state. The research will also look at Lhe 
construct validity and other psychoaetrlc properties of Lhe 
lnstruaents to deteralne their appropriateness as assessaent 
instruments. 
We are writing to you again because of the significance each 
packet has to the usefulness and accuracy of the study. Your 
name was randoaly drawn fro• a llst of all eleaentary 
principals our state. Only 400 out of all the eleaentary 
principals were sent packets. In order for the results to be 
truly representative of the "styles" of principals It ls 
essential that each person ln the saaple return their 3 
completed lnstruaents. 
In the event that your packet has been alsplaced, or was not 
received, a replaceaent ls enclosed. Your packet should have 
contained the LEAD SELF lnstru•ent, The Coa•unlcatlon Style 
Measure and a short De•ographlc questionnaire. Actual tlalng 
of principals co•pletlng these lnstru•ents Indicate lt takes 
only a few alnutes. 
Your cooperation Is greatly apprecl~ted. 
Cot·dlally, 
Doctoral Student In 
Educational Adalnlstratlon 
and Leadership 
The University of North Carolina 
at Greensboro 
Dr. David H. Reilly 
.-J-2-(,~i-J/il( 1-.:u~!c( 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
The Citadel 
Charleston, South Carolina 
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GENERAl. INSTRUCTIONS FOR COifPLETING TilE T~O INSTRUMENTS AND 
TilE DEHOGRAPH I C QUEST I ON~AI RE 
EACII OF TilE TIIREE INS'fRUHENTS liAS 'filE SPECIFIC 
INSTRUCTIONS ON IT. PLEASE READ AND FO£.LOW TIIESE CAREFULLY. 
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TIIAT YOU ANSWER EVERY Il'EH BECAUSE WE WILC. BE 
LOOKING AT rTEH RESPONSES AS WELL AS SCALE AND TOTA£. SCORES. 
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PLEASE TRY AND RETURN YOUR COMPLETED PACKET TO TilE ADDRESS ON TilE 
SECOND PAGE OF TilE COVER LETTER WITIIIN TWO WEEKS. IT SIIOU[.D NOT TAKE 
YOU LONG TO COMPLETE ALL THREE INSTRUMENTS. SINCE WE ARE DOING A RANDOH 
SAMPLE OF THE STATE. YOUR RESPONSES WILL ACTUALLY REPRESENT HORE TIIAN 
ONE PERSON. IT IS FOR TIUS REASON THAT IT IS SO IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO 
COMPLETE THE INSTRUMENTS AND RETURN TIIEH. YOUR HELP AND COOPERATiotl 
IS HUCH APPRECIATED FOR THIS IMPORTANT STUDY. 
YOU ARE RETURNING TlfE INSTRUMENTS TO HY PRIVATE P. 0. BOX TO 
FURTHER INSURE THAT NO ONE BUT I WILL SEE YOUR RESPONSES. 
THANK YOU VERY MUCif FOR YOUR IIEf.P, fT IS HUCII APPRECIA1'ED. 
DANIEL B. WATKINS 
DOCTORAL STUDENT IN EDUCATIONAL 
ADMINISTRAT£0N AND LEADERSfUP 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTif CAROLINA AT GREEtiSBORO 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
CURRY BUILDINu 
GREENSBORO. N. C. 27412-5001 
April 30. 1993 
A few days ago a packet of materials concerning a leadership and commynjcatjon study 
was mailed to you. Your name. was randomly drawn from.a list of elementary principals in 
our state. 
If you have already completed and returned the three assessment instruments please 
accept my sincere thanks. If not please complete them as soon as possible. Because the 
packets were sent to a small but representative sample of principals it is extremely 
important that yours also be included in the study if the results are to accurately represent 
the elementary principals in our state. 
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If you did not receive the packet. or it got misplaced please call me today at 919-370-8170 
and I will mail mother one to you. 
Sincerely, 
T)-... I'Y) ~dJ~ -'j 
Daniel B. Watkins 
Education Administration, UNC-G 
Greensboro, N.C. 
APPENDIXB 
INSTRUMENTS 
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COMMUNICATION STYLE MEASURE 
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Communication Style Measure (CSM) 
Subscale Definitions (Norton, 1983, pp. 65-72) 
Friendly - The friendly communi~ator confirms, strobes, and 
positively recognizes the other. It ranges from simple 
lack of hostility to deep intimacy. 
Impression Leaving - The communicator is remembered because 
of the communicative stimuli he or she projects. They 
have a visible or memorable style of communicating. 
Relaxed - This style suggests ~ither calmness/peace/serenity 
or confidence/comfortableness. An assumption is that to 
the degree the person manifests anxiety the relaxed 
style will not be manifested, a relaxed communicator is 
calm and collected, relatively free from nervousness and 
anxiety in his/her communication (Montgomery & Norton, 
1981). 
Contentious/Argumentative - The contentious communicator is 
argumentative. Contentiousness refers to negative 
connotations associated with argumentative and 
aggressive behaviors. 
Attentive - The attentive communicator makes sure that the 
other person knows that he or she is being listened to. 
It involves listening and empathy and is inversely 
related to dominant, dramatic, contentious, and 
animated. Attentive reflects social sensitivity. 
Precise - Preciseness focuses on those behaviors which 
communicate a concern for accuracy, documentation, and 
proof in informative and argumentative discourse 
(Montgomery & Norton, 1981) . 
Animated/ExPressive - An animated style is characterized by 
the frequency, amount and intensity of such behaviors as 
eye contact, gestures, facial expressions, and body 
movement. It involves active, high energy expending 
behaviors that exaggerate or color communication content 
(Montgomery & Norton, 1981) . 
Dramatic - The dramatic communicator manipulates 
exaggerations, fantasies, stories, metaphors, rhythm, 
voice, and other stylistic devices to highlight or 
understate content. 
~ - The open ccmmunicator readily reveals personal 
information about the self in communicative 
interactions. The content of the message is 
representative of the communicator's actual feeling, 
beliefs, and opinions. 
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Dominant - The dominant communicator is one who tends to take 
control in social interactions. It involves any 
communication device or strategy which lessens the 
communication role of another. Dominant communication 
relates to assertiveness. The person who communicates 
in a dominant way appears to be more confident, 
enthusiastic, forceful, active, competetive, self 
confident, self-assured, conceited and businesslike and 
also tends to feel more understood in communicating with 
others. 
Cornmuoicator Image - A person's self image of their 
communicative ability and their effectiveness in 
communicating. 
ITEMS FROM THE COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE 
(Norton, 1983) 
FRIENDLY 
3 I readily express admiration for others. 
6 To be friendly, I habitually acknowledge verbally ether's con~~ibutions. 
46 Whenever I communicate, I tend to be very encouraging to peopLe. 
38 I am always an extremely attentive communicator. 
IMPRESSION LEAVING 
4 What I say usually leaves an impression on people. 
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5 I leave people with an impression of me which they defir.~~ely tend t~ remember. 
45 The way I say something usually leaves an impression on people. 
14 I leave a definite impression on people. 
RELAXED 
8 
16 
15 
9 
I have some nervous mannerisms in my speech. 
Under pressure I come across as a relaxed speaker. 
The rhythm or flow of my speech is not affec~ed by nervousness. 
I am a very relaxed communicator. 
CONTENTIOUS/ARGUMENTATIVE 
10 When I disagree with somebody I am very quick to challenge them. 
37 Once I get wound up in a heated discussion, I have a hard time stopping myself. 
42 It bothers me to drop an argument that is not resolved. 
36 I am very argumentative. 
ATTENTIVE 
39 I really like to listen very carefully to people. 
11 I can always repeat back to a person exactly what was meant. 
20 Usually, I deliberately react in such a way that people know that I am 
listening to them. 
4 9 I am an extreme.ly attentive communicator. 
PRECISE 
40 Very often I insist that other people document or present some kind of proof 
for what they are arguing. 
30 I like to be strictly accurate when I communicate. 
27 In arguments I insist upon very precise definitions. 
13 I am a very precise communicator. 
ANIMATED/EXPRESSIVE 
17 My eyes reflect exactly what I am feeling when I communicate. 
23 I tend to constant!; ges~ure wnen I communicate. 
47 I actively use a lot of facial expressions when I communicate. 
44 I am very expressive nonverbally in social situations. 
DRAMATIC 
22 Regularly I tell jokes, anecdotes, and stories when I communicate. 
32 Often I physica.lly and verbally act out what I want to comm,Jnicate. 
48 I very frequently verbally exaggerate to emphasize a point. 
18 I dramatize a lot. 
OPEN 
so 
34 
21 
24 
ITEMS E'ROM THE COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE - Concinued 
As a rule, I open:y express my feelings and ernocions. 
I readily reveal personal things about mysel~. 
Usually I cell people a lot about ~yself even if I do not ;now them well. 
I am an extremely open communicator. 
DOMIN AN:' 
43 In most social sicuacions I cend to come on strong. 
28 In mosc social situations I generally speak •tery f::eque!":tly. 
41 I try to take charge of things when I am wich people. 
35 I am dominant in social situations. 
COMMUNICATOR IMAGE 
7 I am a very good communicator. 
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19 I always find it very easy to communicace on a one-to-one basis with strangers. 
26 In a small group of strangers I am a very good cc~~~nicatcr. 
29 I find it extremely easy to maintain a conversation with a member of the 
opposite sex whom I have just met. 
KEY TO SCORING THE 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE INSTRUMENT 
(Norton, 1983, pp. 288-289) 
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1. Only 45 items are scored. Ten subconstructs with four items 
per subconstruct can be treated as independent variablts. One 
subconstruct, Communicator Image, can be treated as a dependent 
variable. Items 1, 2, 12, 25, 31, and 33 are filler items and should be 
ignored. 
2. It is advisable, although not necessary, to convert scores for 
the respective items co z scores and then average them for the 
subconstruct. 
3. Use the following weights for the responses: YES!=S; yes=4; 
?=3; no=2; N0!=1. 
4. Be sure to attend to missing data. 
ways d~pending upon the reasonable argument. 
substitute the mean score for the respective 
A second way would be to replace the missing 
mean. The former option is advised. 
It can be treated several 
One ~ay would be to 
item for the missing value. 
value with 3, the expected 
5. Before averaging the items, reverse the score where indicated 
in the key. If the person got a 4 for that item, give it a 2. If a 
person got a 2 for that item, give it a 4. If a person got a 1 for that 
item, give it a 5. The items that should be reversed are indicated by 
R. 
Max Score 
Friendly 3 6 38 46 20 
Impression Leaving 4 5 14 45 20 
Relaxed 8R 9 15R 16 20 
Contentious/Argumentative 10 36 37 42 20 
Attentive 11 20 39 49 20 
Precise 13 27 30 40 20 
Animated/Expressive 17 23 44 47 20 
Dramatic 18 22 32 48 20 
Open 21R 24 34 50 20 
Dominant 28 35 41 43 20 
Communicator Image 7 19 26 29 51 26 
The higher the person's score on the subscale the more characteristic 
this attribute is of the person's communicator style. 
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Instrument II Ca:Er..b. ____ _ 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE 
You have impressions of yourself as a communicator. The imp~essions include your 
sense of the way you communicate. This measure foc~ses ~pan your sensitivity to the 
way you communicate or what is called your communica:or style. 
The questions are no~ designed to look at what is cc~municated; rather, they explore 
the way you communicate. 
Because there is no such thing as a "correct" style of communication, none of the 
following items have right or wrong answers. 
Please do not spend too much ti~e on the items. Let your first inclinaticnbe your 
guide. Try to answe~ as honestly as possible. Al: respcr.ses will be strictly 
confidential. 
Some questions will be difficult to answer because you honestly do not know. For 
these questions, however, please try to determine which way you are leaning and answer 
in the appropriate direction. 
The following scale is used for each item: 
YES! = Strong agreement with the statement 
yes = agreement with the statement 
? = neither agreement nor disagreement with the statement 
no • disagreement with the statement 
NO! • strong disagreement with the statement 
For example, if you agree with the following statement, "I really dislike the coldness 
of winter" then you would circle the "YES" as indicated: 
NO! no ? yes YES! 
Some of the items will be similarly stated. But each"item has a slightly different 
orientation. Try to answer each q~estion as though it were the only question being 
asked. 
Finally, answer each item as it relates to a general face-to-face communication 
situation-- namely, the type of communicator yoy a~e most often. 
Thank you for your help. 
1. I am comfo~able-wich all variecies of people. 
2. I laugh easily. 
3. I readily express admiration for others. 
4. What I say usually leaves an impression on people 
5. I leave people with an impression of me which 
they definitely cend to remember. 
6. To be friendly, I habitually acknowledge verballr 
other's contributions. 
7. I am a very good communicator. 
8. I have some nervous mannerisms in my speech. 
9. I am a very relaxed communicator. 
10. When I disagree with somebody I am very quick to 
challenge them. 
11. I can always repeat back to a person exactly what 
was meant. 
12. The sound of my voice is very easy to recognize. 
13. I am a very precise communicator. 
14. I leave a definite impression on people. 
15. The rhythm or flow of my speech is sometimes 
affected by my nervousness. 
16. Onder pressure r come across as a relaxed speaker. 
17. My eyes reflect exactly what r am feeling when r 
communica!=-e. 
18. I dramatize a lot. 
19. I always find it very easy to communicate on a 
one-to-one basis with strangers. 
20. Osually, r deliberately react in such a way that 
people know that I am listening to them. 
21. Osually I do not tell people much about myself 
until r get to know them well. 
22. Regularly, I tell jokes, anecdotes and stories 
when r communicate. 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
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? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
yes '!ES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES!. 
? yes YES! 
? yes YE:S! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
23. I cend to constantly gesture when I communicate. 
24. I am an extremely open communicacor. 
25. I am vocally a loud communicacor. 
26. In a small group of strangers I am a very good 
conur.unicator. 
27. In arguments I insist upon very precise 
definitions. 
28. In most social sicuations I generally speak very 
frequently. 
29. I find it extremely easy to maintain a 
conversation with a member of the opposite sex 
whom I have just met. 
30. ! like to be strictly accurate when I comrnunicace. 
31. Because I have a loud voice I can easily break 
into a conversation. 
32. Often I physically and vocally act out what I want 
to communicate. 
33. I have an assertive voice. 
34. I readily reveal personal things about myself. 
35. I am domi~ant in social situations. 
36. I am very argumentative. 
37. Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I have 
a hard time stopping myself. 
38. I am always an extremely friendly communicator. 
39. I really like to listen very carefully to people. 
40. Very often I insist that other people document 
or present some kind of proof for what they are 
arguing. 
41. I try to take charge of things when I am with 
people. 
42. It bothers me to drop an argument that is not 
resolved. 
43. In most social situations I tend to come on strong. 
NO! no 
NQ! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO: no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
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? yes Y::S! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YF.S! 
? yes ':"ES! 
? yes YES! 
? 1es "!ES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
44. I am very expressive nonverbally in social 
situations. 
45. The way I say something usually leaves an 
impression or. people. 
46. Whenever I communicate, I tend tc be very 
encouraging to people. 
47. I actively use a lot of facial expressions when 
I communicate. 
48. I very frequently verbally exagerate to emphasize 
a point. 
49. I am an extremely attentive communicator. 
SO. As a rule, I openly express my feelings and 
emotions. 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
NO! no 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES! 
yes YES: 
? yes 
? yes 
? yes YES! 
? yes YES:'" 
51. Out of a random group of six people, including myself, I would probably have a 
better communicator style than: (circle one choice) 
5 of 
them 
4 of 
them 
3 of 
them 
2 of 
them 
1 of 
them 
From Communicator Style, Robert Norton, Sage, 1983. 
None of 
them 
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LEAD-SELF ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT 
LEAD 
SELF 
Leadership Style! Perception of Self 
f)lovrh oprd I oy r.o11f llrr<r-.• .lltrl Kt•moC'Ih II I.Rmr I o.nrl 
Ynur n:tn•e 
~U~I'OSE_ ----- ___ ------ _ ------- INSJRUC_!_IONS __ _ 
Th,. '""I"Kr nl rlu~ m.;lfumrnr j., It• "•'hr.lfr \'fMrt pru rJ1Iinn 
nl \tUtr lt•,Mit•rc.lur• c.t\·lr in 1rrm~ nf ''lt•Uinr_·· '"uolhn~t."" "p.lr~ 
lit itt.tllnJt"" "' ··,f,·I•"J!.lliuJ:.,·· .1nd In irulit .111 .. whrlht-. lhr. lli.lylr 
"·11'1"''("'·1((· 111 '\·,uiuuct ~itu.1fit1n~. 
Alli.lliiUUP \""' ,,,. itt\nlw·d in ••• , .. h ullltr rnlltfW'int: hW"h ... • ....... ,. 
ltntK. f,K ft qltMiimt h,llli. (nUl .lftt'lf1olll\"• oU liunlli. """ ftlrJthl lfl· 
iri.llf•. Rr.l<l rile h olrtn '.urlnlly. I hink .ohuur wlo.11 y<no \mulol 
rlc1 in r.1c h f irnrm-.l.lt1C"r Tht'"n, r ire: lc• lhr ft"f'~ nlthr .lhr•r-
11.Ui\,.. ~ulitHI c hcHr r whit h Y.HJ lhink """'lei nwJ<I r lr,....•ly 
ll<><cJilor \11Clf hclo.1Vi<Jr in rr ... <iltJ.lliun f1<1!<elllrri. Ci<clt' nnly 
11nt- firniu•. 
Atrrr ytHr h.l\-r 'irdMf t'f'lr ,Jwttc r (ur r:.ch lli.iUr.~litHt, u....-
lhr ··r EJ\Il ()iu" ritHK (nr Srlf-CW •KittR .lntl An.lf-,....;..,·· In Vt1tf' 
...... olllol'f rhr• ...... , 
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1. SUUATION 
Y'"" (ull•'".,.,, .1u•nut "'"'l"''"lins: l.ur•l\.· In \TMrt hwndlv 
• '""'''""-dltWt .1rwf r.IJVtf'tet' c tlftlt"ttJ L:tr lln·u ..,•ofLur•. lfwotr 
ttrtfttrftt.utr r i~ •f•-t linina r;,ru•lly 
---------------------
Z. SUUATION 
lfw,•IN'1V.Ifl(t•ftt'fltrfll&.lt1t •• r1l \11tll 1:rr•t111 r•.utr II'·I'IUI: 
'tftu h.n.,•lw'f"tt rn.l~lttJt t.Uu• th.11 .tllntt"tniM"t~ \"•""II" .tw.ur• 
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 
""' ",.,,,, 
1\. f rurds."ill• lhr• ,,...... ut tnufrnm 1•rrtc c-.:hnt~ oliN I I Itt• 
ltNP\<ily (nr l.,q olrfiiUIIJfi-dtnlrnl. 
II. 1\.\.alc:r l""'Krti oiVoliLahJr fur dicr t~<lllll Inti IWJf I''""\""'' 
irro.-nl\-rt1H"ttl 
C l.tiL. wirh fullrl\,,.,., .nul rl.,·•• ~of , ... ,1~ 
() fnh-.tlitMt.tJiy nuf U1h"I\1 .. W 
------------------
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 
}flft \UIII/t/ 
1\. rnJ.t,l~" in ftK"tMify lllft"t,M IHIU,f"d' C tHdllUM•In llt.tL.t• ... tu• 
"' llu·u ""'l""'''llaltlr•"' .u11l ,..._, ... rt-.1 'l>l.u .. Lu•f, nC tlt.tl .1!1 nN"tul,., .... u•• ·"'·n•· nf rlwn ., ... ,,. .. ,,,(nl•fl•.., ·""' 
t••rfuun.un t• •~(W"( tr'ff ,l.uKf,mf, t.f JW"t(f1111l.IIK 1• 
n tt'-.t• nn tltofimlr olt '""' 
C ll01 wh.rl I'"' r .111 lu m.rl.r• llu• l(lnUJJ lo.,•l iriiJWIII.tnl .mrl 
irl\·ul,'"'l 
ll Fmrt11.1tOi/r lltt• impnei.UK ,. ttl rlr.-wlliiH .... u .. l ..... k< 
--------------------------
J. SITUATION ALTERNATIVE ACliONS 
i\h•rufN•tt; n( \'UCif RIIUip ,lff" IJII.lhfP (U '"'\"r ol f11Uhfrru 
,, .. , h,l\1' llflfflt..lllv fr·ft rlu"fu ·'''"''' Cr•tup ..... r,.un.Utf' , .. 
,mcf inh"f(W'f~trl.lf rrf,111111110 h,"l\1' l»rt"'n J!tNN'f 
4. SITUATION 
"'im .ur rrnttOirf~riug .1' h.1n~¥. Yt1ur l'rdltM,.~ h.lYC .1 fie~ 
rrt nrrl ul .Jcntntltli<hmcnl. They rr<1trrl rhr nl'<'rl fur 
r.h.Jrtstr 
S. SITUATION 
lllf'IIMimnt.,trrc rrf I'"'"' ll'"''l' h.1< llf'f'rl rln~lflirtR tlur-
inll rh<- 1.1<1 lt-w rliOrllh<. M<-rni'IC'f< h.'l\ .. hrrn ........... 
r rtJHocl w11h ntrrtintt nltif"'': tM..._ Rrrk-finin~ rniM .tnd 
rr<pnn<ihilili~ h.1< IK'Ipt'(i in IIIP p.W. Thry h.'M' cnn-
linu.llly nr'C'<Inl rrmindint;ln lr.'M' rhcir la.k\ rkJrlf' nn 
rinte. 
6. SITUATION 
Ybu <lt,lfWOCI inlu .111 f'fridrntly nn1 nr~1ni1.1tinn. lhr 
(WNino~ ;wlmin~r.urwliRf'orly rnodmllrd rhr <ilrLolii'Ol. "liM I 
'Ntll11 Itt tlt.lilll.ain oil tKtMftN liw- .,illt.llirwt. IHII w.Mrlrllikr• 
••• 1M-Kin hmn.lni7intt If~ cnvitnnntPttL 
liur unuftl 
1\ \\"nrk \\.'rlh tl~t• Y.lllllfl .1mf lrtt.!,t•lht"f rtt~IJ:.t• m l'fl•h . 
...... ourr. inK. 
IJ (t"f tftt• t!fiHifJ \NUtlc. it tMrl. 
C. A..t •1uicklv .1nd firmly In •••nt"tt .nul wdiu"ft. 
n Enc fiUf.ilJ!P rhr J:ffJ41111 In \\"fJtlc IJ(I tltt• pruhlt.'111 .ltiCI hr 
<tl(tpurli\t'r ultltt.fr tof'fnrft; 
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 
\iHI \\rlfl/c/ 
A. Allnw jtfrllll' irMJI...,nc•nl rn rk~lnpinrt lhc dr.liiR ... hul 
nnf he• lrxs diu-.: li\~. 
8. Annnunc r < lt.lrtll~ ~ncl 1hrn rrnrJicn>enl wirh clr"<! 
tOtiJJrfVi~inn. 
C. Allnw IlK' group In lnnnul~lr il< nwn rlirrc-linn. 
ll lnnttrw~r,Ur JUtMIIl '"' nmntrntLIIirnt<.IHII ytKI rfirrr f tltr 
dr.1n!l('. 
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 
lhrr \YfNIId _ 
1\~ AllcJW lhr ftrnur• tn 'nnnul.llc• itt; nwn •firrrfinu 
R. lncrtrtWtr;11r RJtMfJI n•n,.,sntrncl.llinn..;. I Hit ~ th.11 .d,. 
jfY"ti'~ arr mrr. 
C. Rrckofinr rr~ anti <r'<!trMr<il11lil~ ~nd <UJ'II'Ni<t' 
carefully. 
0. Alfc'AY arrnrtJ irMJIW'fltM1f in ciMem•ininst rnl~ and 
•~r••tKilnlifir ..... hut tHtl hr Inn din-c. liVt•. 
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 
\;HI \\'flU/d 
A. nn wlt.ll .,. ...... ~ .. '" IILl~r IlK' 11""'1' IN'I imltorl.lnl ~ .... 
; .... d .... I. 
B. frnl'h;t<i7r rlw inrprw1.1n~r nlrlr.lfllim..; ·""I 1.1<k<. 
t. lnlrnliton.llly nul iniM\'f'IJC•. 
U (';rt IlK' grou1• ioMtlwd in rlrd<irn1 nt.lkin~t. hnl «'''lh.ll 
nhjc"l·ti._,.« ;ur nK't. 
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7. SITUATION 
"'"' .m· ,,,.,,ult•r•••,; • lt.u~UtJ'. ht ·• ~"" ruu• 1f1.1f w1IIIM.• 
lkW' lit 'fCMir t:JtM.Ifl ~t."tldll!l'\ elf lite KfCJIIfJ hoM0 111.kJ..! \lfJ;~ 
);•~hun'\ .tiMHII tM~"tft-.[ • h.uth"1' llw K""'ft h.,, ht't"tlfHtJoo 
chat hW .and cfi"'IIIUI\'IIIr.tlt<tf lft""totluhl\' Ill IC' l'ftl'f.lflfNI\ 
8. SITUAIION 
C ~ruur•r••rl••rm.UN , •• uKiu•h·•l•''"'"t.~l n-f.alltn" .1w K'""' 
Y..u f•-.·1 "'111t"\vh •• rm-.c~ uu• .aiNKII yrnn l.at t ur.luc"tlllltt 
ulllw J.:ruup 
9. SITUATION 
"ruur he"\ ll.t'\ .tpfMUilh"<l yuu In ln•,lff .1 ld~~rolr. fun l" 11"111"' 
l.tr tAl'ldt~t.• IU llt.ll.lllt; fl"t(Ut ... lt,f U"C IHIIfiN'I"LalhH" lt~t 
l :a.mgc. the ~trc•up •~ nul t 1..-.tt '"' II\ gu.,l ... 1\llt.·ncf.nu e 
.11 ~"'"'"nla.r. ht"l'tll••"· TIM-ir IIM"'l111th...,l'"l\t: hn••,f u•••• 
~- '·'' ~·lltc•nug,. I' ........... ny. ''""'' h.n.t• clw '·'''"''' 
nc.."ll."").,.lty In help. 
tO. SITUATION 
't\Nir ftJIJcM\."1 ... l"tJ.oalfy oiii(C ICtl.lkC Jl"'lkHl,dlllily. oiiC tktC 
"·"'IJfHtcling In ymu tt."t L-.11 n..,kofimnJ; nl \l.uKt.ml,. 
tt. SITUATION 
Y•Kt h.rw !.. .. ·:..'It pUHIMifc-tt 111 d IK.'\V prr.tliuu. I he JMt-viuctot 
•upcrvi..ar w.J• unirMrlw.'tl in lilt." .Uf.Ji" ullhe llf11Ufk The 
J.:lutl(l IMS o~~k.'t~Lolcly ho~r•lk•l il' '·'"'' .111<f rlirt•li<Ml. 
Gruu1, rnlc.'ln ... .thuus .arc guud. 
tz. SITUAliON 
Rt.'Cl'tll infcnn~otticNt irKfic.Uc"\ \CNIW.' 111lc•rrwl clillic tthic"' 
diiHMlK ~~lr-.'1\. IlK• Kf'"'l' ILh d l<'tOLorL:Iol<! ""'"" nl 
.KttH11JJii,JwnK'tll. l\1t'I111K-r' '"""" cofft"'l 11\'l•ly UI.UIIf,IIIK"'I 
lun~·loiiiJ;,t! KUoll .... liMy lt..M· 'M:ML.c"'l Ill h.uttiCN'f Cur rhc 
'"'" ycaL All "'" ..,,. <rwhlic:d lur rhc ro~)lo. 
AUERNATIVE AGIONS 
liHI "1H1f1f 
A. IJt.'linc rloe riLIIO!Ct' dllcf S&I(OI.'fVi..., td•dully. 
IJ. l'.uuc. ,, .... .._.. wuh liM• grnu1J in clt~oft~~HnK lhc• c la.lll)Ct.'. IKtl 
.rllcAV ntt.'ll111l.'l\ Itt Ulliolllllf' liM• imldt'tlk'lll.tlr•n• 
C. lJc willinK ru na.ll.t• 'h.•·•~"'..., rt"'rMnnk.'IMk."''J. hur nt.uu-
Lain t tMllrul ul .mpk'IIK'IIf,alltNl. 
fl Avntcf c tKtfUMU.tlltNI: lc.•.M• lhtnf.,~ .tlnnc•. 
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 
\ilu l\tJuld 
I\ It·."'-..• rhe ~''"''' •• 1'"''-! 
U ll•~ "'' lfu.• "''"·'"'u' \\llillht• ~''"'P .uu( lht·n lfltll.lfc• 
lll"'tf""lo'-IIY 'h.m'-"t'"' 
( . T.•L.•• , ... ,~ tu ,(.,...._ t lull' .. ""'"'" lt"v.ucl wct~L.inK rn .a \on•ll 
tlc•flue,J rtl.llll""' 
I) lie "'fttMIIII\1• ...... " '''"'"'~: llr.• , ............ \'\'llh ll~t• ,;ttMif'. 
hur nnl ruu thlt.'t.ll\1!. 
ALTERNATIVE AUIONS 
\im \UNifc/ 
1\. lt·t IlK· ~ruup \\ourl uul th Jtfuhlt"ll". 
U. hM.urpur.ue J;flKifJ u-c. uuurlt.'IKl.ari'H"· hut ')t."'t! da.~r uh-
jt.oc.lr~--...an•nH•I. 
C" Rc"'lc·hrM.• );CJ.II, ,uHI '"I" .. VI"t' c .an.iully. 
I). Allt"'v HUM.IfJ '''"IIV\.'111t.'l11 u1 '4!llrng gcJ.II!t. bul nt.C lllt!tll. 
ALTERNATIVE AGIONS 
\iHr wtHtlrl 
A. Alluw gnKtf• icMtiW. . Ill'111 111 rc~k.1tnint; ,l,uKLncls. hur 
nut 1.11-.ctunlrul. 
R. fk.,fdinc ''·""Lonl\ .oml '"IICIVi'C c,mofully. 
C. Avuid uorolnNIIoJIICJn IJV nul ·'l~~ying, .. es.,.nc; r .. -lhc 
~ilu.uHnt .thHtc.. 
n. lnun ... H".tlc WUCIII ft."tCMIIIIM..'Ittl.lliun~ hul \C..~ lla.~l Ot."W 
\LnuLanl" .ue mel. 
ALTERNATIVE AGIONS 
luu ... .,u/c/. 
A uke >IC(K In dire< I fn!ICM"Cf'S I<M'drd Wtllking in d ....,fl. 
•~rk-d ns.unK.or. 
IJ. lrMol"'! ful~s in OC'C.rsiort rllolking ill1d n.~rokrn.c guud 
rrHIIrihulinns.. 
C. Diosc.u•>\ '""' '''''"""'•"><" wilfo lhe gruc•r• .11d rlw..~• <.'X· 
tlmirK.' lhc 11C."t...'lllcw IK...-\V fJI.K.Iill."S. 
fl Cunlinuc• lu ft•,M· lhc• KfUUII .dum.•. 
ALTERNAliVE ACliONS 
\iNI \\"'Mifcl. 
A. Try '"'' ynur 'fduriun widt fnllc~rs e~rtel l'XitRIInc lht• 
tK"t."'ll lut tM'W ftMc lie • ......._ 
0. Alluw WCMIII 11M."I11hc.,-.,. In wn1L. il nul dk .. n..c.•l""--s· 
C. h. I quO< kly and findy lu CUfii!CI .11111 rcdir<.'< 1. 
0. Pdrtit·•tMie in l'"ol•lcm eli..:'"'""' whik• pruvicling sup-
purl fur fullt,..._'f\. 
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Ot9 
------------
-LEAD 
DIRECTIONS 
Directions for Self-Scoring and Analysis 
()t--vrfr'(N"tffly ( ("fllf•r (ur [t•,1fft"tdlifJ ~urfi~~ ltK. 
N.1me of pt"r~on hl"in,; ~t urt."d _ 
I'URI'OSE 
I hi-; hookll•l provide~ informal ion on .1~1K'<I~ uf your l~.>.1der~hip ~rylt> .. 1nd 
i" u<t'tllnl.1hul.11r I he rr~pon~~ <Ill holh I he f.f AI JSrlf .111!llhe L[AI J()lhf>r 
inslrtllliCIII~. 
When u~ing lh£'5e direc·rion5 wilh I he LEAD Self, rhe r5uhing information 
providt.'S insighl into your perception of your leadership style usage. 
If you are sc:oring a LfAIJ Other in~lrurnrnt, yuur resull!i provide vital 
infonn;~linn ahoul how your leadership ~lyle is perceived by others. 
After rhe ~curing is complele, this IJooklet shu~ which leadership styles 
you ust•. You will .1lso he abl<' In determine to what extent the behaviors 
you use, while allcmpling tn inCiuence others, are a match to the needs of 
others. In f.Kt, it provides for a complete crQ!is-reference of the other's 
nceclo; expr5sed in each situalion and the leadership behaviors you used 
to fulfill tho5e needs. Thio; provides a weahh of infom1ation about your 
rurrent leacfprship strengths and where-spedfically-ihere is room for 
further development. 
This booklet is divided into two major areas of analysis: 
• Your Leadership Style Profile 
Includes: 
- Primary Style(s) 
- Secondary Style(~) 
- Style Range 
• Your Leadership Style Adaptability 
Leadership Effectiveness & Adaptability Description 
r'"'"'"""""••:..a ... ,..,,.~r..l....,..,~.w AII•.,...'"'"N 
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YOU.RJ.EADERSiill' STYlE 
I" dr·\·r·lnp \'IIIII I t•.trlt•r,hip l'rufilt·. rcft•r lo II II' II:\/) St•lf or ILA/J ( lllu·r 
""''lllllt'lll IK·inJ! f'"K t'~""'- lht• rir~l •h·p will he 111 rr.ur•f,•r lhr• circled 
.llrr•rrr,rlivr• .11 linn fur t•.u h rrf lhr• IWl'lvt• <ilu.llion~ frorn II II' f.(,\1) in~lflllllr'lll 
,, ,,,.. r ...... ~, ...... rillJ\ ""'"'"'''"'',;, ... ,,;, .. ,,in ( ;r.rphir rl ... luw. ""'"· '"'·''''"' 
"""''""' nf r irr lr·rl .rr '""" irn "·" lr .. trl,.. irnrr \l'tli• .rl' rrhrmu< .utrl wrrh·llll'ir 
, ........ ru·"rro •tnr .• r ...... 
l;RAI'I IIC I 
• STYLE RANGE • 
SJYLE SELECJW 
I l. I ,, 
I A c B u Rl 
-----
2 [) A c u R2 
1-
I c ''· J) B RJ C'l --,_ -- 0 c: 
" B [) A c R4 "0 ::<:1 ~ 
u Rl "' 5 c: B A a. :;· ------f- ~ (, II f) A c R2 0 -- ---· ·-- !X 
7 A c n J) R.l ~ --- --- ~ 
n c B D A R4 a. :;-
~ 
lJ c IJ D A Rl c !!! 
0 
10 IJ () A c Rl. ::> 
-- --- --
II A c n f) R:l --- ---- --- --
12 c A u n R4 
Tnl.1k 
~~~~ ·',; ~ ~ ~- '>.: p~ ~ ~ .,,.. •:1"-= '?p ~ 
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STYLE ADAilTABIUTY 
I r • rlr·l• •ftnnu• \ nur I r·.u (, p.(up '•lyl. · ·\r l.tl'l.ahility. c Ill I• • th.- '' olf"" itt ( ;, .lphic 
II '"·In\\ '"··· 'fflll-·1'"'"' In llu· .llh·rn.rli\1• .ulioll I""" 1 ... 111.1111' rur (';'If h 
0 olht.alinu ir: ( .... ,.r,ir I. r ............ upl·· i! ltn 'lilt~o~tiun I .llrPt11.11ivr• ,,, finn ( huic r 
1 ••• ·", h"··•·n • '" lr· .' """' ·• • ,r. .. ,, ·• I IH·I.,w. l-l1·~1 •. h lrlllu•1nnul ""'"in r.11 h 
,f·tlft .11 I nlllfllll .11111 \\flf'" l(u•it c;,.t1111c;. 11f·~f (II "\UIIIflfat(, • f i11.1lly, ,lffd fllf• 
,,1 ,., .... l·.r ... 1 •• 1r 111111 .\. 11. 1 . ·" '" 1 ''" 1 •• 1 ... l.•r.· ·r •·.ul•·•·lnl' "'' •,. .\tl.•pr.,hiliry• 
.uul \\fllr·l(u .. rur•nlu·t inllt•·l•o"'( puP.irlr·d 
"J 
z 
§ 
:t: 
;= 
., 
r 
- .. --
!;KAI'III( II . c; I \"I r All:\ I' I All II II\" • 
l'llCIIIARII IIY or <;(I(! rc;c; -
-·~J 11~-r-~- ~--
------- . 
I I I ) II 
I I II } I .. 
---
I I I II I 
I I II I I 
~ II .I I I . 
r. I ,! II I 
- . -- - ----
- II I I J. ' -
II I I () l 
'I II 2 I I 
.. . - ---- --- . ----·-
Ill l II I I 
·- --
II 0 I I l 
-
1.! I I II l 
fuLJI, .. + + "' 
.. , .............. ·~ , ......... -............... "'-' ... ~ ............ -...... . 
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Kdl•ri<J < ohlllllb( I llhrough 141 in I ;r,tphi< I. Tr.lllSfl·r rlwlul,ol iute.ll h < nhn1111 
lotio.,'""' lltlltc < IIIIL..,JKllllliiiJ.\ <JII,Ilh.ull~ inrloc lilt Kid lll·luw, e.J; .. Wille lice 
< 11llllllll Ill hd,al ill I he hen< utthc S I <fll•tdr,tnl. tht• c eolumn 121tccl.tltnlht•lt.,, 
in the S::! <ttt.tdraut, cit. 
c.: 
0 
> < 
I 
UJ 
CD 
Cl.. 
I 
V1 z 
0 
i= 
< 
-' 
UJ 
c.: 
GRAPHIC Ill 
STYLE PROFILE · 
53 52 
I II I 
tl{Jt r 111/IR 
liT/IlK 
1 ~----------------------------------------~® 
([.( >Wl ~·----- TASK llEHAVI< >R --~ (( IICIIl 
-- ----
Altlc.uul Altlcltut lln.altlc lout l ln.tltiL· .mtl 
willingur unwilling ur walt in.: ur IIIIWIIIIII!; 
ctullulo·nt 11\')t.,:lti(C nu•luJ,.,,, CJI ill'\4."\Uil' 
R4 R3 R2 Rl 
FOLLOWEK READINESS 
Nnw yuu c .111 illlNpn•t tlw rt">lllh o( tilt'~~ otin,.; you ju~l 1 umpll'lt'fl. f hllllthi". 
thrL-e very impnrt.rnl piL'<'b ol inlurm.lliun nunc to,.;clhcr to ionn your 
Lc.adcr~hip St)•lc l'rulilc: 
PRIMARY STYLE 
l'rim.1ry ~lyle i~ the ~lyle IIMI you would lt•nd to U~l' mo't frt'f(Ut'ntly. The 
lfllotdr.urt in the llliKicl .thuvc whidt h.!!> !Itt• grt!.t!L'!ll lllllllht·r ol rc,poll~l''i 
indil".tll .. '<l is your prim.ary 'tyk·. 
SECONDARY STYLE 
St!nmd.rry. nr supportin,.; ~tylebl int lude llll' qu.ulr.Htlbl··tJihcr 1h.111 your 
prim.ary ~lylt, qu.ulr.mt-· in whi< h rltcrc .Itt• two ur murc r'"l" ""c'. rltL..,e 'tyk•, 
lcncltu he your "h.u 1-·up" ~tylc, wlu·n r•nt ,trl' nut """f; yr:ur print.ary ~tylo•. 
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STYLE PROFILE Cco'!ti~uedl 
STYLE RANGE 
Style r;ln!;t! n:ft:rs to the tot.llnumhcr of qu.!llr.ull~ in Cr.rphi~.: Ill 111 whit hI here 
.uc two or mure responses. Style r.m~c~ proviciL'S yuu ,J '>t."flse ior huw ll··'rhlc 
you arc in v.1rying the types ui hch.rvlur~ you euf:J);c 111 when Jll~llflllll~ to 
intlucru e utlu:rs. 
Three or more responses in a quJdrJnt incliL.Jte a hi~;h ckogrec of ilcxrhilily 
in the use of lrchaviurs in that qu.ulranl. Two rL~pun~L'!> in J 'l'r.JdrJnl imh,·.ltc 
moderate ilexihility. One response in a ctuadr.ml b nut stalblic.llly significJnl. 
and therefore it is diiiicuh lu prt:dit 1 flcxrhility intu that ~lyle. 
Style r.mgci~ irniKlri.Jnl in gJining in~ighl inlu your Jlulny lu irnhrenc e nlher~. 
and having a rJn~;c oi ~tyiL'S i~ hclpiul. rlu: key v.Jri.llllc now hct nmL-s when 
to use each style. 
Previuu~ly. your Leadcr~hip Style Profile indicatt:d pn:icrenc~ ;md lenclcncics 
of leader heha11iur .Style adapta!Jilityis the degree to winch you Jre alrlc Ill v.1ry 
your style ilfrpm(Jri.llcfy to the re.111in~s level uf d follower in ..1 specific 
sih1.1tion. 
In Gr.1phic II, points are awarded for eadt alternative aniun sclcc·tL'<I in 
res;X'nst: to the twelve situations provick-d in tlu:LEAD instrument. TI1e numhcr 
of points awardL'tl is clt:termined by how well the alternative action selected 
matches the situation. Thus, a •3• response indicates tlu: "IJL-sl iii. • A •o• 
response indicates that an alternative action was seli!Cted that h.1s a very low 
prohahilily of success. 
The use of a point system .11lows your Leadership Style Atl.1p1ability to he 
exprt..-ssetl .1s a score. The possible adaptJhilily score rant:;L'S irom 0 In 36. 
Expressing ad.lfll.!hility .1s a score Jlluws some gcner.ili.t.Jiiun~ 1u be Illude 
b.1sed on numerical benchmarks. 
30-36 Scores in I his range inc!icale a leader with a high degree of adJptability. 
The leader accurarely diagnoses the abilily and willingness of the 
follower for the siruation and adjusts accordingly. 
24-29 This range reflects a moderate dt!gree of adJptahi!ily. Scores in this 
range u~ually indicate a pronount·ed primary le.ulcrship style with 
less flexibility into the secomJ.Jry styles. 
0-23 Addpl.1bili1y scores less than 23 indicates .1 need for self dt!vclopment 
to improve both the ability to diagnose la~k re.1diness and to use 
appropriate leader heh.1viurs. 
A1klress inquires or orders lu: Center for Leadcnhip Studies, Inc. 
2JO W. Third Avenue 
Escondido, CA 'J .!1125 
Tt:lcphont!:l>l'J-7-11-M'JS • Fo~x:C•l'J-747-'JIII-1 
"'--r ...... l ...................... .,""" .......... _ ............ -.-· .. _..··loop ......... l_ 
,,,.,,, .... ....,,.,,., 1'"'''""'(·-•"'•'• ..... ,....,.)M. .... L.., \IIMJiot~ ..... u.,J I Ia'\ •:.••' 
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APPENDIXC 
DEMOGRAPIDC QUESTIONNAIRE 
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[NSTRUHENT [[[ CODE NO. ______________ _ 
DE!'IOGRAPH[ C QUESTrONNAIPE FOP. TilE COHHUN [CATION AND LEADERSIH P 
STYLE STUDY 
[n order to do a complete and lhorouoh analysis of the 
results of your responses on the le~dership ~nd communic~tion 
style measures [ need to obtain some important ~nformation aboqt 
you. This information is vital to the succ:es; of this study 
so please answer each question. This qqestionnair~ will be 
destroyed at the completion of the study and will n~ver be 
associated with any person's name. The control num~er in the top 
right corner is used solely to determine if the required sample 
participant has returned the questionnaire. When yoq have coapleted th! 
two assessment instruments and this demographic questionnaire 
please return them in the pre-stamped ~nrl prP-arldrPssed enclo~ed 
envelope. We wouuld like to have the completed packets complet~d 
within a week of when you receive thPm. 
PLEASE CIRCL!E YOUR ANSW£;R. 
1. How many years have you been 1n educat ion·l 
0 to 4 
5 to 9 
10 to 14 
15 to 19 
20 or •ore 
2. How many years have you been an Elementary School Principal? 
0 to 4 
5 to 9 
10 or aore 
3. How many years have you been a principal, other than an elementary 
school principal? 
0 to 4 
5 to 9 
10 or more CONTINUED ON NEKT PAGE 
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4. Approximately how ~any students do you hav~ enrolled in your 
school? 
Less than iOO 
iOO to 200 
20i to 300 
30i to 400 
40i or more 
5. How many full time certified teachers do you have at your 
school? 
Indicate number _____________ _ 
6. Would you say that your schoo 1 is in a·n urban, rural or inner 
city urban area? 
Urban 
Rural 
Inner City Urban 
7. What area of the state is your system in? 
Mountain 
E'led•ont 
Coastal 
B. In what age range would you classify yourself? 
Less than 24 
24 to 30 
31 to 37 
38 to 44 
45 to 51 
52 or over CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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9. What is your se~? 
Male 
Female 
10. What is your race: 
Black Am'!rican, 
White, 
American Indian, 
Hispanic, 
Asian, 
Other <Please indicate your race ( _____________________ _ 
COMMENTS: <You •ay write any co•aents or questions about this 
study here.> 
Thank you very auch for your tl•e and assistance! 
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APPENDIXD 
Cill SQUARE ANALYSIS OF LEAD-SELF 
ITEM ADAPTABILITY SCORES BY SEX 
l65 
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Chi-Square Analysis ofLEAD-Selfltem Adaptability Scores by Sex 
Adaptability Scores (3=''best fit") 
Item Sex 0 1 2 3 Total 
1 Men 0 27 74 21 122 
Women ·o 20 84 14 118 
Total 0 47 158 35 240 
Chi-Square=3.01 P=.22 
2 Men 3 1 63 55 122 
Women 5 0 65 46 116 
Total 8 1 128 101 238 
Chi-Square=2.18 P=.53 
3 Men 4 3 75 40 122 
Women 1 1 90 26 118 
Total 5 4 165 66 240 
Chi-Square=7.06 P=.07 
4 Men 2 43 67 10 122 
Women 0 44 63 11 118 
Total 2 87 130 21 240 
Chi-Square=2.11 P=.54 
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Chi-Square An~ysis of LEAD-Self Item Adaptability Scores by Sex - Continued 
Adaptability Scores (3="best fit") 
Item Sex 0 1 2 3 Total 
5 Men 1 11 54 56 122 
Women 0 14 48 56 118 
Total 1 25 102 112 240 
Chi-Square=l.64 P=.65 
6 Men 40 82 122 
Women 44 74 118 
Total 84 156 240 
Chi -Square=.53 P=.46 
7 Men 4 32 1 85 122 
Women 2 20 0 96 118 
Total 6 52 1 181 240 
Chi-Square=5.04 P=.17 
8 Men 17 29 48 28 122 
Women 20 28 37 32 117 
Total 37 57 85 70 239 
Chi-Square=l.83 P=.60 
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Chi-Square Analysis of LEAD-Self Item Adaptability Scores by Sex - Continued 
Adaptability Scores (3=''best fit") 
Item Sex 0 1 2 3 Total 
9 Men 0 3 37 82 122 
Women 0 3 32 83 118 
Total 0 6 69 165 ' 240 
Chi -Square=.30 P=.86 
10 Men 18 0 25 79 122 
Women 11 0 29 78 118 
Total 29 0 54 157 240 
Chi-Square=l.93 P=.38 
11 Men 1 36 7 78 122 
Women 2 20 11 85 118 
Total 3 56 18 163 240 
Chi-Square=6.02 P=.11 
12 Men 8 3 98 12 121 
Women 0 0 100 18 118 
Total 8 3 198 30 239 
Chi-Square=12.18 P=.007 
APPENDIXE 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE FACI'OR LOADINGS 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
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OBLIMIN ROTATION 
R8 
C9 
R15 
C16 
C37 
Cll 
C20 
C39 
C49 
Cl3 
C27 
C30 
C40 
CIS 
C22 
C32 
C24 
C28 
C35 
C41 
C43 
C7 
C19 
C26 
C29 
C51 
Factor 1 
.30 Precise 
.35 Precise 
.4 3 Dramatic 
.41 Dramatic 
.22 Dominant 
.72 Dominant 
.35 Dominant 
.57 Dominant 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE FACfOR LOADINGS 
Factor2 
.40 Dominant 
.36 Comlm 
.41 Comlm 
.59 Comlm 
.42 Comlm 
-.15 Comlm 
Males 
Factor 3 
-.37 Cont/Arg 
. 11 Attentive 
. 21 Attentive 
.57 Attentive 
. 70 Attentive 
.16 Precise 
.35 Precise 
.42 Precise 
.22 Precise 
Factor4 
-.68 Precise 
-.39 Precise 
-. 77 Precise 
-.44 Precise 
-.31 Dramatic 
Cont/Arg =Contentious/Argumentative; Comlm =Communicator Image 
Factor 5 
-.35 Attentive 
.41 Precise 
.38 Open 
....... 
-...J 
0 
OBLIMIN ROTATION 
C3 
C6 
C38 
C46 
C4 
C5 
C14 
C45 
CIO 
C36 
C37 
C42 
Cll 
C17 
C23 
C44 
C47 
C18 
C22 
C32 
C48 
021 
C24 
C34 
C50 
Factor 6 
-.68 lmpLeav 
-. 81 ImpLeav 
-.80 lmpLeav 
-.62 lmpLeav 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE FACTOR LOADINGS 
Factor? 
. 31 Anim/Exp 
.63 Anim/Exp 
. 38 Anim/Exo 
. 55 Anim/Exp 
.47 Dramatic 
.06 Dramatic 
. 3 8 Dramatic 
. 6 7 Dramatic 
Males - Continued 
Factor 8 
.17 Friendly 
.61 Friendly 
.46 Friendly 
.52 Friendly 
.44 Attentive 
Factor9 
.30 Friendly 
.65 Conl/Arg 
.66 Conl/Arg 
.41 Conl/Arg 
.33 Conl/Arg 
.63 Open 
.33 Open 
.64 Open 
.74 Open 
Cont/Arg =Contentious/Argumentative; Anim/Exp =Animated/Expressive 
Factor 10 
..... 
-...J ..... 
OBLIMIN ROTATION 
C4 
C5 
C14 
C45 
RS 
C9 
R15 
C16 
ClO 
C36 
C37 
C42 
C39 
C13 
Cl7 
C23 
C44 
C47 
CIS 
C22 
C32 
C48 
021 
C24 
C34 
C50 
Factor 1 
1.05 Relaxed 
.46 Relaxed 
.66 Relaxed 
.24 Relaxed 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE FACfOR LOADINGS 
Factor2 
.58 Open 
.12 Open 
1.04 Open 
.55 Open 
Females 
Factor 3 
.50 Anim/Exp 
.42 Anim/Exp 
.32 Anim/Exp 
. 7 3 Anim/Exp 
. 7 6 Dramatic 
.26 Dramatic 
.4 3 Dramatic 
.45 Dramatic 
Factor 4 
-.4 3 Conti Arg 
-.42 Cont/Arg 
-.69 Cont/Arg 
-.60 Cont/Arg 
. 30 Attentive 
-.44 Anim/Exp 
Factor 5 
.57 lmpLeav 
.81 ImpLeav 
.86 ImpLeav 
.62 Impleav 
.34 Relaxed 
.33 Precise 
ImpLeav =Impression Leaving; Cont/Arg = ContentiousiArgumentative; Anim/Exp =Animated/Expressive 
.... 
-...l 
1-..l 
OBLIMIN ROTATION 
C3 
C6 
C38 
C46 
ClO 
C36 
Cll 
C20 
C39 
C49 
C13 
C27 
C30 
C40 
C23 
C44 
C22 
C28 
C35 
C41 
C43 
C7 
C19 
C26 
C29 
C51 
Factor 6 
.33 Anim/Exp 
.28 Dominant 
. 60 Dominant 
.29 Dominant 
.85 Dominant 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE J\.fEASURE FACTOR LOADINGS 
Factor? 
• 16 Attentive 
. 62 Attentive 
.67 Attentive 
.41 Attentive 
Females - Continued 
Factor 8 
.35 Dramatic 
.36 Dominant 
.42 Comlm 
.45 Comlm 
.54 Comlm 
.53 Comlm 
-.24 Comlm 
Factor 9 
.30 Cont/Arg 
.13 Precise 
· .61 Precise 
.26 Precise 
.42 Precise 
-.4 1 Anim/Exp 
Factor 10 
. 39 Fri1!ndly 
.24 Friendly 
.57 Friendly 
. 65 Friendly 
.38 ~ont/Arg 
Cont/Arg =Contentious/Argumentative; Anim/Exp =Animated/Expressive; Comlm =Communicator Image 
...... 
"'-l 
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APPENDIXF 
COMPARISONOFlHE lOFACTORS 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN ON 1liE CSM 
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Comparisons of the Ten Factors for Men and Women on the CSM Items 
Maximum-likelihood and Oblimin Rotation 
Men Women 
Factor 1 Dominant Factor 1 Relaxed 
28 35 41 43 - 22 32 27 37 8 9 15 16 
Factor2 Communication Image Factor2 Open 
7 19 26 29 51 - 28 2124 34 50 
Factor3 Attentive and Precise Factor 3 Animated Expressive and 
111 20 39 491113 21 30 401 - 37 
Dramatic 
117 23 44 471118 22 32 481 
Factor4 Relaxed Factor4 Contentious/ Argumentative 
8 9 15 16 - 18 10 36 37 42 - 39 23 
Factor 5 No CSM Group of Items Factor 5 Impression Leaving 
20 13 24 (Highest Loadings) 4 5 14 45 - 16 13 
Factor6 Impression Leaving Factor 6 Dominant 
4 51445 28 35 41 43 - 44 
Factor7 Animated Expressive and Dramatic Factor7 Attentive 
17 23 44 47 - 18 32 48 11203949 
FactorS Friendly Factor 8 Communication Image 
3 6 38 46 - 11 7 19 26 29 51 - 22 28 
Factor9 Contentious/ Argumentative Factor9 Precise 
10 36 37 42 - 3 13 27 30 40 - 10 23 
Factor 10 Open Factor 10 Friendly 
212434 50 3 6 38 46 - 36 
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AugustJl, 1992 
Uanicl 13. Watkins 
School Psychologist 
:~nd Doctoral Student in Educ:~tiomtl 
Administration and Leadership 
Uear Mr. Watkins, 
Thank you for your expressed interest in using the Lead Instrument in 
your research. This lmppcns frequently enough that we have made 
arrangements with our distributor to easily assist you. You may also include 
a copy of the Lead Self :~s :~n appendix to your dissertation 0!5 long as our copY-
right marks and name arc included. 
"Iltc Lead lnstrumclll is available through: 
l'ficffcr and Company 
8517 Production Avenue 
San Uicgo, CA 92121·2280 
You should order your material on schoo1lcllcr and state that the instruments 
will be used for academic research purposes. This will entitle you to a 
substantial discounL 
Should you have additional questions feel free to call me directly. 
Sinccrc~a 
Y.~::- ---------
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